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Introduction

From the NCTE Committee on the Role and Image of
Women in the Council and the Profession

"If you can bravely smile
when loved ones doubt you.... "

"If you can trust yourself
when all men doubt you, ... "

Which lines were written for females? Which are now intended
for males? You guessed it- The first are from a poem entitled "If for
Girls" by J. P. McEvoi while the second are from Rudyard
Kipling's "If" now retitled "If for Boys" by a well known but herein
nameless greeting card company. And how did we know how to
assign the lines to the appropriate sex? On the basis of female/male
stereotypes operating in our culture. Males have been assigned
certain characteristics such as strength, aggressiveness and power,
while females are assigned passivity and powerlessness.

This book is about these female and male stereotypes as they are
codified in language, more specifically in American English. The
various selections in this volume make strikingly clear just how
widespread in our language is the image of " ... the female ... as
the invisible other," as H. Lee Gershuny puts it, or the female as the
negative pole, since males occupy both the positive and neutral poles
(Simone de Beauvoir. The Second Sex).

As the NCTE Women's Committee has been, since its creation in
1971, deeply and directly concerned with both the role and image of
women, we felt it appropriate, if not imperative, to bring to English
teachers' attention an analysis of the image of females in the
language we speak, read, write and teach. And since such linguistic
treatment of both males and females clearly involves a distortion of

6
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Introduction ix

actual behavior, it is also appropriate to be joined in the venture by
the NCTE Committee on Public Doublespeak.

As with racism, so with sexism: we all lose when another is
diminished and belittled. We all have much to gain from "fair and
equal treatment under the language." Thus it is our hope that this
volume will-s-erve to clarify the dimensions of sexism in language
and to help its readers deal with the distortions of human be-
haviorboth male and femaleencrusting our language.

Johanna S. DeStefano. Chair

From the NCTE Committee on Public Doublespeak

Some two years ago. I first sensed a need for a book which would
expand teachers' awareness of sexist language. What little I
personally had been able to discover about this topicmainly from
articles in journals and magazines. since few books even touched on
itconfirmed my belief that sexist language is having a serious
impact on the ways that all people think about themselves and
others, and thus on the ways we act toward one another. But I did
not know the breadth and depth of that impact. nor did I have a very
clear idea of how to counter it in my dealings with others. both
within and without the classroom.

Since sexist language can quite clearly be termed a form of
semantic distortion. I invited the members of the NCTE Committee
on Public Doublespeak to work with the NCTE Committee on the
Role and Image of Women in the Council and the Profession in
compiling a volume which might address the need for more
information on the nature and scope of sexist language.Se.risin and

nfitmge is the product of that collaboration.
While this book is not. and does not purport to be. the final

scholarly treatment on the subjecf of sexist language, it provides a
great deal of useful information on how and why sexist language is
employed in our society. Having read the book. I feel that I am
better prepared to identify and eliminate sexist language from my
own discourse and to recognize and respond to the sexist language
which I encounter from others. I hope that you will enjoy and
benefit from reading the pages which follow. I did.

Dan Dieterich. Chair

7



Linguistic Sexism
as a Social Issue

Al leen Pace Nilsen

The feminist movement probably had its beginnings when Eve
sat down and confided in her oldest daughter that she had unfairly
received the blame for the expulsion from the Garden of Eden. But
rather than quibbling about such a long ago date, this history will
begin with 1970, when the general public was beginning to notice
the waves emanating from such books as Simone de Beauvoir's The
Second Sex and Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mystique.

Several years after these books came out, people began to look
specifically at language in relation to sexism. But in a way,
language was a part of the modern American feminist movement
from the very beginning. The title of Chapter One in Friedan's book
is "The Problem That Has No Name." Her book provided the name
and within a few years feminine mystique was a household phrase
along with such other terms as Ms., sexism, consciousness raising,
sexual politics, women's liberation, feminist, libber, chauvini.st,
MCP (male chauvinist pig), and more recently, linguistic sexism.

The latter term is the subject of this book. This chapter opens
with a chronological sampling of related material from the print
and broadcast media. Though incomplete, it creates a background
of events and attitudes for the discussions that follow and shows the
continuing interplay between academia and the mass media. The
result of this interplay has been not only a public awareness of
sexism in English, but also an increased interest in the study of
language from many different viewpoints. i.e.. the sociologist's, the
psychologist's, the anthropologist's, the linguist's. the writer's. and
the historian's.

8
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Toward a New Awareness: A Chronology

Aileen Pace Nilsen

Spring 197(). Benjamin Bradlee, executive editor of the Wash-
ington Post. sent a memo to his staff on the subject of the meaningful
equality and dignity of women. He advised writers to avoid such
terms as dicorcc'e, grandowther. and blonde as synonymous for
woman and to drop sexist adjectives such as rimeious. pert.
dimpled. and cnte.

rynst /9 . In a two-page Life magazine article illustrated
with seven posed photos. Ann Bayer used a fictionalized and
somewhat apologetic style to write about one of her friends named
Hyperia. who was "so conscious of the sexism rampant in our
society that she finds it in the most outlandish places". i.e.. the
language. Hyperia did n't like "devious paternalistic devices" which
men use in calling women cookies. gumdrops. sugar, honey. or
cheesecake. Hyperia went on to complain. "Look how close their
insults are to their compliments. If you're not a bombshell. what are
you? A battle-ax. If we're not chicks, we're dolls or cows orugh
hots. And when we're not fauna. we're flora: clinging eines-
shrinking riolets. wall.t7mrers." Another thing Hyperia didn't like
was that men not only see women as things, but they see things as
womenmostly horrible thi:igs such as hurricanes. Nark widow
spiders, and torture instruments like the iim maiden (p. 62A-63.
Italics added).

October 16. 197o. Life magazine devoted parts of eleven pages to
Clare Boothe Luce and her role as an "outspoken defender of
Women's Lib before it became fashionable." It published her
version of Henrik Ibsen's .4 Doll's Hou.se. "A classic play about a
woman who wanted to be equal to a man, rewritten in the light of
recent events." Nora's reply to Thaw's suggestion that all she needs
is to get pregnant remains one of the best lines in the play:

Thaw, I ou, pregnant. But not in a feminine way. In the
way only men are Supposed to get pregnant.

Thaw: Men. pregnant?
Nom (nodding): With ideas. Pregnancies there (taps his head)

are mas(uline. And a very superior form of labor. Pregnancies here
taps her tornmy) are femininea very inferior form of labor. That's

an example of male linguistic chauvinism.- (pp. 54-67).

9



Linguistic Sexism as a Social Issue 3

Norember L. 1970. A UPI news feature declared. "The status
isn't quo any more and girl talk certainly is not what it used to be."
Based on an interview with David Replogle, president of the G. & C.
Merriam Company. the article was entitled "New Vocabulary for
Liberationists.- It gave the following words or phrases as either
being new or having new meanings in informal oral language:Rap
Group. Sensitized. Sexist. Male Chaurinism. Se.regration. Femi-
n i.t, Gith'ott. Herstory.Femnw Lib. and Sexual Politics. Whether or
not such items find their way into standard dictionaries depends on
how long the lib movement maintains its drive and whether new
groups will continue it. Replogle said. He added. "Today's groups
produce a more exciting word climate than. say. in the days of the
suffragettes, because of instant communications."

December 190. At an American Dialect Society meeting held
in conjunction with the Modern Language Association, Mary
Ritchie Key presented a paper. "Linguistic Behavior of Male and
Female.- to only a sprinkling of an audience. But no sooner had she
returned to the Irvine campus of the University of California.
where she teaches linguistics, than requests began to come in for
copies of her paper. It was accepted for publication in Linguistics.
but it did not appear until almost two years later. and between the
time of the ADS meeting and its publication, she mailed out
hundreds of copies to people who sent requests because of a rapidly
developing interest in a new field of dialectology (Linguistics 88
[Aug. 15. 19721: 15-31).

trinter 1970-71. Virginia Slims cigarettes launched an ad-
vertising campaign to go with their motto: "You've come a long way.
baby.- The bold face headline read. "Presenting some new clichés
Virginia Slims would like to drop into the English language."
followed by a listing:

A woman's best friend is her dog.
A woman's home is her castle.
The bigger the woman, the harder she falk
NO woman is an island.
We hold the::e truths to be self evident: That all women are created

equal.
Woman shall not live by bread alone.
One small step for woman. (me giant step for womankind.

1 0
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The ad concluded with. "After all, when you have your own slim
cigarette, you really deserve your own clichés, too."

Spring 1971. "Neuter title for women" was the subheading
given an Associated Press story by Lynn Sherr which appeared in
the Ann Arbor News. The main title was "Miss, Mrs. or

"United only in their conviction that a woman's marital status is
nobody's business a growing number of American women have
quietly begun to erase the termsMiss and Mrs. from natural usage.
They are replacing both with the neuter title. Ms. (pronounced
Miz)." The writer went on to say that the women are acting under no
directives from any of the major women's organizations, and that
the new, neutral monosyllable is slowly creeping into the vocabu-
lary of the business world. "About one-fourth the mail I get is
addressed Ms.," reported a married Boston attorney. Carol Burris,
an active member of NOW, said that the only time she has trouble
with titles is with newspaper reporters. "They insist on Miss or Mrs.
because their papers won't print Ms.," she said. "There's a ridi-
culous social value on a wedding ring. Your stock goes up because
you've caught a man."

(Editor's Note: It is interesting that the terms neutral and neuter
are used interchangeably in the article and the headline. M. may
be a neutral term in that it does not show whether a woman is
married, but in the grammatical sense of the word it certainly isn't
neuter, in that it is a carrier of feminine gender.)

January 25. 1971. "Women's Lib Adds Church to List" was the
headline on a UPI story by Patricia McCormack. She cited the
ending of a prayer at a Women's Strike for Equality, where those
assembled didn't say "amen." but rather "Ah-women." They did
this to make the point that discrimination against women by
organized religion is one of the wrongs they want to right.

Jaiwary 1971. The Association for Children with Retarded
Mental Development. Inc.. in New York received more publicity
than usual for its annual awards banquet. For the first time in
twenty years it was giving its "Man of the Year" Award to a woman,
Mrs. Stephen (Ricki) Goodyear. Pre-dinner publicity said the
association was taking a poll on what to call the award.

H. 1971. The cover story and the beginning of a three-

1 1



Linguistic Sexism as a Social Issue 5

part feature in Life magazine were deVoted to the women's
movement. The article began with a two-page spread super-
imposed on an artist's rendition of a dictionary definition of woman.
In tones of grey the definition was given as "Typifies the negative or
passive principle in nature; symbolizes adUltery, body politic,
chaos, church, city, disorder, disunity, earth, fecundity, idol-atry,
kingdom, moon, mother- (fade out) (fade in) -trayal, lies, quarrels:
if preg- (fade out).

Headlines on following pages read: "wiles and witchery of 'foul
effeminacy"' and "prehistory to Playboy, a woman's place is in the
body." The latter page showed an ad for a GT Tiger "Hi-Perfor-
mance muffler," which was being caressed by a bikini-clad girl.
The caption in the ad read, "Are you big enough to ride the Wild
One?" The Life cutline explained, "Sales appeal is woman's great
contribution to the modern economy. Her body serves as bait to lure
buyers to other, less erotic consumer products." In a companion
article entitled "Where did it all go wrong?" Richard Gilman stated,
-the nature of most languages tells us more about the hierarchical
structure of male-female relationships than all the physical horror
stories that could be compiled. ... But that our language employs
the words "man" and "mankind" as terms for the whole human race
demonstrates that male dominance, the idea of masculine superi-
ority, is perennial, institutional and rooted at the deepest levels of
our historical experience.

"Whether or not it is unjust is another question. And whether or
not, if it is unjust, it can be overthrown is still another" (pp. 40-55).

1971. "Contempt for women can be discerned in a purer form in
the use of female terms as abuse for pusillanimous or incompetent
men. 'You girl,' say the Londoners, in a tone of deepest contempt,"
wrote Germaine Greer in a chapter entitled "Abuse" in The Female
Eunuch. She went on to say, "Feminists might like to consider the
gratuitous attribution of the female sex to unspecified objects and
creatures, as in this headline which identified the Loch Ness
Monster as femaie, 'If Nessy's there siic:,; got a sonar shock coming.'
Perhaps we can deduce the latent motive for the attribution from
the sadism of the context" (p. 264).

Greer also showed that such a term as witch is negative only when
applied to a woman. Other words with negative connotations devel-
oped into exclusively feminine words. For example hag used to
"apply to a direct satanical manifestation of peculiar grisliness,"

12
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rtp(wcrpt in eariy t'hristian play, was a disagreeal Moham-
medan deity, b ri 4,-14Y became exclusi vely feminine in these\ en teen th
century. ,i00.00/ in the eighteenth reWury. and kwei, 0, in the
nineteenth pp.

Art,,* r Pi:1. -An Airline's Ad Etweunters Some Tur
buknce" A+ the -.:eadinkr L magazine arae to its story about the
protest*, and the ketinir that National A irtin I'm Cheryl. Fly
Me adxert Ning campaign W al+ 4Iicitin. Fernini., protested that
the Nexual cuon,4atit)ris of this skvan were 041,;.nsiie and in-
appropriate. ifoweer the,r prutest$ did not keep the adNerti,ers
fur Ciintinental Airlines from corning up w ith an ever sexier ad.
"We reall. move our tail for p,u-

11-,0,t00. /..+:/ -The %,,ehulan, of the radical wureen's move-
ment generaft ernp'0,,a, terms and usages common to the rhetoric

Nev, IA4 21.,,,te,t ni ements hich de eloped in the 11,C4i's.-
wri,te Margaret I tI..eII in an article titled "The New
Rhe tort of Wornari ,...+ c.r" M rf# Y.( 4 1.2 2. pp. 147-1441.

idcr,;.e, ,11,e e deo 11i the large percenta,re o: n.iurs ending in
or F g

,Iirf and u r
vrArkr +$4, +Lich a:,

crH, .44
, and ,,uf,a, m ;Ss,.
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14:. - A+ her h4.)'.1+4.'W,r1i, calksti ,-0t-work r .44

Nk 141 a prefer:1-lee for flea v. academic ad,,,ect,-% es. for ex.ample.
prx.1111-.-m, are ri44 js V", I or ,:010:..40.01 but S111. t4i, and

** I f-,tn. *10 It from it ?ufflf ()referi ng or people,
or the., art, aT a al " ,t) 4da preference for
extrerew ord, rk cr nw kratr for example. ornien

rP and Ir. got:, Friedan's
1901.3 rhenaro. r-ara

rt .% 4

yf
brea.14". feir

Irne StraiC; Step for 4 ;enkInd.- a rie pace
iNatv S416 1ft. appeared in Vrni

.ffa . IN b.10.trh, t h,ei r cor:cftidin
aItf.rnate fa,r runvi oor 41p. has ,hown Ittk

4:" h+F r rt 01714.0 IL4 rI4PN t'TI tec.s1 sirniftearit
f,r,t 44- )'"`,114-'4. treated in a izo'rie-ku,= rnarnrr,
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Aileen Pace Nilsen

lot-,n't do that He tries to find a girl he can have an intelligent
conversation w ith" inn .").71.

Su IV r If+7,!. "We should not set out to change the language at
all. Instead. we may take people to task for what they say, not
liecause the language itself is sexist, but because those people are
coct mut ng to think in sexist ways without being censciousof it. and
they should be made aware of their at t t udes," stated Dorothy H age
in an article in .1, jok co entitled -There's Glory for You"I3:3. pp. 2-
I 41

In talking about th s. definitions society gives to the words
and , ,he said. "So strong are these defi nit ions of

male and female roles in 4.icit.ty that when women st rive to redefine
the term 'rem ir ine to allow it to include strengti}i, courage. vigor,
etc.. it is the women themselves va ho end up being redefined." She
-went on. "No matter how many women and girls are aggressive.
strong. and independent. they v. ill all be called unfeminineand
hence. for lack of a better term perhaps. masculine.. In the
process of freeing ourselves and redefining our role in society. we
most make sore that society does not redefine us. When our
activ ities are eallt.d unwomanly let us insist on the fact that. by

no( h ing done h omen is onw 1,manly."

I "The Liberated Ladv Hasa Dirty Mouth" W as the
t ,Ce of a .ne-colonin piece in otcq Toirt .4, A hich told

about Itobin Lakofrs work at the University of California at
Rtrkelev Freedom of language is a barometer of the degree to

hich women are 1*-.eoming emancipated, noted Lakoff. Rut she
added that as emancipatwn moves forward. the linguistic change-

er is a onew a treet, women adopt more and more of men's cuss
ords but few mi.n adopt A oni, traditionally .tavored by women

soch . ck c. and iv

72 At the American Si' Asst 'elation Annual
Meeting in New t trleans Joseph W. Schneider and Sall,!, L. Hacker
of I Irake Univer.,,tv 1,t-esented a paper. "Sex Kole Imagery arid Use
if the ;ener a. 'Man in Intr,A uetory Texts: A Case in the Sociology

uf le iolotrY the 'Tect oet students of t he word *am. they
enlisted the help of college students fmlrn cami.l.uses other than

ir own in 0:4lecting p,hotographs. cartoons. and other popular
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culture diustrations appropriate for a proposed introductory text
Half of the ,t udents were given proposed chapter titles

containing mote: the other half were given alternate titles which
relied 4.an the word ja oid, to express the same concept. The student:

ith the ipoa, titles brought in a significantly larger number of all-
male or mostly male picture: than did the students with the10"1th'
t le, S". "/"I; . pp. l2-ls

jar, -(;uidel incr. for Improving the Image of Wu-
men in Textloiaks" was published 4 Soitt. Falry.man and Com-
pany. This eight-page booklet was prepared 'oy the Sexi:m in
Textlaook, Committee aif Women at Scott, Foresman. Half of the
laooklet .aa a, di a. oted 141 recommendation, for aoiding sexist lan-
guage three different categories: omission of women, demeaning

wemen. a1 :ex role ,tereotyping

Far ,c/ The foll,o.a ing riddle made the rounds on televisn
tki. shoya aud w. a, puill Hhod III se% cral newspapers and maga

"ft, (It 01"1 thl- ITIA t ha, -Aro
,Tra' H rea;:

, tta '0, as either humor or ridicule.
r tt .Va T,fra, rytal,i,wed IP W it h

,m,ld think of. Ile CaMe iia IA Ith slleh
n '01 hraMd alkaut lialidcrtayrs(an, thy

Wyathcrtoer,aart, Vk arm up the
-od;aer-ori pla ing. "In Old Person-

r-on of Mi ne, ,ipahttleglas.,
That rl'iralerlau, impukta to rush

No h- and a hottle ,af rum, fifteen

1 ('a)
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persons on a dead person' ches,!" Although he probably offended
many feminists. he did make the point that replacing twit; with

rs..ti was riot as simple a solution as it might at first appear.

Srrilsq ni;.L In the Wee Pals comic strip a baseball game was
being organized. One boy said. "I'm gonna be the third baseman!"
Ani it her said. "I'll be the first baseman! What about you. Connie?"
Connie answered with. "I'll be the second base person!"

hto,h. r I )r. Spock's Bah!, and r' Cary is about to be
liberated from the tyranny of infantile male chauvinism. declared
Patti Hagan of t he er Iirk w.s New:: Service. She explained
how I it-. Spock after 27 years. Da pri,-itings. and 23.445.781 copies
of his famous Baby Bible. revised his pronoun usage, which
referred to the tiaby as b, . bin,. or his roughly ten thousand times.
In the now edition. [fr. Spiel; relies on the sexless NI,
except where the plural is exceptionally awkward. Then. as a
balance to the old book. he uses b, r. or I. rs. In defense of hk
original book. Dr. Spock pointed out that even in 19411 before most
people were thinking of such things. he prefaced Bahy a tid Child

r, wi:h a word of apology to the parents "who have a girl and are
frustrated by having the child called bin, all through this book. It's
clumsy say r every time. anti I need lit r to refer to the
motht r."

"Men tend to talk as though they were bigger, and women
as though they were smaller," observed Jacqueline Sachs, Philip
Lieberman. anti Donna Erickson in a study entitled "Anatomical
and Cultural Determinants of Male and Female Speech." They
recorded samples of the speech of 14 boys and 12 girls between the
ages of four and 14. The children were preadolescent. so that they
had larynxes of the same size relative to weight and height. etc. Yet
s3 adult judges listening to the recordings could "reliably and

idcntify the sex of the children from their voices." Possible
explanations explored by the researchers were that there may be
differential use of anatomy, or perhaps hormonal control over
certain aspects of the motor output: that the children could be
learning culturally determined patterns that are viewed as appro-
priate for each sucor that the judges may have drawn on other cues
to identify the sex of the child speaker:e.g.. it seems that *boys had a

1 7
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12 Aileen Pace Nilsen

and Social Roles dealt with spxistn, and a special session on the
subject was sponsored by the LSA Women's Caucus. In the news-
letter preceding this convention, a program committee report
stated that since LSA had adopted the plan of selecting program
participants from abstracts .dentified by number rather than by
name. a significantly higho.n- number itf women were being in-
cluded as program participants.

Trends toward more women participants and acceptance of
linguistic sexism as a serious topic for research could be seen
during the following years at national meetings of the Modern
I.anguage Association, American Dialect Society. National Council
uf Teachers of English. and Teachers of English to Speakers of
I it her Languages.

/hi', 10" f' In the Mo(fern Language Association news-
letter. I )ehorah Rosenfelt aryl Florence Howe complained in a note
titled "Language and Sexism": "Attempts to change sexist usage
meet not merely with resistance, but with ri(liculc. It is odd that
such ridicule often comes from tlw very people who profess their
faith in the power of the wordlinguists. literary critics. members
of the MLA."

.Iopteup', ;!i; Peter Farb in his best-selling 11'ord 17Qq: Wbut
1,10 0s Wit, 0 p, HJff ma. included a "Linguistic Chauvinism"

chapter discussing several kinds of political chauvinism. "Closely
related to the unequal treatnwnt of a minority language by a
majority language," he ex plained."k the unequal treatment many
languages give to the two sexes. The Bible regards Eveas merely an
offshoot front Adam's riband English follows suit by the use of
many Adam's-rib words" tp. 1.1 1

Later, he wrote."... 'nub originally was a non-sexist Middle
English word, .1, tp,,11, meaning "small woman." he said, but
popular speech changed it to .1/.,1/. Itycause of its apparent resem-
blance to the word -,net t her hand. ww.,11 I) originated as an
Adam's rib word, derived :rout Ita n'sf, plus ma,. (p.
1121. Farb wcht un to discuss l-- - ;i:11-10: women would be
nnproved by changing the I i . ''The fact is
tha", language merely reflect, and kn,vt the causeof
it. The problem of woman's ...tat is l'.!-.t.r!ish-speaking communi-
ties will not by solved by languagebut by
changing the sok.ial strueturo. ..uru in our p)wer to

9



Linguistic Sexism as a Social Issue 13

kvisiate changes in the platitudes of words, the attitudes would
nevertheless remain" (p. 144).

Consistent with h is attitude, Farb went on to entitle the following
chapter "Man at the Mercy of Language." and a later chapter "Man
the Talker."

JunuurY -ix. 1974. Time magazine, which has frequently ex-
pressed the opinion that English is perfectly adequate as it is and
that feminists are being foolish to ask for changes. apparently is not
really convinced that masculine pronouns are generic. In the cover
story. "A Telltale Tape Deepens Nixon's Dilemma." the editor wrote.
"Until someone within the White House steps forward to admit that
his or Iwo' (italics mine) fingers pushed those keys to wipe out the
conversation, the cover-up cannot. indeed, be considered to have
ended" (p. 13). In a departure from Tim.. style, the writer used both
pronouns. probably to make sure that readers thought of feminine
as well as masculine fingers. since Rose Mary Woods was a prime
suspect.

May 1!1%. "Dirty Word, Can Harm You." said Barbara
Lawrence writing in Rufit.00k. She stated that the systematic
derogation of women implicit in many obscenities involves origins
and imagery with "undeniably painful, if not sadistic. implications,
the object of which is almost always female." It is interesting, she
noted, that the same people who are offended and shocked by racial
or ethnic ooseenities (10 not take any special note of obscenities
which derogate women p. 33).

/97-;. Editors of Ps!ichotoqy Milo!, gave Chris Kramer's
three-Kge article on folk linguistics the title. "Wishy-Washy
Mummy Talk" (pp. 82-85). Kramer's argument was that attitmIcs
toward sex differences in language use may be just as important as
actual differences. We expect certain expressions to be uttered by
one sex or the other. and this colors our perceptions. By asking
people to identify speakers as male or female in cutlines from
covered-up cartoons, she found that people had definite ideas about
masculine and feminine speech. There was a high percentage of
agreement as to whether a male or a female was speaking. But
when Kramer presented individual males and individual females
with identical pictures and asked them to describe the contents. she
found that male and female speech did not differ as much as might

2 0
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have been expected. For example. men used as many adjectives as
women.

/4/9 1974. Among observations Robin Lakoff made in a M.
magazine article. "You Are What You Say," was a comparison of the
two terms bid y and wmmin. Lakoff pointed out that lady once was
used as a euphemism for icontuti. It was a polite and ri,spected term
because it was cognate with gent/ctmi it. But it has now been used so
niuch in terms like elf 011 in!, lad y. sulcsludy. and /oily iif(/rf. crept ing.
etc.. that it is no longer a term denoting special respect. For
example: "The decision to use lud y rather than womun. or vice-
versa may considerably alter the sense of a sentence, as the
following examples show:

a. .1 woman ilady I I know a lean at Iivrkeley.
Aoman liadvi I know makc, amazing things out of shotdacos

and old

The u:-:e of /m/9 in (a) imparts a frivolous, or nonserious. tone to the
sentence: the matter under discussion is not one of great moment.
Similarly. in (b using lady here would suggest that the speaker
considered the 'amazing things' not to be serious art. but merely a
hobby or an aberration...

If 'cumuli were used, the idea could be communicated that she
was a serious sculptor. bid y anclor is condescending since we don't
say fp'1,11fnoat, thwtor or watt ductor. And when the Pot twisef,

rim icb referred to Madalyn Murray OlIair as "the lml yatlicist"
it was an intentional put-down (pp. 6:3-(7).

I Hid), r Novo mhur 1971. The newsletter oirthe New York State
NUW chapter carried an announct ntrent of "Wtenan's Place n the
World" T-shirts. The sizes offered %Vere M ii Small. Medium or
Large.

Nvwcwhf r /974. A draft of proposed "Guidelines for Combating
Sexism in Language" was distributed in the exhibit hall at the
convention of the National Council of Teachers of English by the
NCTE Committee on the Role and Image of Women in the Council
and the Profession. The draft described sexism in language as (
the assumption that a person's sex d?termines the appropriate
speech for that person to either hear or use: (2) English usages

2 1
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which imply that things masculine are superior to things feminine,
for example, a ma n -5 izol job as important whereas wmmin's work is
trivial: 13) use of a masculine word such as elm irm oil in a generic
sense, a practice which causes females to be unintentionally
excluded from the thought. Among "thought-provoking questions
for English teachers" were the following:

Do you personify bad practices in English teaching as always
female. i.e.. Miss Fidditch or Mrs. Grun4?

In literary criticism. do you use the word tousrifline as a positive
term meaning .,trototi, and Amin i ue as a negative term meaning
lef

Do you support the writ of Idlers stereotype by going along with
publishers who hide the fact that an author is a woman by using
either masculine-sounding pen names or initials?

Do you teach your students to exclude women, at least mentally.
from the business world by heading all letters either Grofroren
or I h frr Sirs?

krumbe r /974. "We will hire the most qualified person regard-
less of his sex," is one of the quotes Sol Saporta gave in a paper,
"Language in a Sexist Society," before the Modern Language
Association meeting in New York. "It seems that language is to
sexism as symptom is to disease ... flu is presumably diagnosed on
the basis of a set of symptoms of which fever is one." Saporta
concluded: "The more institutionalized a particular phenomenon
becomes, the less visible, and, presumably, the more resistant it is to
change .... Given the data, then. one can ask. is language sexist or
are people sexist or is society sexist? The probable answer, regret-
tably, is all three."

Spring 197.5. In Mo ti.,Ye lie Lu mpmfp , the first of several
books treating sexism in language. author Mary Ritchie Key
brought together examples, anecdotes, and formal research. In her
concluding chapter. "An Androgynous Language," Key wrote, "An
androgynous language will be complement4Ty rather than divisive.
It will find balance and harmony in it§ completeness. It will
establish an equilibrium in its unity rather than invidious separa-
tion. It will combine the abstract with the concrete: feeling with
logic: tenderness with strength: force with graciousness. It will be a
balanced tensionsupporting rather than opposing. It will be
exuberant and vibrant. leaving out the weak and the brutal. It will

9 9
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not tolerate the simpering, helpless, bitchy sweetness of the
feminine language. Nor will it tolerate the overwhelming smash of
the opinionated and blustering masculine language. It will move
away from the cruel distinctions that have wounded both male and
female human beings" (p. 147).

April 6. 1975. "The woman's rights movement has won a
dubious victory in Indiana." stated an editorial in the Los A ngeles
Times. "The grand dragon of the Ku Klux Klan there has let it be
known that from now on his bullyboys want to be known as
Klanspersons. Although manic terrorism is still in, male chauvin-
ism is out. The prospect of a non-sexist KKK raises two burning
questions, and we hope the answer to both is yes. Has membership
fallen to such a low point that the nightriders must recruit a ladies'
auxiliary or face extinction?

"Will the ladies decline and tell their Klansperson husbands to
take off those silly hoods and robes and spend their nights doing
something usefullike cleaning out the garage?"

Spring 1975. The U.S. Department of Labor brought out a 363-
page book entitled Job Title Revisions to Eliminate Sex- and Age-
Mfen'nt Language from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles,
Third Edition (1965). Although the whole book was devoted to
changing such terms as craneman to crane operator, stewardess to
flight attendant, and _master,to __supervisor, the cover clearly
stated that the book comes from the U.S. Department of Labor and
Manpower Administration (italics added).

The list of job title changes included such gems as odd-shoe girl,
now (mid-shoe examiner; knock-up man (woodworking), now knock-
up assembler: sauce girl, now sauce canner; and blow-up boy (glass
manufacturing), now blow-up worker. A survey of terms in the 1965
Dictionary is less amusing. In a casual perusal, I found hundreds of
man terms and dozens of bay and girl terms (mostly for menial
jobs), but not a single woman term.

Spring 19 7.5. Robin Lakoff's paper, "Language and Woman's
Place," originally printed in Language and Society, came out in
paperback from Harper & Row. Lakoff pursued the point that
society has given women certain roles to fill, and the language that
goes with these roles serves to perpetuate the system. Discussing
"woman's language," Lakoff wrote, "So a girl is damned if she

2 3
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does, damned if she doesn't. If she refuses to talk like a lady, she is
ridiculed and subjected to criticism as unfeminine: if she does
learn, she is ridiculed as unable to think clearly, unable to take part
in a serious discussion: in some sense, as less than fully human.
These two choices which a woman hasto be less than a woman or
less than a personare highly painful" (p. 6).

May 1975. "How Serious Is Sex Bias in Language?" asked
Muriel R. Schulz in College Co»tposition and Communication (pp.
163-67). She asked whether we really respond to man as "male
human being" in such words as chairman, congressman, and
workman where the ending rhymes with one rather than fan.
"Eventually, if the words systematically refer to women as well as
men," she "the semantic tie with man may be broken, as has
happened in such words as daisy (from day's eye), holiday (from
holy day), and alone (from all one)." She pointed out problems inher-
ent in trying to rid the language of the man suffix. For example, if
men resist being called chairperson so that the word is used only for
women, nothing has been gained. And as long as he remains the
generic pronoun, we get ourselves into a bind by creating sentences
like "Every chairperson will have _____ own office."

Among solutions available within the system, Schulz mentions
using they, them , and their as androgynous pronouns, using/w or she
with moderation, plural izing whenever possible, rewriting so that
a pronoun is not necessary, and accepting he as a true generic.

May/June 197.5. "Person the lifeboats!" commanded Boyd
Wright, "The language is sinking!" Wright, associate editor at
W9men's Wear Daily, wrote in a half-page feature in the Columbia
Journalism Review:"Man, as all dictionaries agree, can be as much
a generic, sexless word as horse or dog. We have not yet resorted to
racemare or seeing-eye bitch. Why, then, chairwoman or the even
clumsier chairperson?" He went on to ask if women consider
themselves safe from "jaws" because everyone knows that sharks
are, after all, only man-eaters? He gave several similarly amusing
examples and then concluded with "The irony is that violating the
language in this fashion undermines the cause of women's libera-
tion, in whose name this battle is being waged. The result is not a
more adequate recognition of women's equality, but a verbal
ugliness that makes a valid cause seem unnecessarily dubious" (p.
32).
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Mall/Irmo 197.5. The problem that is "tearing newsrooms
apart" was discussed in the Columbia Journalism Reriew under the
title "Kissing 'the girls' Goodbye: A Discussion of Guidelines for
Journalists" (pp. 28-33). In 1974 a Stanford University student
group called the Women's News Service developed eleven "Guide-
lines for Newswriting About Women." Because. as the CJR editor
said. "any set of guidelines is bound to be controversial." a panel of
journalism professors, editors. reporters, and news directors was
brought together to discuss the guidelines. Included in the high-
lighted comments were these statements: "I'm not particularly
anxious to use the tremendous power of the press to change
language just because a number of people think it's socially useful,"
and "Who's described physically? Usually the women. And who are
they described for? Usually the men."

June 1975. The American Psychol()gi.st published guidelines
drawn up by a seven-member task force "To offset language bias
and to present several alternatives for nonsexist writing."

"The purpose of these stylistic guidelines." the editors wrote, "is
to overcome the impression presently embedded in the English
language that (a) people in general are of the male gender and (b)
certain social roles are automatically sex-linked. Another purpose is
to insure that psychological writing does not degrade or circum-
scribe human beings" (p. 682).

Inne .24. 1975. At the International Women's Year meeting in
Mexico City, the Committee on Language Revision passed a
proposal calling on the media, educational institutions, and all
individuals to effect change in language so that it will express the
equality of the sexes.

July 1975. "Feminist Writers, Hanging Ourselves on a Party
Line?" was the title of an article by Vivian Gornick in Ms. magazine
(pp. 104-07). She cautioned against a situation in which feminists
"use the word sisterhood like a club over the heads of all women
whose thought and action follow the dictates of individual con-
science rather than those of what has quickly become a closed
system of response." In contrasting lire responses to automatic
responses, she used the term consciousness raising as an example.
"After five years of regular exposure to the phrase in the pages of
Time and Neseek is there a woman in the country who would

2 5
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come to the experience with the freshness and emotional 'ignorance'
required for original discovery?" She went on to write about "the
potency of our ideas drowning in a welter of words that once held
living meaning and have now become automatic slogans that begin
to deprive usrather than support usin our struggle to change
our lives.

"Today terms like MCP and sexual object are jargon and carry
with them all the dangers of jargon. For jargon, after all, is
shorthand; and the danger of shorthand is that it short-circuits
thought ...

September 14, /.97Z. A Sunday feature in the Los Angeles
Tinws was an article, "Still Fighting Prejudice: Women in the
Law," by Pat B. Anderson.

Los Angeles Superior CourtJ udge Joan Dempsey Klein reported
that most judges "still find women lawyers unusual. They have a
'stop and think' rather than a routine reaction to them. Some of the
judiciary still refer to them as 'madame' instead of addressing them
as 'counsel' the same as the man attorney."

A male public defender explained the difference in attitudes by
saying, "We were raised by women and we don't want them soiled
by the things that are part of criminal lawstabbings, murders
and even dirty words."

One of the difficulties of fitting into the expected courtroom
scene was mentioned by a female lawyer in a San Francisco firm,
who said, "Your voice takes on a certain bitchy tone you can
recognize when you try to make a legal point." She added that she
thinks it is easier for younger women, who were not raised to be
dependent on men, to be assertive without being aggressive.

October 1975. The new Harxr Dictionary of Contemporary
Usage, edited by William and Mary Morris, included several
discussions on changes being made at least partially because of the
feminist movement. One of the longest entries was "Sexism in
Language," which discussed the issue of guidelines (pp. 549-53).

Fall 1975. "This book rides in on the first crest of what we ex-
pect to be an ocean of interest in the topic," said Barrie Thorne and
Nancy Henley in the preface of Language and Sex, published by
Newbury House. The book began with twelve papers, many pre-
viously published, on such topics as differences between male and
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female speech. relationships between prestige and speech forms, the
difficulties of making a -non-sexist- dictionary, and cultural
attitudes about males and females reflected in language use and
metaphor. An annotated bibliography listed approximately 230

of vocabulary and .syntax. phonology. conversational pat-
terns. women's and men's lar.guages. dialects, multilingual situa-
tions. language aciluisition. verbal ability, and nonverbal aspects of
c,..rnmunk-ation.

r Articles in popular magazines reflected in-
creased awareness of the issue of women's assertiveness through
speevh. They included -My Husband Wanted a Silent Partner-and
-How Much Should a First Lady Say?'" (McCOrs. Febru-:!ry 1976/.
plus -How Nursery Schools Teach Girls to Shut Up- ( l's!.och ogy
7; 4,14. December 1975k.

r:# P+707;. Henry Maloney was interviewed by David
Sohn in the -Viewpoint- column of NCTE's Engii.sh Jotriui1 (p.91.
Without mentioning M:ss Fidilirrh or Mrs. Gr way and without
using feminine pronouns, the v.v.(); men managed to put across the
old stereotype that women are responsible for bad English teaching
practices:

... There was some notion that existed in the English
teacher's mind as to just how you were supposed to speak. hove you
were supposed to write. I think a lot of this nocion was a kind of
elitist. -Vassar-trained,- carefully speaking person who could write
with elegance. The substance of the messages was lost im this
scramble for great form.

tt: Did you ever run into any Vassar-trained teachers who
could write with elegance'!

Mato,04.,#: By their definition of elegance, I think so. Their
sentences had nice balance. and they didn't use words such as ft;c«.
They were very c(giscious of their vocabulary.

They wrote nicely, in other words.
M.,/,,ney: Yes. But I want to move on to something else....

Jun, 197ti. Winners of an in-house contest in which e.nployees
competed to find the best written examples of sexism in the English
language were announced by lotibleday A: Company. First place
went to Amoy Allen ar.d Elena Seotti. who both turned in an ad
from the May 4 New };irk T;rvcx. Under the pre-Mother'L Day
caption. -Give yuur Mother the World,- was an advertemert for
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the HarcOurt Brace Jovanovkh book by Irving Howe. It //Id of Our
qtJr: The Journey ,ff the East Europtai Jews to men"ca and the

Life They FO 6( d and Made. The book title was cited as an example
of the patriarchal assumption of our Judeo-Christian culture that
the world is made and inhabited by males only. Bill Straehan won a
prize for noticing an ad for the First Women's Bank in the Neu- York
Post of February 27. 1976_ The ad read in part. "And if you need a
loan just ask one of our experts. He keeps Excedrin in his desk.-
Five days later the same ad ran in the Vu York Tines with copy
changed to read: 'And if you need a loan just ask for one of our
experts. alley keep Excedrin in their desks.r.

A Report on a Survey

If change occurs in any language, it is the users of that language
who determine the direction of that change. In ar attempt tz
predict possible changes in our language, the authors made a
survey of people's attitudes on the issue of sexism and American
English.

Approximately two hundred one-page questionnaires were sent
out early in 1976. One hundred of these went to editors of books.
magazines or newspapers. The editors queried were those whose
names appeared near the middle of every fourth page of the 1973
edition of IS-rite r's Ma rket. A simi!ar process was used to choose
approximately twenty-five members from the directories of three
professional organizations: the National Counfeil of Teachers of
Enid kh, Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages. and
the Linguistic Society of America. In addition, the questionnaire
was sent to twenty-five members of NCTE's Committee on the Role
and Image of Women in the Council and in the Profession.

Over eighty of the questionnaires were returned by the deadline
date. Many more trickled in over the following months, and some of
the comments are included in this Wok, but numerical responses on
late questionnaires were not counted. The people who received the
questIonnaires were asked to note their reactions to sentences
illustrating certain generic usages and to give an indication of their
views on language issues which have arisen within the last few
years. They were also invited to add comments on any aspect of lin-
guistic sexism which particularly interested them. From the quali-
ty of the comments received, it was obvious that most of the
respondentsall of whom work professionally with the English
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Statement Number of Responses

1. In new,paperi.. ex.. liAing
worrieri 7mefl. a..4 Mrs. .1.1,1ri
."Zrn,4 rather ihan

rte.

57

Replacemert %kith M. of trx terms 41
Mi.ss and ifrs.

3. The retention oy married women 36
of their maiden or birth names

4. The u_se 6,1" rscor in plars of mg n as 27
fl e4,1 rp. rm. etc.

5. Ridding the language of 26
derogatory sexist terms such as

to1.4.11", rat-k,../d "4-..T men and
s!,f. i4,,trh. and rh.rk fcr women

beveloprr.ent of dual pairs of words 19
sucn a, ;1,1"..17,..! It id, obrelarIsInflN

rrN,I rho ro,on,an etc

Replat-ement with a neutral form 11
such as t.'y of the masculine
pronoun I. when it is used in ttlie
gerwrie sense

Replacement v. ith a neutral form 9
s.i.ieh as g n of the morpheme MO
when used in the generic sense as in
01,11, kind. miluipciwer. etc.

9

23 10 6

93 10 6

30 6 11

4 9 35

94 13 13

95 31 29

9 30 25

Fig. 1. Opinions on tactics for solving problems of
linguistic sexism
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linguistic Sexism as a Social Issue

languageha.d given thought w the matter of linguistic sexism
long before they received the questionnaire.

Probably the must interesting aspect of the responses was the
diversity uf opinion and the firmness with which these opinions
were stated. As expected. members of the Women's Committee
were the must in favor of trying to change the language, while
nlembers of the Linguistic Society were the least in favor of such
-tampering.-

A substantial difference in attitude between maIe and female
respondwnts was shown. for example, in the following two letters.
.vhich came back in the same envelope:

f .f Lt!"."...Ch.ar.i.rr%4.:11:1t.1,71,t p:ar.

i.oet.a_i-4, reader- ...an, ,...er /k-rut-nt
edi:ur

". r.e f "- .ecretary. an,wrr, and 1^,r
r.arT.t.

Suict-rt*..
,t-ffetary

A much bigger and more carefully controlled sample would have
to be surveyed to find out whether the differences in male and
fern:11,2 attitudes among my respondents were due entirely to the
fact that women are more sensitive to sexist language than are men.
Perh.aps my sampling of feirales was weighted by questionnaires
sent tu members of the NCTE Women's Committee. who might have
stronger feelings about the matter than do female language
wachers and or editors at large.

In the first part of the questionnaire there were eight statements
relating to suggestions for solving problems of linguistic sexism
that have appeared in recent articles and or speeches. Respondents
were asked to tell whether they thought each suggestion was:

A A ,hianize ri t
I (.)/t that 'A.:, pr"kti1:1,- (,,!" TA, V...th Ilfne

fao- plea h. Am +7;!,raCt ea t..
10 An irn/u),..e chanire

The suggestion'A and reactions art, listed in Figurv- I. Those ideas
which were acceptable to the most resimmdtents appear first.
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Statement 5. about ridding the language of derogatory terms,
elicited the greatest divergence of opinion, with only thirteen
respondents holding middie-of-the-road positions. The rest were at
the two extremes. Twenty-six people thought it was a good change
which should be encouraged and thirty-five thought it was an
impossible change. The latter group were much more vociferous in

Sentence Number of Responses

1 Suzy got her tiaenelor's degree in 1971.

In th 19.0., Jacqueline Kennedy was A
hHv effectir patrl of the arts.

Nursing mothers rxi;erience a warm feeling
of fellow,hip as attested by the clubs they
belong to

4. The agriculture deilartment ,,hipi.ed in over
a million mak 1adyb:4r.

5. I think Margaret ha.se Smith 1.4.as a true
Atatesman

ti My niece Want, to tie a firman when she
gTows up.

7. Eah of the Ntudent.., In the home
brought ro, Own ingredient.s.

A My daughter wa.., a ballboy for Billie Jean
King.

9 My aunt got tne Janair Chamber of
Commerce Man-of-the-Year award.

64 9 3

58 18 4

50 19 7

33 97 14

30 30 16

'>7 51 7

22 35 19

11 32 32

6 27 51

Fig. 2. Reactions to sentences involving words with
masculine-sounding affixes
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expressing their opinions through comments, all of which appeared
to come from males_

The second part of the questionnaire dealt with the problem of
ma...-:culine-sounding affixes. which is indeed a troublesome area.
Somebut not allwords with these affixes trigger somebut not
allspeakers to think specifically of males, while other words that
technically appear equally masculine do not. On the questionnaire.
nine sentences were listed and respondents were asked to indicate
whether the sentence was:

A. -Perfectly acceptableI would probably not even notice the use
of a generic tern-L-

B. -Acceptable. although I might not ice t he apparent cunt rad iction
between :sex and gender."

(.. -DeviantI would be startled to hi.ar this sentence."

Reactions are tabulated in Figure 2. Some respondents quar-
reled with the categories. saying, for example, that although they
wouldn't be startled to hear a particular sentence. they might
consider it awkward or poor composition. Others skipped sentences
that didn't seem to fit i nto one of the categories: thus, the numbers of
people responding for each sentence are not necessnrily consistent
throughout the study. The sentences were not ranked in the follow-
ing order on the questionnaire, but here thev are listed with the
most "acceptable" sentences first and the most 'deviant" last.

The sentence that provoked the most specific comment in the
margin was =3. about the "male ladybugs." One person wrote
-Silly!", another person wrote laughable." and several made
question marks Apparently it is a surprise to find a feminine-
sounding word that is in fact generic. The accompanying tables
give an indication of current feelings about the relative acceptance
of some usages and some ideas: they also illustrate the diversity of
opinion that exists.

But I think the real value of the survey is in the freewheeling
opinions people expressed. either on the back of the survey form or
in separate letters. These proved more interesting and informative
zhan any number of check marks. Some of these comments appear
at beginnings of chapters in this book. ThosP inclAled best express
personal viewpoints, give new insights, or illustrate the diversity of
opinion among professional people of good win. An effort has been
made not to quote people out of context in ways that would
misrepresent either attitudes or opinions. Respondents who pre-
ferred to remain anonymous are so listed.
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We are strongly opposed to the introduction of superfluous new
pronouns or neutrel morp*nemes into the language: it doesn't need
them. What it perhaps du.s need i.s the elimination of artificial
"feminine- forms like "chairwoman- or -poetess.- coupled with a
new understanding .. _ that "man- does in fact mean-human being."
and that if members of the male zAex have borrowed it to mean
themselves. that is:simply an historical arrogance which has become
an innocuous linguistic tradition ....

... Derogatory sexist terms belong in the language as much as
der watory religious or racial terrns do. We may abhor them_ .. but
they are a part of the richness of the language. Anyway. I am
extremely skeptical of the notion that any language can be "rid" of
any sort of slang or derogatory terms. So far, at least. there's no way
to apply a blue pencil to the spoken word .... in sum ... we feel that
critics or foes of linguistic sexism should be at least as concerned
about language as they are about sexism.

Colman Andrews
editor

Rather than use rho rp,rson. which is not in the diction4ry. create a
word like lffirifif. . And if spokisma4 bothers someone. use rcpt..-
.4 0,1!, If ,o ,4*,tro,11, ir blithersome. use ioarm,/,..4.... There are
:sufficient words in the English language to permit us to communi-
cate properly.

M ike Veingart
editor

What are you suggesting for the salutation of business letters
written to a company rather than an individuarf Obviously the
conventional !fent/. frn# n won't do. When I came to that problem. I
recommended simply omitting the salutation, since very few com-
panies are yen,- bor anyway.

Elisabeth McPherson
teacher. writer
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Sexism as Shown
through the English
Vocabulary

Al leen Pace Nilsen

Over the last hundred years, American anthropologists have
travelled to the corners of the earth to study primitive cultures.
They either became linguists themselves or they took linguists with
them to help in learning and analyzing languages. Even if the
culture was one that no longer existed, they were interested in
learning its language because besides being tools of communi-
cation the vocabulary and structure of a language tell much about
the values held by its speakers.

However, the culture need not be primitive, nor do the peopl:
making observations need to be anthropologists and linguists.
Anyone living in the United States who listens with a keen ear or
reads with a perceptive eye can come up with startling new insights
about the way American English reflects our values.

Animal Terms for PeopleMirrors of the Double Standard

If we look at just one semantic area of English. that of animal
terms in relation to people, we can uncover some interesting
insights into how our culture views males and females. References
to identical animals can have negative connOLations when related to
a female, but positive or neutral connotations when related to a
male. For example, a slime has come to mean "a scolding, nagging,
evil-tempered woman," whiie shreu-d means "keen-witted, clever,
or sharp in practical affairs: astute ... businessman. etc." (Web-
ster's Neu- Ithrid Dictionary of the Am(rican Language, 1964).

A lucky dog or a gay dog may be a very interesting fellow, but
when a woman is a dog, she is unattractive, and when she's a bitch
she's the personification of whatever is undesirable in the mind of
the speaker. When a man is self-confident, he may be described as
cocksure or even mcky, but in a woman this same self-confidence is

3
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likely to result in her being called a cocky bitch. which is not only a
mixed metaphor. but also probably the most insulting animal
metaphor we have. Bitch has taken on such negative connotations
ch ildren are taught it is a swear wordthat in everyday American
English. speakers are hesitant to call a female dog a bitch. Most of us
feel that we would be insulting the dog. When we want to insult a
man by comparing him to a dog, we call him a son of a bitch, which
quite literally is an insult to his mother rather than to him.

If the female is called a ri.reti (a female fox). the dictionary says
this means she is "an ill-tempered, shrewish, or malicious woman."
The female seems both to attract and to hold on longer to animal
metaphors with negative connotations. A vampire was originally a
corpse that came alive to suck the blood of living persons. The word
acquired the general meaning of an unscrupulous person such as a
blackmailer and then. the specialized meaning of "a beautiful but
unscrupulous woman who seduces men and leads them to their
ruin." From this latter meaning we get the word ramp. The
popularity of this term and of the name vampire bat may contribute
to the idea that a female being is referred to in a phrase such as the
old hat.

Other animal metaphors do not have definitely derogatory
connotations for the female. but they do seem to indicate frivolity or
unimportance, as in social butterfly and flapper. Look at the
differences between the connotations of participating in a hen party
and in a bull session. Male metaphors. even when they are negative
in connotation. still relate to strength and conquest. Metaphors
related to aggressive sex roles, for example. buck, stag, wolf, and
st,o1, will undoubtedly remain attached to males. Perhaps one of the
reasons that in the late sixties it was so shocking to hear policemen
called pigs was that the connotations of pig are very different from
the other animal metaphors we usually apply to males.

When I was living in Afghanistan. I was surprised at the cruelty
and unfairness of a proverb that said: "When you see an old man, sit
down and take a lesson; when you see an old woman, throw a stone."
In looking at Afghan folk literature. I found that young girls were
pictured a..s delightful and enticing, middle-aged women were
sometimes interesting but more often just tolerable, while old
women were always grotesque and villainous. Probably the reason
for the negative connotation of old age in women is that women are
valued for their bodies while men are valued for their accomplish-
ments and their wisdom Bodies deteriorate with age but wisdom
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and accomplishments grow greater.
When we returned home from Afghanistan. I was shocked to

discover that we have remnants of this same attitude in America.
We see it in our animal metaphors. If both the animal and the
woman are young. the connotation is positive, but if the animal and
the woman are old. the connotation is negative. Hugh Hefner might
never have made it to the big time if he had called his girls rabbits
instead of bunnies. He probably chose bunny because he wanted
something close to. but not quite so obvious as kitten or catthe all-
time winners for connotating female sexuality. Also bunny.as in the
skiers' snow bunny. already had some of the connotations Hefner
wanted. Compare the connotations of fill y to old nag: bird to old
crow or uld but: and lamb to crone (apparently related to the early
modern Dutch kronje. old el, but now withered old woman).

Probably the most striking examples of the contrast between
young and old women are atnimal metaphors relating to cats and
chickens. A young girl is encouraged to be kitknish. but not catty.
And though most of us wouldn't mind living next door to asex kitten,
we wouldn't want to live next door to a cat house. Parents might
name their daughter Kitty but not Puss orPus.sy. which used to be a
fairly common nickname for girls. It has now developed such sexual
connotations that it is used mostly for humor, as in the James Bond
movie featuring Pussy Galore and her flying felines.

In the chicken metaphors, a young girl is a chick. When she gets
old enough she marries and soon begins feeling cooped up. To
relieve the boredom she goes to hen parties and rackh's with her
friends. Eventually she has her brood, begins to henpeck her
husband. and finally turns into an old biddy.

flow English Glorifies Maleness

Throughout the ages physical strength has been very important.
and because men are physically stronger than women, they have
been valued more. Only now in the machine age, when the
difference in strength between males and females pales into
insignificance in comparisor. to the strength of earth moving
machinery. airplanes. and guns. males no longer have such an
inherent advantage. Today a man of intellect is more valued than a
physical laborer. and since women can compete intellectually with
men, their value is on the rise. Eut language lags far behind
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cultural changes, so the language still reflects this emphasis on the
importance of being male. For example. when we want to compli-
ment a male. all we need to do is stress the fact that he is male by
saying he is a/Iv-man, or he is manly, or he is ririle. Both ririle and
rit-himis come from the Latin rir, meaning mon.

The command or encouragement that males receive in sentences
like "Be a manr implies that to be a man is to be honorable, strong.
righteous, and whatever else the speaker thinks desirable. But in
contrast to this, a girl is never told to be a woman. And when she is
told to be a lady, she is simply being encouraged to "act feminine."
which means sitting with her knees together, walking gracefully.
and talking softly.

The armed forces, particularly the Marines, use the positive
masculine connotation as part of their recruitment psychology.
They promote the idea that to join the Marines (or the Army. Navy.
or Air Force) guarantees that you will become a man. But this
brings up a problem, because much of the work that is necessary to
keep a large organization running is what is traditionally thought
of as women's work. Now. how can the Marines ask someone who has
signed up for a ?nan-sized job to do women's work? Since they can't,
they euphemize and give the jobs titles that either are more
prestigious or, at least. don't make people think of females.
Waitresses are called orderlies, secretaries are called clerk-typists.
nurses are called medics, assistants are called adjutants, and
cleaning up an area is called policing the area. The same kind of
word glorification is used in civilian life to bolster a man's ego when
he is doing such tasks as cooking and sewing. For example, a chef
has higher prestige than a cook and a tailor has higher prestige than
a sty! mstress.

Little girls learn early in life that the boy's role is one to be envied
and emulated. Child psychologists have pointed out that experi-
menting with the role of the opposite sex is much more acceptable
for little girls than it is for little boys. For example. girls are free to
dress in boys' clothes, but certainly not the other way around. Most
parents are amused if they have a daughter who is a tomboy, but
they are genuinely distressed if they have a son who is a sissy. The
names we give to young children reflect this same attitude. It is all
right for girls to have boys' names, but pity the boy who has a girl's
name! Because parents keep giving boys' names to girls, the
number of acceptable boys' names keeps shrinking. Currently
popular names for girls include Jo. Kell y, nri, Chris, Pat, Shawn,
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Toni. and Sam (short for Samantha). Erel yn Carroll . Gayle, Hazel
Lynn. Bcrerley. Ma riot!. Francis. and Sh irley once were acceptable
names r-,r males. But as they were given to females. they became
less and less acceptable. Today. men who are stuck with them self-
consciously go by their" initials or by abbreviated forms such as
Haze,Sh For nk. or Er. And they seldom pass these names on to
their sons.

Many common words have come into the language from people's
names. These lexical items again show the importance of maleness
compared to the triviality of the feminine activities being described.
Words derived from the names of women include Melba toast,
named for the Australian singer Dame Nellie Melba: Sally Lunn
cakes. named after an eighteenth century woman who first made
them: pain padour. a hair style named after Madame Pompadour:
and the word maudlin, as in maudlin sentiment. from Mary
Magdalene. who was often portrayed by artists as displaying
exaggerated sorrow.

There are trivial items named after menteddy bear after
Theodore Roosevelt and sideburns after General Burnsidebut
most words that come from men's names relate to significant
inventions or developments. These include pasteurization after
Louis Pasteur. sousaphone after John Philip Sousa, nuuon jar
after John L. Mason, boysenberry after Rudolph Boysen, pullman
ear after George M. Pullman, braille after Louis Braille, franklin
stfwe after Benjamin Franklin, diesel engine after Rudolf Diesel.
JiTris wheel after George W.G. Ferris. and the verb to lynch after
William Lynch. who was a vigilante captain in Virginia in 1780.

The latter is an example of a whole set of English words dealing
with violence. These words have strongly negative connotations.
From research using free association and semantic differentials,
with university students as subjects. James Ney concluded that
English reflects both an anti-male and an anti-female bias because
these biases exist in the culture (Etc.: A Rerior of General
Semantics, March 197(i. pp. 67-76). The students consistently
marked as masculine such words as killer, murderer, robber,
attacker. fighter. stabber. rapist, assassin. gang. hood, arsoni.4.
crimitml, hijacker. rillain, and bully, even though most of these
words contain nothing to specify that they are masculine. An
example of bias against males. Ney observed, is the absence in
English of a pejorative term for women equivalent to rapist.
Outcomes of his free association test indicated that if "English
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speakers want to call a man something bad. there seems to be a
large vocabulary available to them but if they want to use a term
which is good to describe a male, there is a small vocabulary
available. The reverse is true for women."

Certainly we do not always think positively about males: witness
such words as jerk. creep, crumb, slob. fink, and jackass. But
much of what determines our positive and negative feelings
relates to the roles people play. We have very negative feelings to-
ward someone who is hurting us or threatening us or in some way
making our lives miserable. To be able to do this, the person has to
have power over us and this power usually belongs to males.

On the other hand, when someone helps us or makes our life more
pleasant, we have positive feelings toward that person or that role.
Mother is one of the positive female terms in English. and we see
such extensions of it as Mother Nature. Mother Earth, mother lode.mother.superior. etc. But even though a word like mother is positive
it is still not a word of power. In the minds of English speakers
being female and being powerless or passive are so closely related
that we use the terms fem iii ine and lady either to mean female or to
describe a certain kind of quiet and unobtrusive behavior.

Words Labelling Women as Things

Because of our expectations of passivity, we like to compare
females to items that people acquire for their pleasure. For
example. in a recent commercial for the television show "Happy
Days." one of the characters announced that in the corning season
they were going to have not only "cars, motorcycles, and girls," but
also a band. Another example of this kind of thinking is the
comparison of females to food since food is something we all enjoy.
even though it is extremely passive. We describe females as such
delectable morsels as a d ish. a cookie. a tart, cheesecake. sugar and
spice, a cute tomato. honey, a sharp cookie, and sweetie pie. We
say a particular girl has a peaches and cream complexion or "she
looks good enough to eat." And parents give their daughters such
names as Candy and Cherry.

Other pleasurable items that we compare females to are toys.
Young girls are called little dolls or China dolls. while older girls
if they are attractiveare simply called dolls. We might say about a
woman. "She's pretty as a picture," or "She's a fashion plate." And
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we might compare a girl to a plant by sayingshe is aclinging rine, a
shrinking violet. or a wallflower. And we might name our daughters
after plants such as Rose. Lily, Iry. Daisy. Iris. and Petunia.
Compare these names to boys' names such as Martin which means
warlike. Ernest which means resolute fighter. Nicholas which
means victory. Val which means strong or valiant, and Leo which
means lion. We would be very hesitant to give a boy the name of
soMething as passive as a flower although we might say about a
man that he is a late-bloomer. This is making a comparison between
a man and the most active thing a plant can do. which is to bloom.
The only other familiar plant metaphor used for a man is the
insulting pansy. implying that he is like a woman.

The Language of English Teaching

In the teaching profession, language usage also reflects the
correlation of masculinity with positive qualities. For example
pedagogical journals make references to hypothetical teaching
situations. When a good teaching practice is described, the mascu-
line pronoun is used. This is because somewhere out there good
teaching is the general rule. Many people are doing it, so we follow
the rule that says when the sex of the referent is both male and
female or is unknown, the masculine pronoun is appropriate. But
when a contrasting example of bad teaching is given, a different
situation is described. It is a much more specific situation in which
only one teacher would make this particular mistake. And since it is
now a specific incident, the teacher is referred to with a feminine
pronoun or with our infamous fictionalized name for a bad English
teacher: Miss Fidditch. Or perhaps we use the names Mrs. Grundy
or Miss Thistlehottom to represent prudishness.

This repeated usage may contribute to the way we view men and
women teachers: the professor is nearly always thought of ashe and
the teacher as she. As English teachers we extend masculine and
feminine differences to literary criticism. We describe poetry by
contrasting ma.sculine rhwne (of stressed syllables) with "weak" or
feminine rhyme (flatter/matter). We talk about men of letters, and
many women writers have reported that men seem to think they are
giving a high compliment when they say "You write like a man."
Perhaps the implication is that the woman is not onlypregnant with
ideas. but she is also a seminal thinker. The definition of seminal as
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a small idea destined to grow bigger goes back to the belief that the
man with his semen prov ides the seed for a new baby and the
we.man ith her womb provides the nurturance.

ilow the Englih 'ocabulary Define* Sex Roles

t )ne of the greatest with sexism in English r tates to
gender w hich be talked about more in the next chapter. But as
lor the lexicon. the concept of gender affects a surprisingly large
number of words By skimming through the I96.4 college edition of

r :41:# IL 11 Itrit,,ttr,7 rq r,.-41h 1.011,R, M2 1k I found
.-11 7 w iirds 10k hiCh had either masculine or feminine markers of thk

pe. Of these words. ' masculine tnilrkers and 13 2 had femi-
nine markers This is as row7inly a rat to of throe mascuhne won's to
every one fern inne word This is a ratio we might expect because
historicalle men hak e p!ayed more varied and active roles than
have w omen and kik ords were needed to desentwi, these roles.
Resides, it kik as men w ho Acre making up the languaKiv and
recording it

ih analynng these :s.11. ords according to such semantic
features as persion in the generic sense. .cocciJpatton. irestige.
noire o ti` COTI nOtat ion. h u man. abst ract . 'unusual age. and .farmly

relationship. we can et insights into sincirtal roles assigned on the
basts i4 sex For .xa.mpte. these WitCtimi !&ho rts. that males have more
oeewpa.tions than females. because among worth describing lv-
cupations there sk ere foie mawcuh rie to e.ery one feminine %ord.
[lira rver, a largyr propiiiirt ion of the masculine worth than of the
feminine occupational terms are archaic or rare. for exampr
kow-lowal ir tg Iwo EN! Iff het NerwrI , PIPE /owl No, oilipweao.riarek-
Hvy70, r.,1441*.111 itril iol$4 by?. 1,14+,0 el.:. Perhaps as
A"r pw.Hc7 r and e 11--. re;m2e* the trod tit lOnal P*11 pi./

I:hmen a:g ,Fs men are ph) soca2.1y capalii/e perfarrnimg most
wo new .vpations are less apt to bei t,ttix1L . fr,

I II aft41,1y":1 Mir the terms for .wrestrgvii. f Leizefli as a definittim
prestige an,i; dencitiktiviiin of either sk U sr r.ower over others w Nether
of a peelit ivie rtie.. ivie mat u re. The rrvasicul ne worth outnumbtered
the 66171)jrtilne words six tai one. Masculine words included 411.4eh
terms as of,iforlw,tw, ka. wk.! kr I414.frv, Nixt own w (Omni iliPwAtir,
riieeT flow,f7 PP , closhrr prorA rvvi4 %Inv 91otbrwei errytionfo owl! P 7+. fel -
0.44.-1!#' Alm orty w p lit.-14r5r(111,47 4..044 rr 1.1.4 AI* 10'441 -
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ro,,,H0 wiz:4# r 04,4014# r, eraP..41pa mftsort. etc./
sporttuihohihk, ma PP 1,14 rtif ti and workman:41p.
Feminine terms included .4/oio Mat r, sf,rst 1(04. farewform".1"bi

r 1P444th I P. 4/rl1Olt II of Chi bItLy /la , lad !osii rrra od harlot% Ma y
it. moth r lodt . evolkt r r co4 Wry.

4(444 P,- Epivhsb , and sekoo/rt, is-to ss.
When the words with negatixe conmitatii-tris were analyzed,

feminine wont: tilAnumbered masculine words In to This is
noire striking w hen we remember that the overall ratio of mascu-
line to fenqn,ne Aords w as three to ne. Mari of the negati%ti
feminine wiirds A Cre (wcupational terms such as o/i te sh 44. 4f4 ,

4t,17 ri,t7 rq fp.r! kfr p4...-ft-,1 a. hot, si

r, r,ro,-,0 to . and othi r words such as wad hro.aoa
;,? +4/. , and i44,ro' rs. The masculine words

such items as ttppppp .1-411 kfa oa.P!,a ..'4114.ft4lh,
Col,p1,* or, .0110(11.= r±t PP !7r4 etc.

The -Kaman and -abstract sets of word.; were made up of terms
liinger referring to people. Through a p..-ttcess of eitt.er metaphor

or lexical complication the-it words came to refer to inanimate or
ahstract dern s. although the . stil carry the -masculine or ft nu-
Pink' marker. ',here were more than twice as many masculine
As tem in!i,.e ',kw-its in these sets, :1 any of the terms were adject es
or tk giu,,erIbirig qualities or states. An informal otxs-iervat ion Is
that fe lIrivie we/rifs tenclicd to deal wir,h aesthetically pkasing
little things. for eampk. r. (riff rtfe wqF r,

4,0 ,16o 04,1, t"0, ,fro y 4 ri i. 's !el-cc t'tc., While the
":a-i-u fl rlk A err r114)-tV ...1"TiOus or pow rfi: I sueh AS 44 Iwo 0.4.,4

Among w :Tits ciintair .stirne rrarkii'r of age feminine word,:
appeared mit" iiften than masc.,1-ii TV uior is There were 34 feminine
terms and mascultrit, terms. This supports the idea mentioned
ca, hcr ii relat sin to animal metaphors. Ain, LS more irni.lortart

ith ferna4-ii than A ith maies. Terms marking aim included bi
and , hich &pending on their el/ntext could have

t tther posit ixe. neutral. or negati ts.onni,tatiicris. TSto maseuhne
"J neark alw a/. hai positive conntAatrons hil'e the

tf r rn, .1, J.1 0. w , c ii NI... and Wei
r Kicarl al s l-axe negative onnotat Pros. For the latter

there A ere no atent masculine Wirrns. unless we
A art to court fHL4 t a paral twthe feminine
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tub If wt. Took at thew as matching terms. we can see an
extreme difference in the amount If respect trig:gored in the
hstener's mind.

Of greatest !merest to students of sexism art. the numerous
w-ords with an overt marker of masculine wkich are sometimes
used in the generic sense

++A+ ht I+ ,y it Arr+-4,

ttri
r-la:tc. .r.!4

Cr)a', !,-!a.Tr-rjt.ce,
rr.a.tt.r..... tit,z-r-i

c, rna.oer
n,a"

,.r ''ne man
rs man pazroni_t.

[4-

,4'.1r7,711,14.11' t'
n 4-4,-rnars'

;

f+.1',,,a JNIanlan
ft. -A ;rA, t; r +1,. r1-14/11k117 p

ra.$ ,jaaesrr,an
f,,r. :at h*-- ports."4fir

fratrrr,z, R-t4rnanst.-!
frFarr"V, tatt1,-1.r

t *.firt-f-r', !NiZe,,man,P, p
-p ratet

rna^ ,tralk rrar
-t Ant rnAdl

nsrn,ar, rrO4t,u-_Inr*F,.

", rer at

m1S, , ,ar I , ,
, VI 01,1

a *IV. t.)o-r*r_

tle
.ntr

r
*nark .r, *,10.i*AAAr! A 1-"..` I 0

Vgr- t
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Undoub'edly not everyone 44 ou hi have chosen the same words I
selected as generic, because this is a changing area in English. and

ith all language hani2e ft is imt occurring at the same time or
the same way in all diakTts. Ilistoric-allv. probably all of these

'A Ord', 110 refer specifically to males. But through changes in the
culture they tame to include females as w ell as males. For example.

w as not until the late lt.4111k that many females were allowed to go
to college. so naturally. the educational terms f ro map, r-

chi rcto.10',I0 . 000'"IP'41.P '0/0" 1"r.s sio fra h. 1.-
and r's si. qr., all meant specifically male. They have now

been used for so long to refer to peoplt? of both sexes that most twople
are surprised when reminded that these words are just as mascu-
line as the more ortroersial

People ha e ink enteil feminine counterparts for some of the
tt ords that I ha e listed as generic. But having masculine and
feminine counterp?irts does not necessarly guarantee linguistic

1.110... I lsually the masculine word is thoukht to be more basic
w hen lc\ Ica1 neorporat 0 in occurs. it is the masculine word that

tra,':-. into other words. For example NA e have rr,rtso'rin rrufts-
, 1.ti.ttsPe' kit not erat's4 swa oss:is p,

Another set of vt tints. illustrated below, lacks the specifically
masculine marker. yet the feel ing that theii-,e are masculine words ;S

!st rong that feminine counterparts have been created. compara-
1,1e tooureonterriptiray !isai,res seq. iewporyti

!' .

r e

ad,. k

t ;it:

att

a. .at-
f*,

r itrt
!-I ;!..tr,

Zttt't

..: is .1
rt..

tto....

r

"10,o,o't r t
r rt.,

A arit

hi Li, the difference between the importance of the
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masculine word and the feminine word is apparent. In some cases
the meanings are not the same, For example a majrutt# is not really
a female moj,o-, nor is a go, # 01# s a female !if orcnoir in the usual
sense of the term. While puzzling over this list wondering why
feminine munterparts would have been 4.- reated for these particu-
lar words. I noticed that most of them end in -cr or -ur sound. In
English. traced back to Latin. we use the r or -or suffix to mean ,1,)
ia re. r is one who farms, a writ. r is one who writes, a N ief sp. r is
one who sweeps. etc.1. Perhaps the feeling that males are the active
doers in society has contributed to the idea tha: thl. r ;mind is a
kind of male suffix. For example in thy very few incidents when we
want:41 to make a masci;line word. this is Om suffix we chose, as in
)0' ui r adapted from the feminine And when in thy Iribik
speakers wanted to make a more genteel weird than rm,1 r(trk. they
came up with rtnsrt r.

But there are still many r words which seem femininereotbf r,
41,1er# r, tc ,irb# r, o ### r, etc. something more than the -, I
ending must ha\ e inspired speakers to create feminin ,. fortes. it
might be that because many of the words are high-prestige tertus.
both sexes felt it advantageous to clearly identify the sex of the
referent. In the more specialized or even pretent.iou'; words we
separate males and females. For eYample, English has only the
single term hut thr dloble terms a/if/rcpt. u ill/f#Ar,g and
toof jut. P. ss The sarn, 1",:r #1+1. in tne pair, scWidor and
se4pfross. And in music there is only r or r, but both
###,!1:4f# r and sv ,,,gstrys..., and and e,,e,/,,rtry....s.

What has happened in the past with words iike this is that the
feminine form is used as much to indicate It iv iahty as to indicate
syx. ur example, in a newspaper articiv about a woman con-
ucting high-altitude tests for NASA, the headline calltd her an

,-1,;;Itor. ust a few days later the same newspaper had an article
about a woman participating in a small-time air show, In eontrast.
thy headline labelled her an yr Wh,.,n Barbara Walters was
doing the Johnny l'arsen show, she did not call herself thy 11(#4#
Instead. she announced that she was going to i,##.4 the show,
probably because she felt -he was doing !,11mething different from
catering to peciple.s physical comfort. the usual role cf a hostess,
Harriet Tubman is called a roc,/.4, tor, not a Of the
underground railway. Related to this )dea of seriousness vs,
triviality is the fact that a s4.rio,is writer usually does not want to be
labelled pp.!, 0. opi

4 5
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In lingiiistie situations which &al with actual sex differences,
different masculine and feminine words serve a useful purpose. For
exampk., if one's desire in going to a massage parlor k to be sexually
stimulated, one has to distinguish between a ur and a
?-,t., . There is an actual sex-related difference involvtd in
being in a p$11. and in a +0,0/, t-fri,ty,:,Ht, and if the purpose
of a girl marching in front of a hand is se\ related, then it is
ar,propriate that she bed i..tinguished from a r,11,1 ro,(7.01' by having

her own tit!c /1, . Ka in areas Whit+ are not ac u al iv
conneeted to sex diffe,rences. the ...stem of separate male and
female terms usually shortchanges women who end up with the

pr1:, iigious titles. But, of course. in a changing culture with
ehang,ng attitudes. this may not happen in the future.

The Vocabulary rough Feminine E:s es

Th problem of iwisiti\ s. negative eonnota!ions is important in
relation to guidelines an.', language char ve. \limy feminists have
quite recently ilec tiled that they are not in: hided as referents in any
word that has a masci.line rmrker. Vet many of these words with
mascuhne markers are the high-prestige terms. This is a hotly
debated issue and no one has come up w ith a reall workable
solution. To illustrate the complexity of the problem. let nw show
ou the restrictions t halt would be placed on my daughter if the
language stays the sarre as it is and if. at the same time. we decide
she c,it as a referent in masculine sounding words.

First . she could haw no rights of proi,erty or citizenship In fact.
she wwild have no lk-gal rights at aH. sincl' Our entire form of
g-overnnwnt is outlined in a language relying almost exclusively on
masculine pronouns. Among the peculiar rest rct ions placed 1,n her

ould be that she t-ould neer really particitiate in the 1,r,4,, rio.00f
If she w ere a twin. she wicild haw hld t( be an

identical tw in since she couldn't haw b.en r, 1 twin. And
reganIICS of w hat her f,r f'Tfi l'NVt t're.-}1*,t1)Uldn't haA e been born
ar Ir, a e,),tp,, 0 a V an -;)1, (kr a
I Vs fr4, prir

At ho* i! she wirild hi \ +. tt, learn f'ar;Y -.!eit codld ser. cn
oirtimittiv-z but never he the sy.ok, vi u, rot z She
part icipate in sports hut she could not practice In
baseball. 'zhe cou!d be a rtcher or a catcher. but no.t the /0717/Heo
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the 6,..4 /0,, woo. In the classroom. she could practice handwriting.
but only the Imys could practice immttionsbip. When she reaches
high school. it's obvious that she will have. to ski p herfreA a it year.
hut how can she ever get to be an Hppi rooss000 if she can't first be
an ,svdure/oNswoti.' When it's time for college, she can't apply for a
.t1 Iborship to help her get her /Htuli, (Ifyr(c. I suppose tha' she
can get into a sorority. hut I had hopt.d that she would be invited to
join an honorary .frott co y. The point of an education is the
development of the ieto r u'oti and of .scIf twist. ca. I wonder if she
can make it without ever participating in a iod/sc.ssifor or going on

P get her c'N (I, qr,
I wonder what she'll do w hen she's ready to join the m a oJiow.r of

the world. Naturally she can't be a skilled craftsman orjourneyman
or.tOr. (poll. Will she. be eligible for morkat. a's/1)111)011:01f ion? With
all the problems related to ma it am/ I, is ('11,-; rot( meat and the big
u -ban squeeze. maybe she'll turn to rural America. but she can't be a
froo,t;urs,Hoe or a quoth a.aa rtaur. She can be a cowgirl, although
this doesn't mean that she will o the same things that a rowloy

vs, or that she can develop the necessary bor.svoto».sh ip to become
a first rate el1/1/1totipt.

Perhaps she will be interested in art. If so. I'll feel had that all she
can create are paintings instead of mast( rpicr(s. Or -vbe she will
want to be a writer. Some journalists have started s e«jai
hut she couldn't do this. Nor could she be a Icttron or a
ut writc ma a . New careers are opening to TV acirsioun, sea admen,
and helmr1),. 0). But since. she couldn't try Out for these, she would
have to be satisfied with getting a job as a TV weathergir '. or as a
newspaper sob sister. Or if this fail. maybe she can get a job as a
salesgirl. but she doesn't have much chance for success. since she
couldn't practice sole sai ip. If she worked in the post office she
could become a P 411, ist r( ss but here. to;), she would be limited:she
couldn't go to the top. ,Ince it would have to belt male filling the role
of 4)st r q. 1,

Kven if she rose. to real power in the world and became a To
she couhfn*t rule bet ause there arc only kin9rfolv::no qut,endoms.
It's too bad :he won't be able to get together with some fultme
feminists and rut it'd a plan for electinga woman President. It
would be especially hard since she couldn't start out with such a

as city coaorrItaa o or comyr. sSWil U. But at least I
veiuldn't have to worry about the implications of th old saying.
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"Nlitic:: makes for strange builfv/Imes.- nor whether or not her
companions are 'two? 1)./ thrir word . She couldn't count on their
coming to a q. ntfrui, ii 1 Iwo c nt and making her t hei rfo curito, mu,
candidate. But if by happenstance. she did succeed in gaining
power in government, the real tragedy is that she could never be a
1ittcsoot o only a politician!

4 8



I've !wen skeptical itbout actually changing the language by
conscious effort yet encouraged at the widening awareness people
are coming to have. through feminist urgings. of the premises that
often go along w ith such simple matters as pronoun reference. Just
having to t hink twice before sav ing "the student , he ... is a good
change in attitude ...

Richard Ohmann
teacher-editor

Problems with sexism in English are helped by current acceptance
of plural print iuns with antecedents w hich are sex ual ly neutral. but
grammatically singularthe "everybody ... they- type. Since the
language in use has k-,vn moving in that direction. maybe NCTE
should nudge it along: after all. people who have insisted on the
:ingular pronoun: have chiefly been English teachers (many of

horr hate ken female i.

Bruce Cronnel
ethic ational researcher anti
developer

I prefer i. term for men anti women: not policeman and txilice-
woman. but p.1 ice officer.... terms denoting male and female will
contynue to di v iii people. rather than letting them be thought of as
p. us., first. and man or woman second.

Patrice Harper
ettitor

Efforts to go rid of the combining form eigri in a ork like
chairman I regard as trivial and pointless. As a linguist I recognize
onstresseti -man ro.in as down-graded from a base to a suffix a h ie h
simply means "person I generally still use the traditional terms in
these instances.

William Stryker
teacher

Shake-neare used -evervine te. Ph. i heart's de:A re--so I u:e it too
and a ill not correct on student papers.

Nancx
teacher
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Gender-Marking
in American English:
Usage and Reference

Julia P. Stanley

Natural and Grammatical Gender

The distinction between "natural- and "grammatical- gender in
linguistic analyses has a long and confusing history. so confusing
that a thorough examination of the subject is beyond the limits of
this chapter. Nevertheless, some discussion of the distinction is
necessary as an introduction to the problem of gender-marking in
English. The acceptance of the distinction between "natural" and
"grammatical" gender as valid has flawed descriptions of our
language, and obscured the ways in which biological sex and the
social roles associated with it influence the structure of English.

Grommotico/ ficmlf r refers to the three main noun-classes
recognized in Greek and Latin, "feminine." "neuter." and "mascu-
line.- and at least part of the confusion derives from the traditional
use of sex-linked terminology to designate noun classifications. As
Lyons (1969, p. 22431 points out. this terminology reflects "the
association which traditional grammar established between sex
and gender." The term gender is derived from Latin (yrrus, "class"
or "kind,- and the classification of nouns into three genders
accounted for pronominal reference and adjectival concord (Lyons).
Theoretically, grammatical gender is independent of sex.

Natural gcnth.r refers to the classification of nouns on the basis of
biological sex, as female or male, or animate and inanimate.
According to grammarians. English is a language in which natural
gender determines pronominal reference. As Lyons has expressed
it: "(lender plays a relatively minor part in the 7rammar of
English.... There is no gender-concord: and the reference of the
pronouns hf. siw, and it is very largely determined by what is
sometimes referred to as 'natural' genderfor English. this de-
pends upon the classification of persons and objects as male. female
or inanimate" (1969, pp. 283-841 Later in this chapter. I will
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demonstrate how "natural- gender fails to accurately describe
noun classifications and reference in American English.

Even in languages such as French, in which both "grammatical"
and "natural" gender function as the bases of noun classification.
problems arise in usage that require circumlocution and some
awkwardness. In his discussion of the "clash" between "natural"
and "grammatical" gender. Lyons 09(;9. pp. 286-87) uses the
example of pofesseur, which is classified as masculine, although it
may refer to either a woman or a man. In French. there is no
problem with concord within the noun phrase. whether the noun
refers to a woman or a man, and we find in le nou emu professeur
that the masculine article and the masculine form of the adjective
agree with the masculine grammatical gender of the noun pro-

r. However, if pokleNscu r refers to a woman, and an adjective
which would normally agree with it occurs in the predicate of the
sentence, there is a clash between the masculine gender of the noun
and the female sex of the individual referred to by the noun.

Neither the masculim- form of the adjective te.g.. I a») nor its
feminine form (boll, can be used appropriately in these circum-
stances without resolving. a$ it were. the "conflict" between "gram-
thatk-al- and "natural- gender. Neither 1 iou CCU I/ s,cot r

ir ( sshich necessarily refers to a man) nor 'Le hu,a pr./. ss, Ir
, II. which is ungrammatical) is pliss ble. The -connict" is
re,. 4%4,1 ith a sentence like toll«, 1«. #4,;, 4,1 ii pru t6.4.4,1
I" She is beautiful. the new teacher.).

Lyons goes on to observe that such examples suggest that gram-
matical cohesion may be stronger within the noun-phrase than
between the subject and the predicate of a sentence. and also show
"that there is indeed some 'natural' basis for thegender systems of
the languages in question." He does not. however, elaborate further
on this observation.

Lyons (1969. p. 288 ) concludes his discussion of gender by saying.
"Gender-concord is a 'surface-structure' phenomenon of certain
languages. It is clearly the pronominal function of gender which is
of primary importance in communication." In these two sentences,
Lyons effectively evades the problem of gender and its role in
communication: If the primary function of "grammatical" gender
is pronominal agreement with an antecedent noun, how are we to
describe a language like English. which does not have "gram-
matical" gender? Even if one is willing to claim. as I am not. that
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English relies on "natural" gender, then gender-concord must be
something more than "a 'surface-structure' phenomenon."

Otto Jespersen (1964. p. 347) described at some length the extent
of our reliance on gender-marking.

Most English pronouns make no distinction of sex: I. you. wc.
th who. curb. sop,. hod etc. Yet. when we hear that Finnic and
Magyar. and indeed the vast majority of languages outside the
Aryan and Semitic Norld. have no separate forms for hc and shr. ou r
first thought is one of astonish ment: we fail to see how it is possible to
do without this distinction. Rut if we look more closely we shall see
that it is at times an inconvenience to have to specify the sex of the
person spok,m about.

Perhaps some speakers of English are uncomfortable when they
have to specify the sex of someone they're talking about, but I
suspect that most of us feel comfortable only when gender-marking
is used. Consider, for example, the following passage from The Cook
frnd the Curpcnter in which the author created neutral pronouns.
Ho and win.

The carpenwr knew na had foolishly wasted most quarter.hours on
the same quarter-acres. not even counting the d isproportionate time
allotted to the milli-mile, nan bed: na had failed to prepare naself at
all for the cook's assumption I-Carpenter.- 1973. pp. 3-41.

Mv own discomfprt with this passage illustrates for me the
invo!ved in trying to alter the thinking with which I am

niost comfortable, the sex-role dichotomy perpetuated by our
society and embedded within our language. It is important to us
know the sex of people because we decide how to relate to them on
that basis When we try to relate to other people outside of the
socially accepted sex-role stereotypes, we are lost, our definitions
blur. For example. a colleague once asked me how I dealt with
students if I didn't know their sex. (We were discussing the unisex
phenomenon. and he was upset because he often had trouble
deciding the sex of some of his students.)

Q: "What do you do when you can't tell if a student is
male or female?"

A: "Why is that important to you?"
A: "How else will I know how to relate to them?"
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This exchange reveals the extent of our dependence on culturally
defined norms in our personal relationships. and gender-marking
in English provides us with the necessary cues in linguistic
communication.

In this brief introductory section. I have tried to sketch the
accepted definitions of grammatical and natural gender as they are
used by grammarians and linguists. and to illustrate some of the
inaccuracies introduced into linguistic descriptions because of this
distinction. Because English is thought to be a language that has
"natural" gender. I will set aside further discussion ofgrammatical
gender. In the remainder of this chapter. I will demonstrate that
English does not, in fact. even have natural gender as a gram-
matical classification for nouns. Instead. the semantic space of
English is structured in accordance with the sex-role stereotypes of
our society.

Definition of Sex Roles

Recent linguistic research on English, although often insightful
and thought-provoking, has barely begun in-depth analysis of the
internal structure of our vocabulary. We still know very little about
the organizational principles inherent in English semantics. pri-
marily because we have failed to perceive the ex istence of semantic
"sets" other than the easily recognized ones, such as kinship terms.
color terms. and counting systems. As a matter of fact, one
lexicographer has claimed that English does not have well defined
semantic sets like those found in other languages. Clearly, such a
statement is too general and oversimplified. If linguists have
somehow failed to provide a convincing analysis of English seman-
tics. it is because we have failed to perceive the obvious and to use it,
as a starting point for our descriptions.

The definitions that follow, taken from the Random House
Dictionary of the Enylish Language, make explicit the ways in
which one portion of the English lexicon is divided into two gender-
defined vocabularies. (I chose RHD as my source for these defini-
tions because the editor. Jess Stein. was "guided by the premise that
a dictionary.editor must not only record: he must also teach.", With
respect to individual words. Stein had this to say: "In "man's
language is to be found the true mirror of man himself. His lexicon
is an index to his ideas and passions, his inventions and achieve-
ments. his history and hopes." This statement makes the definitions
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found in RHD of special interest.) The terms for which I have
provided definitions are: fem in inel masculine. wanuznl Inanl y,
diem inatel mann isle. (The comments on effeminate were found
under the definition for female; those for mann ish, under manly.)
These adjectives describe that portion of our lexicon which refers to
the behaviors held to be "appropriate" far women and men in our
culture. Even the phrasing and word choices in the definitions
reveal the cultural value attached to each of the words.

feminine ... 1. prtaining to a woman or girl: feminine &may:
m dress. 2. like a woman: weak: gentle:Pminim, ildicacy.

masculine ... I. having the qualities or characteristics of a man:
manly: virile: strong: bold:a deep masculine mice. 2. pertaining to or
characteristic of a man or men: masculine attire.

womanly ... 1. like or befitting a woman: feminine: not masculine
or girlish.... Syn ... WOMANLY implies resemblance in appro-
priate, fitting xays: winnanly decorum. modesty. WOMANLIKE, a
neutral synonym. may suggest mild disapproval or. more rarely.
disgust: 11;onanlike. she The) burst into tears. WOMANISH usually
implies an inappropriate resemblance and suggests weakness or
effeminacy: womanish petulance.

manly ... 1. having the qualities usually considered desirable in a
man: strong: brave: honorable: resolute: virile.... syn ... MANLY
implies possession of the most valuable or desirable qualities a man
can have. as dignity. honesty. directnes.s. etc.. in opposition to servility.
insincerity. underhandedness. etc. ... It also connotes courage.
strength. and fortitude: ... MANNISH applies to that which re-
sembles man: ... Applied to a woman, the term is derogatory.
suggesting the aberrant possession of masculine characteristics ...

EFFEMINATE is applied reproachfully or contemptuously to qualities
which. although natural in women. are seldom applied to women
and are unmanly and weak when possessed by men: effeminate
gcstnri: an iffeminate mice. FEMININE, corresponding to mascu-
line. applies to the attributes particularly appropriate to women.
esp. the softer and more delicate qualities. The word is seldom used
merely to denote sex, and. if applied to men. suggests the delicacy
and weakness of women: a feminine figure. point of view. features.

These definitions capture the cultural assumptions regarding
the "true nature" of both women and men. and they describe the
behaviors for which our culture rewards us. Women are supposed to
be delicate, petulant. liable to burst into-tears with little provoca-
tion: we are supposed to possess "decorum"have you ever heard
anyone speak of mascul i ne deroru nr? Women must be modest, weak.
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and gentle. In the definitions for :he adjectives that refer to female
behavior. the editors of RH D make it clear that the-standard- for
human I.,,,,navior i"; male. and women cannot. and must not. m.sure
up to that ndard_ The langnik7e of these definitions for women

is cast negatively: our behavior is that ;rie 111,1f t 1,4. . Tht
definjlion for the word ,f,t1p,...4, explains to us that women who
possess such attributes as strength. fortitude. honesly. courage.
irectness. and bravery are -aberrant-7
During moments of uni.4ridld optimism. we might be tempteti to

ignore Je.,,.s Stein and tne editors of RHD. and dismiss t'neir
defini:lons e.th-.-r inaccurate or exaggerated. But I think that
their def; ru t ions of terms b,4,4, and 441.-4-4.4//t4, do reflect the
meanings of these words. as they are understobd and u74t-d by
-peakers and writers of English. The foll.owing passages frc,rri

; 4plilar prose illustrate the usage of .r; and in
context. Italics have been added for emphasis.)

I 1, . ":-; & M Tr f
7. 1,,..

: ..t- C I
":4=". "J j f r,1 ar rp.-a_-.1 t::.r.(17,-,i

r }"..i'..t-r-1 A. :A. In. (1,, p 17.7o

f r,-,,s,t1r.er
7 t-r :rle iat, a Yr.al:.tr"

fTr:, r PI,

' 4, :rEr & ha,t it a., that
14. If.!jr. pp

wr:an I rn ..ne i".an 1hr 0.4%

.f f-sr :wind, a '1

!err*, ..1

Vr+++

..,)++,!,' V+ b I": ,1e

:1411 fr;', and
1

5.10 r-.arkrt in.!! .

a. t sr.ar, VrL, r..r!L - " -pr. 1 7;

7.

e adjective also usol in some ...-onte-ds iri v, hich it
con triots 44, 'lot . vith t hose things of the -,41/4 or Id .-/Anvent
rs-garded a rnas i ne: alt hourh the word nor 4:,--4,114 is not explicit.

is Implied in the context. The two quotation4;; that follow, both
takl.rt frGrn l N Le( ;;;Hri's b.ft illU,;trate
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I-ne negative connotations associated with th human behaviors
iliefined by _I:1p

The g-iands. were seldom ±iiarsh anni never They riended to be
1..1o' rr ly. heavy. and to my eyes effernimatenot in the sense of

ete .. but in 1...st the oprJusite sense: a grins. bland fleshiness.
.';AA w.tlrout point or edge. Among rhy ft-now-prisoners 1 had

a:so ff.r the f.rst tine on Winter the sense of being a man among
ni.en. or among et.in--itins. The prisoners a ere hard to telt apart:

their ernotlor.:11 tune seemed always thr talk tr:via p. 1:tn.

lgnorant. in the liandiitarn sense: to ignore the abstraction. tr.) hold
f_st to the tn:r4r. Mere stw-rething feminine. a
refusal.... of the abstract. the iea. a ,u1:-ini.s.-...enes s. to the given.
'A rather displeased rne (pp. litir2-4.c;)

The last two passages in this section illustrate usages of both
and tp./....-ridlipe in contexts where the author has used the

polarization inherent in the two terms in order to express the
contrasting values attached to the two sets of behavior patterns.

was identica.: with the flour below, except for the
differences but enormous. v. hich marked the transit from a
fer a r UIre world. Down there the doors had had a

ar. a:r of preserving. watenf.X.:7--.. small face-savings
and shift, from a pry :nit ee. rirre they were slammed for quiet or
-too: careless!y open sitenat. 774.. MAW,

Ft tne ot, ofof eeryth:niz femintine.:),-,..ILIL,7.:+rid the
los, of masculine self-respectYou can't r'

-irk. tnat women are yoiur
-11f I hale krviwn inu4/:;t:or,f -.. who

Lniflk z. a man.
14,

In each of these excerpts. the author has nititrl, lase -the cultmral
values that are the denotative meamingi$ .1; Jni,,iime land
h-axemilew, and the negative and positi'we cr.!ArimtaLio. of .each twrrin
restwetively. I am not saying that these is'atzige..s reflect (Jir(te:1* On
any of the authors, only that the polarizaon fe.pres:ented in /ihe,se
adjectives is available in the languwe. that asvrritt,ft's and N-raders
in English al I of us know the mean; ngs of tfri-k;..4'e )&orri:.--rc,',.-n.ct the values
attached to. 'ach of them. and that, in fact., rho woirds would not exist

it were not for their useful.les....; and intirevA q..ultural iiueanings.
The iasr example. from Pi.' illustrates the use of
males as the sfr! oda re/ for human behav lot.. and how the behavior of
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women must always stand in only a comparative or contrastive
relationship to that standard.

oo, o./o Oo and wase,41%.,« are only the two most obvious ad ject ives
that define the characteristics attributed to the two biologic-21
sexes_ Around these two cluster other ad.iect i Yes that are selectively
used for either of the sexes. and their usage is gender-marked. For
example. consider the adjectives po tty. 1*.o,ftifo 1. and hand.,wtq-.
Potty can only be used fur a woman, and it refers to her physical
attractiveness. When I. ofootifo4/ refers to physical attractiveness, it

u:k-d for women, but when it denotes a spiritual or personal
quality it may refer to persons of either sex. a should say here that
pro tt!, can refer to males, but only in the phrase pro ttil.sy. which is
derogatory and implies that the male is a homosexual, through the
adjective yr, try: imiy dearly contrasts with the norm represented in
the noun IP(7 When we speak of a male as being attract ive. we use
the ad jectiveiol000l..,opo.. and we do not use the word for an attractive
woman unless she is over forty. To speak of a woman as-handsona:-
implies that she is older, perhaps more mature, and it may be
"safer- to attribute a masculine adjective to a woman when she is
past the age of childbearing.

Keepi ng firmly n mind the meaning and usage of the adjectives
have discussed and the dichotomy introduced into the semantic
,truc t u re by the ex istence of words likefi n nu and tooa.:co4 /ow. let
us explore the ways in which our usage of nouns. e.g.. wort.

sociodogo...a. r4-onian. etc., follows the pattern
established by sex-role stereotyping, and how the reference of such
nouns indicates the prevalence of the male as our soeial standard.

The Msth of Generics

The recent controversy concerning the use and reference of so-
called -generics- in English reveals the extent, if not the nature. of
the political investment at stake in attempts to preserve the myth of
a -generic person" in our language. Those who would like to
maintain the use of masculine nouns as nouns of general reference
are relying on popular beliefs, wit linguistic evidence. If the history
of English can tell us anything about the outcome of this contro-
versy. I have to conclude that popular misconc(ptions (those
definitions with the most political power supporting them) will
prevail, and neither traditional authorities, nor l;nguistic analysis.
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nor actual usage will influence those who wisli to believe that
English has a generic person.

At this point I must define what I mean by "'popular miscon-
ceptions.- bc-cause the term -popular- is probably misleading.
When I speak of -popular misconceptions.- I am referring to the
widespread belief of those self-appointed guardians of the -purity-
of the English language, those men. and some women, who have
access to the meda and thereby ha\ve the opportunity to offer their
opinions as the final word on a gi,ven topic to many people. In
7eneral. the suggestion that English does not have a generic person
has been dismissed as -rn:guided- and categorized as illicit
-tampering- with the language, or as a "fad.- or as a grotesque
-error- in the same class as (tin 't and double negatives. The specific
accusation varies with the degree to which the writer identifies
her himself as the last baszion in the defense of the English
language against barbarism and or change.

One writer has called feminist analyses of English -the new
Sispeali- Kanfer: 1972. p. 79). while L. E. Sissman. in his article
-Plastic Englkh.- says that such tampering with language is as
threatening as the American Communist Party. He goes on to say
that feminkts -distort and corrupt further the language already
sa% aged by the Estabiishment politicians when they conspire to
eliminate the innocuous. and correct. locution. 'Everyone knows&
has to decide for hiws, If.' and to substitute the od ious Newspeak ism
'chairperson' ... iSissman: 1972. p. 37). Perhaps the best evidence
for the angry determination to defend male dominance in English
can be seen n the violent reactions to the 1972 McCraw-Hill

Eqaal Trtrztw,# of th published in the
No,o- Tifirvs.

The individuals who have committed themselves to defending
their belief that English possesses generic person must ignore
statements by traditional authoritie on English and the ways
native speakers of English use the language. When I speak of
-popular miscl)rt..,ptions.- I do not mean the ways that the woman-
in-the-street thimks about English. Those who would defend En-
glish against o'r_3).?ene.ation are protecting their own interests
against those of us they have defined as "the enemy.- Such people
feel comfortable fighting a change that has already occurred.

The arguments aiNanced in favor of won and norinki ml as the
gerwric person are twit substantive: they are political. The W.I.()
Enql ish I); ci ;mai f-,1 states clearly in its definition of man that
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generic usage of this noun is -obsolete," and the editors go on to note
that -in modern apprehension man as thus used primarily denotes
t:le male sex. timnqb by in, plication rtferring also to (Italics
added.) Note that women are included in man as referents only by
implication. not i nfe relic« Unless there is some indication in the
immediate context in which man is used that the writer/speaker

/HIS for it to refer to persons of both sexes, we cannot pretend
that it does. With respect to the phrase. a Mail. the OED is equany
explicit: The phrase is used -quasi-pronominally" for one. or any
itr,. but it -implies a reference to the male sex onlv.- As early as
1924. Otto Jespersen observed that -The generic singular man
sometimes means both sexes ... and sometimes only one." Because
of its ambiguity of reference. Jespersen was blunt in his judgment
of ma n as the generic person: -This is decidedly a defect in the
English language." and he went on to mention that -the tendency
recently has been to use unambiguous, if clumsy expressions like u
billfa I 191-4. p. 2:31). That was in 1924. and "the tendency" to
use hnman beim' never did catch on.

doubt that anyone would argue that spk akers of English have no
use for a generic person. There are too many contexts in which we
wish to speak about people in general. But Ina n and mankind do not
fulfill this expressive function. Jespersen (1964. p. 231) compares
English /bun to German Inensfh, Danish and Norwegian men neske,
and f---edish wanni.ska. In the strictest etymological terms, the
comparison is accurate. But it ignores one important fact about the
history of the English language: In Old English, wer and wif served
as the sex-specific terms: ma n was the generic. But at some time
prior to 11)00 AD Man began to be used in its present meaning, a
male human being, and leer was subsequently lost. (It remains only
in the compound were/coif. ) Then, as now, male control of the nnecti:a
and important social institutions evidently made it easy for navi,.. to
acquire what had once been a generic for their own term.

One other aspect of English has obscured the sittgation: the
distinction between -formar and "colloquial" styles. Most ofus, in
our everyday use of language, do not use wan or ma nkind, nor do we
say. "Everyone , he ... We use words such as people, pers,m,

m# one. etc.. and in informal speech when we use everyone or
:Trybody. the pronoun that follows is most often the plural they. Of

course, the traditional grammarians have been consistent in their
efforts to eradicate this usage by labeling it as -incorrect." I suspect
that we still use Mc!) because we know more about our language
than those who would protect us from error.
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What de we, as writers and readers of Englilth. understand as the
referent of the nouns mop and mix I, itoi in common usage? What do
these two nouns mean to us? In so-ie usages. it is clear from the
context that the writers are using man and ipmikilid as pseudo-
generics, and that, in fact_ the actual mean:rig is with human being.
In the passages that follow. especially the last one, we can see how
women have cognitively excluded.

A knife i,. an xten,iom of the brain and eye. a too!. a weapon. a
fr.er..fly and intirhate pres.ence. a romantic symbol. an object of
repellent fascination. an atavistic express:on of the aggressior and
benetrator in man 'Jack Mel ntock. -Blade- with
July I9. p.
lt semed to Mare Dante that the ocean t.vas the same on any world.
it was the wornt,. the all-encompassing mother wiiere men migrated
at least omte in their ... Dean R. Koontz. -Soft Ci.ime the
I Jrag-Ir.s... . p. 19! 1.

Mankind ha_s. ever since he began to think. worshipped that which
he cannot understand. As millen ia have passed he has understood an
ever-increasing amount about the tworld around him. lie has even
hoped. in his most optimistic moments. to comprehend it all. Yet
man is now in the position of facing the ultimate unknowable. which
can never be penetrated as long as he remains in his present physical
form.... The constantly auirmenting knowkdge of the -orld has
only ben achieved by centuries of dedicated work by men of
s.cwnce.. It is as if man departs from his mother., v:ornb r nteit
st raizio. into .vinotrier one createi by the scientists.... ir'veri iwfurt-
bir rw are u-d to help tne foetus survive. Oni..e I. and
for the whole of his :ife medical di;co..eries allow him t dru.z
i..rnself e a parts l'Ut out of h s or good (me's transplariez.d

Whi...n he has groA n safely to ad:ithood he ca:- ak up in the
morninr in heided or a. r-cond It limed hous,-.. the latest
teen n a.iue:, ;impar t. f4.04 fq. h :rnself, driv t off in his hated r ai
cond. t car. aml spend :he day in a wiz 3nd pla-tic off ice ...
even rpt ,na! v f hr ft'A hul7.4% v ;Wed to the

And Id ear t al: fir may. f ne de.4 res. stay at home
nange into ;. she! iihn C.'. Taylor. Book jfo/. 0. II -12r

I have qiwted thc last passv.;,:e at such leng:h in order to demon-
strate the way a particular use may at first soun( as though tp:rtt or
wopkit,,/ !or b)th is bet ng used generically. At the beginn ing of 5.c.
we find -Mankind he." If we believe that this is a generic
reference. we're not hiiely to hc-c.onte suspicious as we read through
the first paragraiih, although we might fiml the uso.... Of penet ra te as a
metaphor slight ly strangz.. In the next senterce!ve find the phrase
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s,-;4-,,ce.. which I'm sure is nut a generic use. who provide
-man- with a synthetic womb as comfortable as -his mother's." The
last excerpt from B1 firk Hv,f. the description of the fabricated
womb created by technology. contains the sentence that betrays the
male reference implicit in the rest of th? quotation. It is still
possible for the reader tu imagine that Taylor's uses of the
masculine pe), n,n,,k;,,(1. and he-include women in their refer-
ential soige.

A generous rewier might continue to give Taylor the benefit of
the doubt until the last sentence because women also live in "heated
or air-conditioned" houses: we prepare food for ourselves using-the
latest techniques": we drive in -heated or air-conditioned cars": and
some of us spend our days -in a glass and plastic office." When the
author said. -he may. if he really so desi res. stay at home and change
into a she!" and dropped the pretense of his inflated prose. he
revealed to his readers the cognitive content of man. mankiml. and
hv: male human beings. I don't think it's accidental. either. that this
quotation contains phrases that echo the content of my first two
examples in this section. Taylor is so secure in the universality of
masculine reference that he also signals to his readers his negative
attitude toward "the second sex." and toward any male stupid
enough to voluntarily accept a subordinate role, in his use of the
adverb r. y. which implies that he can't quite understand such a
thing. and with the exclamation at the end of the sentence. which
again underscores the paradox of such a decision.

As we all know, examples that are as obvious as the three I have
offered here are not the rule. Most writers are clever enough to
make their usage more ambiguous and their prejudice less ap-
parent. But there are examples of sex-specific reference in contex.ts
in which we might expect to find more inclusive terms. Each of the
following quotations contains a noun of masculine reference in a
context in which some other noun. such as person hoinian being. or
/),,,ple' could have been used equally as well. After each exaliple. I
have provided a rewritten version of the- passage to illustrate
alternatives available to the writers.

iv ride,. a ,katefx,ard r "JO I for Scp7todt',
I 'hanriel :2. New Y,,,k City, 11,;;;. 1977,i

11..e ra,e, ,katehoard

71, v. ho'd rather dric,, atria!: wo"Ifi rather dri,.e a Judge111,"
ad, Nad-1,,i1le. u,ed
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b. The person who'd rather drive a truck would rather drive a Dodge.
c. It is again very likely that such conditions havea far greater bearing

upon the level of man's use of the sea than upon the shark's behavior
once it meets a man in the water (H. David Baldridge.SharkAttack.
p. 821.

r. It is again very likely that such conditions have a far greater bearing
upon the level of humanity's use of the sea ti.-.an upon the shark's
behavior once it meets a person in the water.

d. Among the many famous awn of history who employed astroloo
to guide their destinies was 'Adolf Hitler.... Take our leading
presidential candidates. For the guidance of inquiring voters.
herewith their astrological signs so that we will know what kind of
/ran we are electing.... Aries.Males of this persuasion are
forceful, overbearing exponents of masculinity at any price....

Before voting, then, study the candidates' astrological charts so
you can wisely determine the kind of man you are choosing for your
leader. (Arthur Hoppe. "It Beats Listening to Speeches. Anyhow,"
Nu.shrille Ban ncr. Sept. 19, 1975. p. 9)

Among the many famous historical fiyurrs who employed as-
trology.... so that we will know what kind of person we are electing.
AriesPerson.s of this persuasion are forceful. overbearing ex-
ponents of agijrcssion at any price so yju can wisely determine
the kind of person ylu are choosing for your leader.

e. Wisdom is not addictive: its:- aximum is that of the wisest nu: n in a
given group (Heinlein, Glory Road. p. 262).

Wisdom is not addictive: its maximum is that of the wisest
individual in a given group.

f I was being nasty as only a man can be who has had his pride
(Heinlein. G!,,r, Thad. p. 21

I was being nasty as orly pop!, can be who have had their pride
wou nded .

g. .1 'Pm, make- . because he has to ( LeGuin. The th...,,i,,,s.quxsta, p.
169).

viple mal.:e art ii iie thuri have to.

h. "You can't tell aux?. to work or. a )ob that will cripple him."
"But then why do people do :he dirty '-ork at all?...

... People take thz dang.!rous. .;.ess because they take
pride in doing them.... Hey look. little In,Tis. see how strong I am!
You know? A person likes to do what he is good at doing .... One's
own pleasure, and the respect of one's fellows --

-Dors everybody work so hard. then?" ( )iie's wife asked. "What
happens to II eta n who just won't cooperatA.?-,
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-Well. he moves on. The others get tired of h;r#4. you know.-
LGuin. Ti. b.: pp. 12,1-21).

-You can't tell SI 1 fil f to wOrk on a job that s
. Hey. look. see how strong I am! ...P# °pie like to do

what ti..0 are good at doing.... One's own plea.::ure. and the respect
of one's r. ,r, Pio te If ft y. . .

-What happens to p. f,p1. who just won't cooperater
-Wel!. they mpve on. The others get tired of ti,vm. you know;

Examples like the preceding force us to ask: What is the content
of the noun man and the related noun phrases. a man and the man.
Noie that the rewritten versions of the excerpted passage's do alter
the meaning of the originals. When the specifically masculine
reference. man, a man. or the man, is deleted. the positive
connotations of strength associated with these phrases are also
removed. As the OED editors observed: a man Implies a reference
to the male sex only." Nor is it an accident that each quotation is
concerned with subjects like rompetence, power. or leader.ship. The
two television advertisements appeal directly to the association in
our minds between maleness and competence. The example from
The Disposse.ssed is particularly interesting in this respect. because
in this science fiction novel. LeGuin created a social order in which
people were nct bound by the sex-role stereotypes many of us take
for granted as inherent aspects of biological sex. Throughout the
passage she uses people and one in alternation with a man and he. As
readers we might be tempted to grant that her usage here is
generic, were it not for one significant slip in her language, when
her major character, a male physicist, is allowed to say that the
people in his society show off for little boys: Such usage, in a novel
written to exemplify a utopian society. indicates the extent to which
our coglitive space is occupied by male visions of mate importance
and superiority.

The usage of the English speakers I have quoted up to this point
illustrates how the male sex continues to dominate the media to
which we are exposed every day. Whenever the topic is in .portant,
involving an active, rather than a passive, role in Focietywhen
decision-making and competence are involvedwe are presented
with a male authority figure as the only "appropriate" possibility. It
is not surprising, then, that we find ma:es cast as the "generic
person" in English in those contexts associated with male behavior

d male concerns such as anger, control. autonomy, history, and
d.Ignity. All of these areas are potentially human concerns, but thcy
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are traditionally associated with men, as the following quotations
illustrate:

7.a. By questioning the control exercised by autonomous man and
demonstrating the control exercised by the environment, a science
of behavior also seems to question dignity or worth (B. F Skinner.

Frrcdum and Dign y. p 21).
b. A small step for man; a giant step for mankind! (astronaut Neil

Armstrong)

The history of ange:- is the history of mankind. MahThas been
exposed to the effects of anger. others' as well a., h is own. since he was
first placed on earth (Leo Madow. A n fp' r. p. 1 ).

d. Those who manipulate human behavior are said to be 'evil men .
necessarily bent on exploitation (Skinner. Bjund Frtdmn and
1);!tn;Iff- p. 41).

Any attempt to claim that any of these uses could be interpreted in
the sense of a "generic person" would necessarily have to acknowl-
edge that in each one we are dealing with either an event or a
context in which men have been involved. In b., of course, it was
males who stepped onto the moon's surface. In c., the statement is
almost literally true: history is concerned with the events that were
the consequences of male anger. And in d., it would be difficult to
interpret Skinner's use of men as anything but sex-specific.

One last example of the generic use of man may serve to illustrate
the OED editors' reason for labeling it obsolete:

A rcheolcts announced today that they have disc..overed evidence
of man's existence as far back a. 3.000.000 years ago. based on the
dating of a woman's skeleton (Radio news report. Knoxville. April
1975).

Here. the explicit semantic contrast introduced by the use of
woman makes the attempt to interpret man as ageneric impossible,
and even humorous.

Finally, there are those contexts in which we find specific
reference to women, because women are the persons about whom
the writer is speaking. And, as with the examples of man and men,
which occur when the subject is traditionally associated with male
interests, the noun woman is used. with both abstract and concrete
reference, when the topic is regarded as a specifically female
behavior or interest.
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II;mian. she would have been happier had she comtinued
enshrined in the privacy of domestic love and domestic duty
Helen B. A ndelin. Fusrifuiting Hilmanhuud).

b. This comprehensive book of one hundred embroidery stitches will
be useful not only to teachers and students but to women of all ages
who are interested in embroidery (too Enthruidery Stitches).

. 11;nm-ft unconsciously prefer to fulfill their maternal role and to be
loved by a man. lliiman is intended for reproduction (Frank Caprio.
Fcmale

d. The right idea for today's. creative WI, MO 11 from the Cooking and
Crafts (lub Book-of-the-Month Club flyer for a subsidiary division).

These quotations contain explicit references to women because the
topic in each instance, whether it is food, nurturing, or embroidery.
is one assumed to be of interest only to women. I would like to
emphasize the terms that do not appear. as I did with the examples
in Section 6. We do not find a "generic person" such as person.
human lwing. people. or indiridual: nor do we find the pseudo-
generics man or mankind. This. in spite of our training in
traditional grammar. where we learned that we had to use a
masculine term as long as there was on" male in the group about
which we were speaking. In fact. 9.b. was given to me by a male who
enjoys embroidery: he was upset to find that the writer of the book
on embroidery had excluded him from consideration by using the
female-specific women.

A semantic parallel to the examples man and a man in Section 6,
the passages in which we might have expected to find uses of more
general terms for people, can be found in contexts where the
writer/speaker has used the word woman to carry all the connota-
tions associated with our sexthose characteristics that males
would have us believe inhere in our nature because of our sex. So we
find examplewlike those below; instead of words like person, human
being, or indiridwal, the noun woman is used as a self-contained
explanatory terrn for a restricted set of human behaviors such as
eccentricity, housecleaning, effortlessness, cowardice, and trivial-
itypersonality traits that are certainly not possessed only by
women.

10.a. There's no law that says a woman has to do housework all the time!!
[This ad begins with a woman standing in a kitchen; when she
dcivers this line. she is holding a baby. Moral: Women have other
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things to do bides cleaning house: we also have our nurturing
function to fulfilIJ (Television ad for Fantastic spray cleaner. New
York City. July 14. 1975; Nashville. Oct. 25. 1975).

b. Helen had the looks, and the definable aura of success, which enable
tr waned') to convey by acquiescence the idea that she is making no
effort (Renault. The Middle Mist. p. 2:13).

c. Eccentricity in women always boiled down to the same thing. She
wanted a man (Renault. The Middle Mirrt. p. 231).

d. "We shall call a councilof warriors tonight from all the canyons ...
"You are turr.ing into women ...." (Mary Staton, Frurn the

I..egend of Bid. p. 163).
;i-

e. High fashion hat, always struck me as a monumential bore and of
inherent interest only to wumen without much on their minds (Merle
M i 1 ler. "From Madcap to Dowager,"Saturda y Reriew. May 3. 1975.
p. 231.

All of the passages I have quoted in the course of this discussion of
the "generic person" in English illustrate the fact that our language
does not have a generic, and that writers and speakers of English
use a gender-specific term, usually either man or ;roman, de-
pending upon the subject with which they are concerned. The next
example from The Dispossessed is a passage in which the author
uses both iromaii and man precisely; we cannot possibly mis-
interpret her meaning.

11. He simply had not understood that the purpose was to enable men
with machine guns to kill unarmed men and wumen easily and in
great quantities when told to do so (p. 245).

But erhaps the clearest and most convincing example of how
man always refers to male persons and woman refers to female
persons is the new television advertisement for the Alka Seltzer
"Cold Kit." On the screen we see a male cartoon figure with an
umbrella, galoshes, and an overcoat. A male voice tells us that man
is the most intelligent of all the animals, but that he is also the most
vulnerable. In the picture we see the male figure sloshing through
snow and sneezing. The male voice tells us that when man needs
help, he turns to another intelligent animal, woman. A smiling
woman appears on the screen, holding the Alka Seltzer Cold Kit.
The last picture shows a woman and a man, cartoon figures again;
the woman is nursing the man, who is sitting in a chair, wrapped in
a blanket.
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The "Generic" He

Uses of the so-called "generic ife" have occurred often in the
excerpts accompanying my discussion of the "generic man." Be-
cause males have reserved for themselves most of the activities
considered important in the "world": their language follows the
behavioral dictates of the male social order. In general or abstract
discussions. we find the pronoun he used to replace the antecedent
noun: we use the "feminine" pronoun she, only in situations in which
we are referring to a specific female. Two writers explained this
usage in a footnote to their readers: "The common pronoun 'he'
refers to persons of either sex except when 'she' is definitely
applicable" (James & Jongewald. 1973, p. 2).

Of course, this usage, and its corresponding "rule." (the rule that
justifies the usage), contradict most of the theoretical statements of
linguists concerning the function of both "grammatical" and
"natural" gender and all of the definitions of pronouns provided in
traditional texts. In Theoretical Linguistics, Lyons claimed that the
primary function of both "natural" and "grammatical" gender was
their role in determining pronominal reference. A standard tradi-
tional text defines pronominal agreement in the following way:
"When a pronoun has an antecedent, it agrees with that antecedent
in gender, number, and person" (Birk & Birk, 1951, p. 735).

All of us agree that English does not have "grammatical" gender,
and I am demonstrating here that our language does not have
"natural" gender. either. Unless we are all males. In order tojustify
the occurrence of he as a "common" pronoun in abstract or general
discussions, almost every noun in English must be marked as a
masculine noun. If it is true that pronouns agree with their
antecedent nouns in gender, number, and person, then he can only
replace a noun that carries the feature [+mascu line]. Otherwise, the
argument based on pronominal reference fails as a description of
English structure. In this section I will discuss a few examples in
which he, or she, or both pronouns occur.

The following excerpted passage from Simone de Beauvoir's
"preface" to La Bettarde illUsiLrat4': the use of /u, for a common noun
and she for specific refereno,

12. It is said that the unrecognized writer no longer exists:anyone. or
almost anyone. can gethi books published .... Violette Leduc does
not try to please: she doesn't please .... "I am a desert talking to
myself." V iolette Leduc wrote to me once And whoever speaks

6 7
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to us from the depths of his loneliness speaks to usof ourselves. Even
the most worldly or the most active man alive hash is dense thickets.
where no one ventures, not even h imself but which are there: ... A
woman is descending into the most secret part ofherselfand telling
us about all situ finds there with an unflinching sincerity. ... (p. 7).

In this example we find the possessive pronoun his replacing both
writer and anyone: she functions as the replacement for the proper
noun, Violette Leduc, in accordance with "natural" gender. Then
his replaces whoever. its antecedent indefinite pronoun. So far, so
good. De Beauvoir (or her translator) is simply following tradi-
tional rules. But the semantic contrast in the next two sentences
reveals the thinking that lies behind usage of he as a "common"
pronoun, or perhaps the sort of thinking that is the result of
centuries of the "generic" he. In one breath de Beauvoir is telling us
about the "most active man": in the next she is speaking about "a
woman." Her use of he leads her into using man in her general
statement, a usage parallel to that illustrated in Section 6.

My next example comes from the writing of John Ciardi, who,
while expressing his sympathy for Women's Liberation, neverthe-
less maintains that it is easier to change attitudes than it is to
change the English language. I do not think that either of these is
amenable to change, and this quotation illustrates how language
and social attitudes are mutually reinforcing in perpetrating male
dominance in our thinking.

13. The test of a writer. once he has learned something about language
as a medium. is invention. What does imagine into place that
meets the demands of what he has already written ...

Given a talented student, a writing coach can be useful in
developing the talent. Hr cannot make a gif t of it. He cannot be more
than tentative about it. He can read the manuscripts ... He can help
the writer get outside h is own writing....

The wriwr must learn for h inoself but a coach can prod him to
views and to questions ht. might not have come to for years if left
unprodded

... A writer may be ii man who has labored to make h imself
unemployabk. and who must, therefore, take what comforthe can in
his decision. But, teacher. let it behismiw life decision (John Cardi.
"Manner of Speaking: Creative. Uh. Writing." Sul rday Rericw,
May 3. 1975. p. I.

In Ciardi's writing e find the same gradual progression, a drift
from the general "person" to a specifically male reference. His first
use of he replaces the antecedent writer. In the next paragraph, he

6 8
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tiow er in this country. The same semantic contrast is used in 16.e;
the a irlit is female. hut it is Wit it yho has gained -power over
nature." Tt . l'xmnplv,, illustrate t it use of the 14-eneric she'

.ontrn :n nouns. WI rSi and s tvtr.q. Of course. neither
thrse n..ims bin e. ions as a gneiral refrent. ent: .44' is not

"generic'. an'. stretch of the imagination: both ,t)t. are
1erral4-spt.cif in their risr.rt-r'e. becauo nursing and ,,ecretarial
AA or k ar.!' VA." "f the nurturing occupations oiwn to women.

To conclude thi., set.t ht'7",' aro tv, o more pass,ages that would
1 !,rimar;.;.0,1c, trrot)aldy. in any o.thor discussion A. English
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n't much of our reading and bstening; tht seem

th at. we inturnali7e t he pr,bnominal usage found in
hen 1l it tot t inking. ince again. we f;rd the maseulinv pronoun

the at it tes deserCtied are imporTant, and therefore within
t mac our cogn:Ove spa..e. and the female pronoun

oi the activit!,--s art definoti rzner tri tat or suhordinate.
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.lulia 1. Stanley

principle, of pronom:nal ay.reement in English operates in terms of
\-,p.ecific act it it ies. at least as they are traditionally defined for

us by o..ir culture. If we always' found the male singular pror.oun
in ahstrawt or general discussions. it would at least be possi hie to
regard it as a quasi ,generic. since it's the, closest thing to a generic
in English. However, the current and continuingoecurrence of sbi
in those general contcxts ekfined as female makes such a claim
ilouhtful. Clearly. speakers and writers of English recognize. at

mie level, that most the nouns in English are defined as
in herentl masculine. and a smaller group of nouns is marked as
inherently feminine. rirthermore, this small group of nouns
Col- tains hich refer to the socially-defned activities arid
ft/no n f w (mien At tlw, center of the ferna.!iv semantic space we
tn ight place and frttk r, both nurturing. supportive. and
subeirdinate roles. Are.und these two Worlk. v ' can then list
occupational terms such as . cr, r .1, and prwThr Whit+
ineorporate the con, ri:eatio,gs 1f to and co r a part t their
me:onng.

1.!, extension. these, nouns and their meanings can he oaphically
surrounded by the rneuiphors uslially characterized as fe- male.
specifie. voth,r 40 i loNyts and sb,i,Q. and the

0,. In conclusion. I WOLIM NKr to Sugvkst that one way a
acconnting for these mictaphorwal extensions .!! femalespeeific
reference es fr im t he, male, point a vivw. whu' .F..slimes, male
dominance and male control of the earth, the wor41d., ;MI the land,
and the (4-eans All if these thi ngs are. regarded as their possessions.
As one legal b thook defines the situation: -land. like v ,man, is for

Mak Semantic Space Efigti*h

As I hae suggested througnout this of gender-
mark ing ri Eng-Its,h. to the extent that we an Alk about a gender
'system in t he= !,anguage. our vileabulary i di . oled into tt separate
and unequai portion,. The smaller group of nours, marked as

e-oncists of those words t hat. refer to CU lt,..;rafly-deft,ned
female activities and interests. A, othe---s haxf` observed. men have
been the 4 locrs and the actor. the central figures in tilieir histories.
and 9lose nouns that refer to artite occupation in the world.
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espevially the socially preztigious and financially rew arding en-
deavors. carry the semantic feature (+male] as part of then
meaning. e.g.. orocior. Ia r!of r, jioiq. , rim irrra Ie.* Only a few nouns
carry the featu re 1+femalel I or 1-male1 as t leoffrey Leech: 1969. p.

tuld mark them!. e.g., praist tr yi far y. hu'isc

As a cimsequenee. w hen women move in to acti.:ities ou tside hei
odes d wife and or mmher, we move :nto ha !la f' Si wo frit

:..ernantic pace that doe not exist for Ls, because it is alreaily
oecupied by the male sex. When a woman becomes a profes:aonal
in ou ti of the fields usually reserved for males. she does not move into
the corresponding semantic space covored by the noun convention-
ally used as its label. I nslead, her anomalous pi)sition must be
marked by the widition of a siA-cial. female-specific marker: for
nouns such as 110eraI it? Iv0 I, Sal OP rah, or seidpfor, we feel un-
comfortable unless we place some qualifier such as kcoiron,

waft bra I 1.n front of the occuipath ,nal term. In our Alsage, then. we
are accustorneii to talking abki.lt the fioctor. 1.1. ShIrT ito

r.s. and foal.,f sc,,Iptors. Those occupations t iat h,ave
less social prestige are marked with a special -feminine- suffix,

14 a!'t 0 ss, ,i11,4,rt 55, t ss. or 11,11.1411.1 . We understand any
th-iAt oecurs in its -unmarked" form to refer to a male. and

failure to proN ale the iti,formation that the person referred w is a
woman. in the gi A'n context. often results tn confusion for the
hearer, and the con% ersat must begin again once the s,:terideii is
made explicit

For example. if I tell a friend that ke found a lintird doctor
lawyer therapist. ,he dl assume that that person is mate, and
indicate her assumption in her response b. using the masculine
singular prorioun. th, do you feel 1 ke you can trust itro'r. or "110
you think .t could help \kiln my prof dent'.'- On triviot her hand. those
occupations re.rxed for women in our societ y. e.g.. patiostit,th

eN 0 CO frr i. reuuire a sex ,4:pel-ific semantic feature in those
contexts in which they refer to males. Thus. n common usage, we
speak of s, tr,or .. ,er,.'a7r,4 s and 110 ast t S There
are IV wer examples in this inst;iince stnce men have not shown as
much interest in trail itior allx -fipmale occupations- as women haw
shown in tiliose of men. perh-aps because the jobs that women hold
pa:, less money.

n addition, when a gii% en noun must be explicitly marked for

r.at ts ,ka.
r.4 t!.s. nNro tz*. Sowewr,

4'. 7f0i !1,4' IllorS' sat, t hat 9e7rarl,,.
le Jr. ,* at. TyyKt ay" ".o1.2,1 n ENT; I -,f vv.? t hoe 10,7 aS

^re. a. "! aaa fs.stT:1*-f-, that VI. j11:. 5rtn! of a
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sex, it acquires a negative connotation. the price for moving out of
on,i's defined semantic space. as though there were some-
thing -not quite right- with sGeh an individual. That we need to
mark occupat ional terms for s:ix ;ndicates to me that our semantic
space is rigidly structured and maintained by culturally defined
siix roles . arid when one of us goes beyond the boundary of the space
provick,ti for within the English vocabulary. we move into
negL1'..ive semantic se. anti special hnguislic accommodations
most be made.

As my ne \.! tit of examples \\ wwiri,,n have read
thernsekcs into i-Jciitration in more nout :. in the English Ian-
iniage than Just ii.k usually regarded as -generic.- Wt. have

mted to heliee oU common nouns included us as part of (he
:Timm pip:dation in other areas of life, and vii. hve assumed that

Wert' ref, Tents in a general ssense in nouns like rh
/AI I /id, / ef 11/ /MI h se",(1)+1,...4 and s/i rq. ow.

In P421, 4 )ttojespersen made a similar observation. althtiiigh he
id not make a JILIgnitint about the fact he \vas lescribing: hile a

:Treat man: names for human beings are applicable to both sexes,
fir.J.1,411,T I, IH tql, tr.

etc.. others. though tossessing no dist i net lye mark. are as a matter
of fact chiefly or ti% en exclusively applied to OM' sex only, because
the correspord:ng i kcial functions have been restricted either to
men sir to wo.nain. This is true of iiit, i, 10.40 IS. la 1016 r.

r nil many ither.i: en the one hand. p:irs. , sswtrki
it e. on the ti-ther- p. 2t2 i. In 197'.i. things are pretty

much the same. The fitllowiru. example from a well known text on
role analysis makes the point implicitly. because the author has
accepted as given stteral distinctions.

John, l.:orls I ll,40,4, p..2.s7;, using the French word pfti
as his example, t7bser.ti that gender is only -sum..vntocally rele-
vant- in the ca.-se of those nouns usually describ.,41 rat eig
"corrrthin gender.- In English. c4,11,1 is regarded as a cr.-freno,--
noun. and Lyons remarks with res,,.ect to f ar
I its I levet! to describe the sernant ic status ofou r correspor k:1;ng

. i inheeently indeterminate with regard to gender.
7'..".1 ArL4-1. t. " an in ht-re-rt feavIre of r.14.4 nn

fr'at;:re tr fra,,1..h F4rthK rra,s4m. Levch can 1
-41man, f*,a1,.rf,. I rn ale 1 anAi ,7r.a:^r` the' sr.

14-'k in. be.1 at4-w -zuc'n a ..c-rnarl dP".0 ript ths rrt,z: eve..4-yrni; -tt
r.ri :r,r1 Ivrt, k nmf;rtdar,c ,r±.!:,) 0*
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but is determined as either masculine or feminine according to the
:etx of the child referred to.- In those situations in which we are
referrirm to a .,pecifk child, of course. this description holds true.
However. in those contexts in which we are speaking or writing
about children in general, the malesex is t hi referent. And I am not
stwaking here alout uses of the masculine "generk. person.- The
evidence for my observation comes from the surrounding context
in which the "Cummon" noun is used. I offer these examples to you
without further c('mment: I don't think I could add anything that
woubl unhance the statement made by the examples of usage
thern,.elves.

and one girl nA hat b.,14,"

/"., Sept III. 19 T..", p.

Fr -! err 1/4 0, rw.thi for -.Narnp.,'. the ia,A;alting is ,,ne
I / p"rtion f hrak.cr ar..d e,,ntrid.

,,f IP s
p 91

r, %%ere 1wo p. i from the rad l) iir a radiat:on cheek.
a.. one dra.N irg 1,11,..I1 for the rhm h, tk.(1,41.,

thk re an F.F.4 tt.chnn rt,t.tt Ir.): the ni,hr,
th, rad al, had hair). hand. . 'r .-?!.on. TI

114,

ht` Ci e.r1,, anior,g the Ia r %111 fq,

t,.. re 1 .61 /. lt p .1.i

fird the pri.-14.0
7hen1 Tri,. find their par.'ril, at I he rP4,rnent a% old

,,nt,,,t !n -kk hit h it had 1*-un hoped the:k would
im tt # ,.., (Gafman.

ca h ar'N -.17 off..nds

.'..!' I "4, 17 I p

,.T,j1/:1',.. tf a jht rela
- h -0. h. lona! in

ear- hal, -,ffered rt-ltthur,
..n..-701 that h. 01 ar, ,

7, ;naI.!.. elqi,itste 10,. ,:her in

rr.t rntr. , are o,fa,rly excukied fr.rn
part!,.ip:itvrh den",And that :hi, Met,

al.-re 1,, a r...!er t ha nk !pl- iwr rent

NI. ), T,.. . ..Lne 197. t To.
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ni

tur peep/. are the best gamblers .n the galaxy. IVe compete for
viewer. fame. n (Star Tr,

When I was going to school I spent most of my time talking to
ti 'who r.. and !C. r ,4'1.,4 (Edward Albee, in an interview, A',
1,A, e. June p.

When the white man ranee to America. the ledioiiA were running it.
There wt'rc no taxes, no debt:, the did all the et ork. And,
ii epes that W. Wer..., i.. thou..ght ice could improve on a system like
that! ilhat-a-Joke, New York City. July 9. 197:4

And w hat is one to think of our.fo //ow ,rizi 1/e attd their passivity!!
77, will taise ar. vthing It s enough U. ma,,,e you wonder e. hether
someone has relieved tbow, of tho or ma ty attributes.

Attributes of et hwh she, on the otner hand, clearly had plenti .

desmte her sex t Robert Merle. A/Of/4. p. :140e.

W. find that bolo', ref rki /zed whoenter thn, department do
%%ell in graduate won'? here TN r applications. like those of i.cioric ic
and of members of minority groups, are welcome (Flyer. Depart
ment of Psychology. University of Ten neSS,(4`. Knox% die. 19751.

Ilappx hour fief...6.4o ri., N /1' 4}',tcr Ina Pro incetown
store window)

ru kullveorker e rine A oIc into peuerfi,! M;irgracc 4 on,
bnicharei.

Ee en in the most serial,. of roles. siikh as that /if siirp".0. we yet find
that there well be times when blue full-fledged r must
unbend at,: behave simply as a Mole tl:eeffman. p. I40).

My heroes have always been the kind of men who act on impulse
and instinct, who don't see ambivalemv and ambiguity
who follow 4e ir rwks Ikichard t;okistein. "ti & M- The Irark
Side f t.ia.Y Liberation," Villale tioec. July T. 193t . p. lOt

qmq sokri,d,ep$1.1 are alkiwed to have the profane part
qqa pr r..1 pie, along a ith other in cmiri$, retain the sacred

for tie, or friends, tree r anc', thrwm f.c.c tikoffman. Enrwerocre,
p. 1521.

r. This kind of equipment is to the kowerrifrckriori what washing
machines. clothes dryers, etc.. are to the )41.4.Wc,fe (WNW/F.1 Oat WO.

ch +!.! 's anxiety over physical danger, for example, may be
cyplained in psychoanalytic terms as a fear of revtrat;,m. And the
psychoanalyst genuinely means that the id has an unce,---,rous
fear h e r4 a a ill be rut offi SOT»,

r rt. ft. ,vloopti,t pt, p.

We also played what some lie railed"cappie4g" or the'docers."T'
1, a game of verbal assault. in -which ie insult each other by talk

1 7
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about SI'S qa 11,4'1111S MU!, hi! liCIP thr IT /NMI ninth. r.ft.
a very common game in the Black community lIIuey Newton.

odat icma rro Sacrifice p. 26).

u. Like all the stiolunts and pro6ssocs, he had nothing to do hot h.
intellectual work, literally nothing. ... And no WiPt N, no fared!.
No wibmen at all IlLeGuin. Th. sp)sm p. 114).

It is here. in this t'ersonal capacity, that an can be warm.
spontaneous, and touched humor. It is 1.icre, regardless of
social role, that an imliridaal can show "Vk hat kind of a !pry hr is-
itlroffman. Eneoqrlters. p.

The history of lynching in the South shows that Murk, of mixed
blood had a much higher chance of surviving racial oppression than
their alldilack bre,th, r,:

In any case. my father's pride meant that the threat of death was
always there: yet it did not destroy his desire to be a man, to be free.
Now I understand that because he w as a man he was also free
Newton, Ri 'u/pt .rac ry crcdce p.

If t he', are p.oph who den't like Anarres, let 'em go.... But if lb, y
try to come sneaking back. there's going to be some of us there to
meet lb....) And they won't find us smiling and saying "Welcome
home, tirott,tcs TI. yl I find lb rr teeth knocked (low .71 tbe throats
and Orr ir balls ki.-ke6 up into tbrir bellies bctlAin. Mr s-

d p.

frdinary walk g m.Ay have to be put on. too. especially. pre-
sumably, by the ro/yof our population whose api, ;trance is, and is
designed to be. appreciated by 'cif and sa%ored by sow,
it;o!.fman. L!, ice tam, c Palciire p

Gender-marked Usage of the "Impersonal" You

The last example in the preceding section on gender-marked
usage of "common" nouns, in which the indefinite pronouns all and
s,,n4 dearly refer to a male image in the writer's mind, raises the
question of gender-marking in our uses of other pronouns. such as
q.t and yw 4. There have been some occurrences in previous sets of
examples of the use of aw to refer only to males icf. 19.j). The final
series of quotations_ presents uses of the "impersonal- yoi., in
contexts where it is clearly marked for gender. In each of these
passages. the author has decided which sex the book will appeal to.
and the direct address to the reader. Ewa. occurs in a context in
,vhich the writer reveals the sex of her:his projected audience. As in
the cases of gerder-rnarking of "com mon" nouns. sex-specifk usage
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of reflects the sex-role stereotypes prevalent in our society.

"II a. );,,, 're a mother and a wife. and ./i,ole men count on you . So take One-
allay 'Vitamins with iron for the peolde who count on !,,,o
-.ion ertisement. 19751.

WOULD 1.0oKING YOUNGI-11{ IIEI.I' Pit LAND TIIATJOIr
Y,ta've brushed up on !woe typing. 3O/i've put tligether a wardrobe
that looks perfect f' ,r a working woman . Yet you still find it a little
scary competing ui :di those young q./ et, just out of school . . If you
think it might help in your job-hunting to look as young as you can
1 and honestly, could it hurtn ... (Ad for Oilof Olay. TVGa . Aug.
2:t. 19751.

Surprise r ith a p:t.r of well-turned legs (Ad for
chicken in a grisTry sti re).

it do s mean is that '04 should be alert to.000r family's needs
not 'lay by day but meal by meal. When you know that yon

is going to come home hungry on Tuesday after his after.
work btra ling league. have a little extra ready for the beginningof
the meal it ;ene Kowalski, /foie ti Efit .#10,7 p GINN/ i.

slippin' around? Not if she's on Armstrong tires
il(ilikoard in Knoxville).

f. And there are the coque'ttish,,Orfs who give qoo ashy look, drop their
gaze. and put their hands behind the hack, which causes their
breasts to protrude (Nierenberg and Calero. Moe R.,1.1 a IV rsan
bk.

Moe. when !eoi are having the most gorgeous dream of
fe and t getting to the po:nt. poi stop to tell yourself that it

logically inpossible for that particular babe to be in the hay with
(Heinlein. Woe', Rood, 1, Olt

. ..000r hirer:and forearms can start bulgi ng and rippling with the
bone.crushing strength that N.irf, love to feel around them iMar-
grace I 'orp. mail brochure).

Remember bat k when people carried a rabbit's foot, and called
avocados 'alligator pears': ...Remember sive iring y to the soda
fountain: this years before anybody emild hope to take hyr to bed?
Nevertheless, le. knew as i. watched her lickirir: vanilla from a
long-handled spoon that to provide such, fare was a form of

0.tsession. Already /iv had some sense that sex itself must be a
feast, or if not that, at least a meal. At iwiy age it still us an intimate
business fi..fors ish food to a woman. to. I* cooked for by frwr. like
ly Mg next to each other fora little ( Edward Hoaglar-r., "Survival of
the Ne`w t. .V,te York Thers Mmpl:jec. July 27. 197. p. f1).

Now for the important question:What can /pros and wmrhoshand do
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to aid your pre-school youngsters in prtigressirsg rniaIIy throuirh
thk family romance ... Fitzhugh Dodson. Moe to lzrrnf, p. 19:.

The lengthy quotation from Hoagland's article, -The Survival of
the Newt." was included in this selection of illustrations because the

y(on of the imperative remendwr is an intended male
reference on the part of the writer, as the second sentence makes
obvious. This passage. however, becomes more and more interest-
ing as we follow the cognitivi progression of male reference. The
indefinite pronoun anybody refers to males, as do the three uses of
the inclusive pronoun rec. that usage which brings the reader into
the discourse as a participating observer. From a linguistic point of
view, the most fascinating aspect of this passage is to be found in the
final sentence of the paragraph. Syntactically, the infinitive to
urn:,4? has a deleted subject of male reference, but according to
syntactic theory, the subject can only be deleted after the oc-
currence of an identical noun that is coreferential: in this case, the
inp(id wall. from the first sentence is the only possible coreferen-
tial noun. The same is true for the deleted logical object of the
passive phrase "to be cooked for by her." Throughout the passage is
the implicit ymi. the male audience for whom Hoagland is writing.
The entire quotation provides an excellent exampie of how women
are invisible ',n the contemporary media. and how the male
perspective dominates in subtle ways.

Conclusions

We ckarly have a prithlem in English with gender-marking.
particularly in the many instances when we wish to talk about
people in general. However. even using nouns like ',von'', and
po.ople is suspect. as the examples in Section 19 illustrate. In fact. in
the language uses I've been hearing lately, pcoply is being used to
refer to groups that are either exclusively female or exclusively
male. For example. on a recent Saturday. Howard Cosell was
describing the lineup for a football team that was preparing to
roTeive a kickoff. How did Cosell refer to the situation? "The
LoLghorns have three im old, back to receive the kick." In a moment
of generosity. of course. I might consider interpreting the use of
p4'oplv to refer to groups composed of one sex as a welcome stage in
the neutralizatior of English reference. Rut I am not feeling
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generous, and the examples I have provided in this chapter do not
encourage optimism. On the contrary, I suspect that I am hearing
more sex-spocific uses of people and person because no one is willing
to admit that there are sex-specific uses. Everyone seems to be
embarrassed, or at least intimidated. I hope.

It is unfortunate that English does not have a generic person
comparable to the French mi. but I am certainly tired of having
man passed off as its equivalent. I would like to be able to talk about
people, but I'm no longer sure who I'd be referrz to. Where does
one go from here? What are we to do when we have to continue to use
a language in which the semantic space is dominated by males? For
the time being. I suggest that we mark gentler explicitly, in those
c-ases when it is possible. creating pairs of terms: e.g.. Ora iriemna
riot rma spokuSWonla o spokesman. saleswoman;salesman, The
use of neutralized terms perpetuates the invisibility of women in
positions outside their traditionally defined roles, and the tendency
to assume that such roles are by males has been illustrated
amply in these pages.

Our language is sexist because our society is sexist, and until
there is a significant reversal of the prevalent attitudes toward
women, we cannot hope to accomplish much. The often virulent
attacks on those of us who wish to eliminate sexism from English
are misdirected and based largely on ignorance. Removing sexist
words. phrases. comparisons, jokes and the like is NOT changing
the English language. We recommend alternativEs afready extant
in the language and in use among people. Chairwoman has been in
the language for at least fifty years. although it has not been needed
often enough. Homan ity. pt oplc, persons. and loman buing are not
new additions to the Emglisht vocabulary, although axtronant,
f-ray and Aim na are.

Those who oppose the removal of sexist relics in English hope to
obscure the real issues, which have to do with political power. For
example, flicy has been in use as a replacement for indefinite
pronouns at least since Chaucer. Only the influence of the tradi-
tional male grammarians has kept it out of so-cal:led Formal
English. Male omnipresence in our vocabulary is only one of the
ways in which women have been kept invisible in our society when
they moved beyond their traditional roles. If sexist terms are really
so innocuous and trivial, why is everyone so anxious to protect
their?

8 1



We have human rights li.gislation in Nova Scotia which prohibits
specifying a preference for men or women ( in hiring I. but there an .
various interesting hng-uistic waysof circumventing( it Nds for
girl Frida'y and seamstress are marked m f.... 'rho same applies to
the word northrirp 1. \Villa is shown with no st'x marking, and the

ord \\ 11101 is designated m f. Needless to say. the
position ot manageress pays far less ...

Janet Carney
government consiiltant

Language not a tool which we send haek tu the workshop when it
needs -pare parts. Language is the dimension in which we exist. a
contimially changin.r medium that should also by profoundly
con-et-v:1h\ e. since its ta.sk is to preserve the history of the race.
A rh: trary. -mandated- changes of language are a regular feat urt. of
totalitarian regifIles

I). S. Carrie-Ross
teacher-writer

1- a fertiinist. 1 think it koniliating linguistic sexism( is th most
important aspect of the movement. We think in language and the

importance is incalculable. We know that Americans tried
Ilenigrate th, suffragists hy calling them suffragettes.

Nancy Wells
teacher

Nly eld is religious publishing. I suppose the in.Teased emphast on
women's rights and roles ... has led me to wince when I hear
sentence, !,ke "God loves all 1am in favor of ailmitting the
problem and of seeing what one can do about it in ont..'s own writing
and in thy writing of others which one is called upon to edit. But.
good let's hate a sense of proportion about it.... when I am
editing a manuscript, fakehood,.. bad logic. shippy thinking and
sloppy lawuage. and iniked sexism itself .seem much more critical
targ,t, for exaripl... unaccented --man- suffixes.

.'.1ari in .1. Vari I :diren
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Sexism in the Language of
Legislatures and Courts

Haig Busraajian

Our attitudes. thght, beLefs. and behavior are affected by the
uag used ri seve ; J.1 `.0(:iet.al institutions: reLgion law. educa-

jon. media s as the riewispapers magazines. and
..ievisi!dn. The teachings of our religion. what the law demands.
w:hat we are taught in our schools. the political status attributed to
variou ,. groups a :I have profound effects on the values. qualities.
and ch;aract,eristics e attribute to others. 1rl, political and
religiious lang:,age: the words. names. labels. phrases. definitions

when w e talk and write to and about each Luther influence
ve.e 7-ee ourselves atid bow others perceive u If the wordsof the

law sa.:: that the woman ha., lesser rights than the rn2,n, then
attAtLie and beha\l-ir towards .women will be nifferent from 0-7at

ards men. If the w.,rds oil our religion place women in a :f:.atus
.fer:or Lc rhen. or beliefs and behavior towards the female wil l. be

different from th.,..,se towards the male. Political rights granItet.f to
men but rc st to w omen influence ou.r pervept ion of women and tneir
status in society

The purpty,e of this chapter is to demonstra how the language
of the law and t of al 'ties has treated worrie r. as inft.ritor to men and
hence systematically -kept women in their place." More s,pecifo
cal ly an examination of the language of the courts and legisa:
will shou that womeT: :Live bicen defined. la:.eled. and stere,.ty,wd
as 1 t mother arid wife. C.!) infana i le and incompetents:3i seductive
and immoral. and t 4 I non persons and nonentities. The materials are
both historical an4 ltemporary. for it is important to .1i Row how
the la:ngliage a sex ism nas evoedoertht year, to its present uses.

There is no doubt about the p, er of the law ao control ocr Fves.
Law s are ti war, to i:ie obeyed and those t*.rsons who break them are
penal Ized. fined. irnprkorill. We do not :-..end peo,ple to jail fiy:r any
other reason than for violatin:r the law . Cie Ling-nage of the law
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must be art of our considerations of the language of sexism.
In a varilety of ways. the courts, the judges, the legislawr, have

defined and labeled women zis inferior and subsi.rvien: to men. As
Supreme Court Justh:e Wiliiam J. Brennan. Jr. said inFrot.:',:e.-er.
R :g.hfr 01,4J 1973: ,

. r that uur r.a.tion ha, had a 'oing
,21..,1";. ,uch u --

, r ra.tpur:ahzed :J.,- an att it
pra.k.-tIca: t.fferet. put 41,(._rrn_en. a peciezal. zn

tokevkz, gradual rzy becarr.:- laden a Eth gruNs..
ped j_k-taeen the

of the n-ran rer.:.7..1-y the pos.7.-L.r.,2 worner In our
,rn rr.any to,.,!:.rarable to t--at under tko ;re-

f 'I% !I War ti,lthrr rkr
tn the; r r rra;rrieui

,:rnen :rad i7;mil y held . I-

or to ,ere :zal guard :aro of the..!r oA'r7

.l1;stice Brennan then we-rtnto5tte that-it can '71ardly be diiuritt.0
tha7.. in part because of the high v..-4ibility of thix characteristic.
worer still face perva,ive. althouei az umes :nore subtle. dis-
crimination in our educational instituti, in the ;oh market and.
perh?bs most con:.pieuously. in the politf:al arena."

The language of the law has tradJtionally Telt-gated the female to
second Cass status and this in erf,ict ha; ikterminel to a great
extent t perceptkin of mak-s anci females towarcis ,Aornien. This
perception in tur has been ref:.c.!ed in the 1. 'toberi. Sledler.
in -Tre Dimenons of Woens Litx-rati.ori An Overview."
has sriated: -Since law theoretically rt. flects soe.eral values. it is not
,urvising that Arnoncan law has never refli.cted the vaiue of
sexual cquali:y. To the contrar). Se \ s in law are
pervasive and to a ,'-ge extent sent. m implement the sowietal
determination thi a A'ornan's primary role that of 'wife and
mother.

The tor!, of tht ;-;T4 Law ;1',4' said in the
prefatry comments to their 1971 S, t.nrr; on Vornen ksue:

`tett .1!irt1 Ar,,,rwar.
t,-..7.,nry ,' r r.n.af ;Lr*.a., f
1.,,r Inv tr, n.ant !he , iii 1,1at create. 3.:%,!int-c-z,

a. an,-t u:tirnatvi Thv claim N f,r(.rfuii:
11?,,..41.1.-d that. th- ,y,tt.T:: ha- per:,161--d and
tsr !fit-,1 T ...In a. Inf-rior rr:an iriij, to ner
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f...:ncTh,t: to 1:w -t-v.<-,

The dismal record of the court_s in the area of se-( discrimination led
John Johnston and Charles Knapp to conclude in their 1971 article
-Sex Discrimination by Law: A Study in Judicial Perspective-that

:argt- ;wrforrr.anct- of A n.t-r.can uiges ; the art.:10f
can rangsnz fr. ,rrl pgkir

7.0 r tabir Ihry nave- fal:cd
tk) detacil

!TA.!1'.. rt-f7ection and ...t tht-rn
rc -.+t-(.. Irdhr

abk,ut
....vial rIt..!. on thr

:r contt-n..pkrar:. dcI
ra- rte'r a.s.

Since so much of our law and egislation is a re!'fi.,j tion of our
rewas belief, and values and a rh,.:tter of legal precedent. we
reed to 'iook back into snme (of the sexist language appearing in the
early k-gal and religious documents ez.:pressing the idea that
women were not entitled to the same rights as men because of the
ii.ctrine of propt, r dufrrt,,t.w Nt. f41.q. -because of the defect of sex,-

The o!dest ..vritten Engiish law. Ethelbert's dooms of 60()AD. as
W. J. V. Windeyer has observed in his Le s mi IA4 qiil Histor.q,
was-given by a Christ:an king to a Christian ;Jeop:, :and in tracing
the tie '. oprnent of the ::.Lcv of England fror, that claw. when by the
orders a petty c-mie.ft;win in Kent s,:rhe primitive rules were
commit. I to w-itin4 t9th.(, Time when more than half the world
was to :Je ruled by Fngh law. it is important that we should
rerne,mber tnat throughout the inte.-ve g cc-ntwries. that law has
been developed ty; men in cl coma-t with Ine mor& and
intelictual traditions cif the Chr.,,':ian Church" (p. 3). The senti-
ments that have been expressed in American legislatures and
ci-rts regarding the place of women refie,:t a variety of centuries-
.)1d beliefs des' mating the female suliservient tohe male.

The woman's iderior seatus. as stated in The 1 nterproc
ry of tio. Bild#.. is reflettqed in Hebrew laws show dis-

crimination: A daughter is less desirable than a F/' vv. 12:1-5):
she could be sold for debt LY her tather (Exod. 21: Neh. 5:5):
she 'uld not be freed at the end ,)f six years, as could a man (Lev.
..27- I hi eoutd tic made a prostitute by her father (Judg. 191-1:
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but ch L .. 19:29). The man had the right of (I corev. The vat uati,on
of a man differs from that of a woman when a specia: vow is made-
(Lev. 27:1-7). In 1 Timothy the woman is to keep sile- and is the
transgressor: -In !ike rn:T niter also. that women adorn themselves
in modest apparen. wit shamefacedness and sobriety: not with
broided hair or gold. oi pearls. er costly array: But twhich be-
co/meth women professing godliness) with gofAl works. Let the
woirlan learn in si :th at. subjection. But I saffer not a woman
to teac:-... nor to usurp authority over the man. but to be in silence.
For Adam was first formed. then Eve. And Adam was not deceived.
but the woman was in the transgression.- ) .1 Tim.

Women. like children in some instances. were to be seen, not
neard. In 1 Corinthians it is clearly stated: -Let your women keep
silence in the churches: for it is not permitted unto them to speak:
but th,i.y are ermmanded to be under obedience, as also saith the

And if tney will learn anything. let them ask their husbands at
home: for it is a shame for ..vomern to steak in the church- 1 Cur.
1 4,14 r

Earlier in I Corinthians. the superiority of the man oer the
woman is established: -But I -rxould have you know, that the head of

the man: and the head of Christ God. Every man
ora :ng or pirophesing, hav ing Vs head covered. dishonoureth his
head. But every wman that prayeth or prophesieth with r head
uncovered ..lishonoureth her head: for that is even as if she
..vere '-ia%.er For if the woman be not ,..ov,ered. Itst her also :)4. shiurtv,:

t i f : t k a shame ftir a w,.,man to 1,e shorn ur sha%en. :et her be
cf;vered. For a man indeed ought ,ot to cover b head. forasmuc'n as
he is the image and glor% of (lod: but the woman is the glory of thie
man, the man is not of the woman: but the woman is of the man.
Neitner as the man created for the woman: but the woman for the
rran- 1 Cor.

The sJiberior:ty of the tnan then implies the submissio- of the
woman. In Ephesians the submiss on :-.bpears to ifre co, nplete:
-Wives. submit yourselves unto your iwn husbands. as unto the
Lord. For the h ,;:-:band is the head of the 1 :I.e. even as Christ is the
head of the church: and he is tne saviour of the body Therefore as
the a .ir.ch is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their own
hushami- in every thing- ( Ephe,riiins 12-21).

Tii lx.-.7-ce:5.tion of woman as inferior, subservient, s:lent. and
obt.rient became part of English law and Plackstonv in his eigh-
teenth :Jry tor 07,1 ric., 1fif Law !...t1q1m, '1. a document
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which had great impact on th,.. American legzal s describes
won7en tas summarized in a 1961 brief by ti)le Atnw.-ican Civil
Li l:erties Union for Gwendolyn. 11, )yt. who hat and found

guilty in Florida by an all-rna2e jury )

s.aves. tIneir ex.:sit-nee siiisended d:.ring
ve:tr: hmited free:.lonl of T710% t-Mc' lttle right to prop-

.--ny or earn: ngs. no control t.,ver their childre:-.. and no pol'tFt-a! or
clx.- rights. of any kind. Bl::.ckstone's quip :slightly paraphrased,
:ha: lius:ian, mnd :.re one and -..nat une is the n:ishand.- was no

jest. e very r rnta hen a met hi- bride at the altar
and sa:d -W::h a A rId ods I :nee endwA he was

g eVer. rent ,:ne He (.1..L Id heat r:er with

s: -no i,:gger :Irian the wedding ring All this on accouh: of her

Sinice Blackstondls Coo,00'oto nave been so influe.-aial on
Amerrican la-- the following excerpts from that document appear
below. demonstrating the Panguage used by Blackstone in defining
women as inferior to men:

Marnage. th, husband and v :fe an one per", in .n law: that is.
the very being or le.zat existence uf the v ornan is uspended ibring
the marrnage, or :east 1, incor;oora.ted a.nd consxdidated into that of

the hi ,:sb,.nd. whw.e wIr g. ;irctection, and euver. -he performs

c,--orYti-Ar-g.: and is theref,re, calls-d law--French a
r!,i; 1,4 said to beeo..ert -;,..tro,, . or under the

ctin and influence of .t.wr 1-1!),:N.-...nd. her !i.-ti; and her
it:un: Jut nN: her marriage. is called her ciiverturu. t'pon this

.r: no pr. 0 an t; n ion ef iwrson In hi. --itarwi a f. :1,--per,d
1h the ieral -.gnts. duties. and disabibtles, !hat et!her et them

.10131re r3, li.e marriage. I speak flot a: present. of the rights of
,i,roperly, hut yf siieh as are merely person...!. For uni- reason. a
carmo; grani anytt-. rig Wife, or eiiter :n C%enant x..ith her
for the grant would be to suptbose her separate existence ..

But. though our law in general consolets mac: ife cme

person. yet then. are some instances in v.-- lei- -he

consotered. a. v.`-erior to him, :nd acting by h., cum:pub.:y.1 af.-I
t.nerefere ah deed, e.,ecuted, an- i acts done bx her. (1.;r:ng her

mt are xo.a.1.. Sh'. earh-.it by v. ill, e\ Ise lands to nee
ru u;t:ar: unit- s aude, circurn.stabres: fur at the time of

t. And in .-..orne

ftdoni,-;. aed committed hy her. through
cum:b.-apt,. of a ti the- laa ...)...co,es her, hut th.sexteud, not
'11 trews," or murd:

The hosband, th:- oh' law -eight b is wife moderate

urree,un: for. a.- Is to ar±:wer fir hwr .i;skeh,vior. the l,a,t
,hicigh it eeasonel,l intru,t ;;:rn verin this pover or re,.titaining
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her. by dornesti.- in the same rriuderatio:! that a man is
allow 4 to }-',:rrer:.:.ce, or children: for v. :;:orri the master
or parent is t,le in some .-a.ses to ansv, er. 1t hj -,..ower of

rrection ..ned within rea.sonable bounds. and the hus-
band w-s pr. -.1 from using any violence th.) his wife. - - Yet the
low I- r of .e. w i, c.:ere always fond of the old common
st:ll clad- r rt ancient privilege: arid the courts of law
will stii' a :nusband to restrain a wife of her liberty, in case of
any gross mistlehav ;our.

There are t:te chief legal effects of marriage during the rov,er-
rire: upon wnich we may observe. that even the disabilities wh'h
he wife Les under :::. re. furthern st part. inten,ied for her -...rutect ion

anti benefit_ So gr., a favorite is the fcma.e sex of the l.aws of
England:

Such was the language of Blackstone's Cow menta ries, submerging
the woman's identity into that of her husband. She was defined as
infantile and incompetent: she was labeled as weak and needed the
protection of men: she was helpless and imperfect. The sentiment
that -the disabilities which the wife lies under are for the most part
intended for her protectif.--1 and benefit" was o be the bane of
women two centuries to come.

The Destiny of Woman to Be Wife and Mother

This perception of the woman, this language of 5.74'xislil. became
an integral part of 'flatly judicial opinions which d.anied certain
rights and privileges to women. In 1872. the United States Supreme
Court decided in '' c49,11 e. Me Staff- .';fJllii,oi1 that Illinois could
deny a woman a ,_ ..:ense to practice law in that state. In the words of
S..:preme Court Justice :Toseph Bradley:

'he civil law. as we.: as nature herself. has always recogn.zed
wliic difference in the re iwetie spheres and destinies of man an,.!

Man or should to.,, woman's protector and IMender.
pod 4. I.e i hthqs

X it Pt! i f,,r rho Th
coustituLion of the family orrAt;..zation. which is founded in
d ordinance, as well as in the nature of thir-ies. indicate. the
domestic sphere as that whieh prverly belongs to the domain and
functions of womanhood. ...

lt Is true that manr omen are unmarried and re.,t ted hy
ary (.f the t and incap.aelth ark; t,:z out of the

, 14 fi -tate lrit theNe are (-7.,..,-;,t!on:: to the genera: role 71.
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y er rit pi/ Qt. II -.111,4z I: r". T.,!I ...it PI JOb ha
oloo bp- r 77 tilt la re,: ti r, eVor. And

the rules of c;:vii soc;ety must be ardapted to the gerit-7-al constitution
uf things. and cannot be ba_scd upon exce,7,ti:fp. cases. Italics zuldell.1

Having labeled the woman as-naturally- timid, delicate. mother
and wife, it wa easy enough for Justice Bradley to conclude tht
women should not be allowed to practice law and a variety of other
-occupations of civil life.- If it is the -destiny and mission ofwomen-
to become wives and mothers. and this -is the law of tr , Creator.-
there obviout;ly is no place for the woman in the profession of law
and, by exterion of the argument. in any of the other professions.
With '-: is words, with his definition. Jiistice Bra'', ley placed limits on
the options and freedom of women to choose their occupations: he
took out of the hands of women the opportunity to determine their
Own destinies.

Defining and limiting the roles of females as mother and wife led

to their being denied acce,:s not only to certain occupations but also
being denied various rights. As wife and mother the woman had no
placz- in the poEtical process: she had no right to vote: she could be
prohibited fro:ri .jury fluty. ;

During the Convre-;sional debates on whether women should be
granted the right to vote, the woman's role as wife and mother was
invokt:d ;1.1..atin and again as a reason for denying her suffrage. After
arguing that "women are essentially emotional... Senator George
Vest declared in th.. halls of Congress ol. January 187:

nat wan( jyp tj.. vol.: rit ry emotiona) ssiffrage. ar.d
A hat .% need p. ti. rrar.- into pu idle affairs and less '
Th-re are - phe.'t ; `A' Id be paramount. There are
k: ;dom. in pre h-ur , no, 3,1 ;-eign supreme. That kingdom
1, long- to IA "te t 9t. the realm of love, the
realm of tile ),-,7111 and (indlier attribute:that make
the name of ff " r nekt to that of God

It is said p ge ti, nlarge the spheri of
inttuenc, '' ili J. ,trn, influence. It

..akc her dow.. ,rom that pedestal 1.0 n , she is today.
a. a rn, r the r!inc.), ,.1" h-r offs pr rip . rig by

yr- le .nt I care-- the action of -nd toward the
. .nd t,

fio lanoary U. P ii. Congressman 1:r-;nk Clark of Florida stood
up in the House of Representwives arguing against suffrage for
women:
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Mr. S;waker. there can be no p,,ss:ble mistake as to the part which
lrr to p:aY in the aetivitw, the human rave. l;od na..-decrt,rd

:nat r7.an is to he the head of tit,e family L1,7,.4. woman is to be his
-heipmee;..- and any attempt tochange this,unt.erof human affairs is
an at tert:;.t loch:Inge and -jv,rthrow kale of :he solemn (icy revs of

Almighry. In every well-re/u;:ited ChriF.tian family the wife is:
the -helpmet-t" of the husband. She is. and .should be. his equal. his
copartner, amd 'Ar.ere genuine love reigns sh,-, is exactly this. But.
Mr. S7,wak..r. 1...1 fo fp, Hi H thf rClortil ro en. r tr ., ehgag,
:4- ,1101 f,!,,;(1 Ii0 tlIfs.424,4; 1 '4'i, tOf rf f, reum. without

. f r im ,1, !Ord ;el . rimy' 114/ 4 ti-4,1HCC
.1 *P r','Or r. r fr,! 10114li q-irf r. au!, thi.: col ue-

!chg. ilgri lo 4r,j, 1,.,..do rand bad which
4o-it h;to." i Italic, a, Ided,i

Having confined the woman to the household and after citi ng the
Biblical passage that it is -shameful for woman to :-..peak in the
church.- Congressman Clark continued: -Ah. M. Speaker, if it is
shameful for a woman to speak out in public in the ser..-ice uf t.-ne
Master. what is it in.the sight of God for her to stand upon a goods
box on the corner and atal to the raping crowd for votes? To (firer botlot nst ;ler and replaco, the temIcr suvol-f,gt,40/1 r ft! thf' priSt With th f' .ilof calculating. liar:41141(14.
.,truetcorm r ,,f ptVitie's... (Italics added.)

Congressman (--.ark concluded b:. labeling the womw. as the
"queen of the household." "the loveliest of all creation," and "on-

:spliced dictator of the des', ny of man--

I am absolutely safe in asser-ting rnat pract:ca!!y a!! the
menca who are happi,. married are 4,7,po4'd to suffrage-. In

opposing this measure. I ant stocak.rg for that vast multitude 4 `f
American ak i. and mt;thers ho lo% tr-Hr hi. -:)ands and their
children and who pr..for. to reign as., jueen nr the hom,_ rather than to
grcvel in ti," iuni .1 politics I

IP. Ilk, r, . 144 /III ir r-f
1./1, ti, pot I.. 1,, I'. rho:.,.Thfy eupy

pr,43 7 ar,d III /Hp all 'The
nand that !, .r.e. bond tr::.::
..1411;1V '4% hcrl It f r'Or uttiri.1 Le h I rlfl'It Ir r '1

;44- 4, ,f ii ,re ,r
fi,. ,I Il-r: Italic, added

In t.fff-ct. ,icft ned all tho.:4 wom.m who

9
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argued for woman suffrage as unhappily married. unsexed and
childle3,s lie equated women gettlng involved in politics with
women fondling their poodles. lie labeled the woman "queen of the
household- and -undisputed dictator of the destiny of man.- por-
traying her as someone with great power and hence not needing t he
right to vote, or to get involved in politics to exert her power.
Obv.ously. i'2ens and dictators should not be conLerned with
mundane L :tters like nuffrage for themselves.

Other legislators. because of their asserted high regard for
rit rican women as wives an(l mothers. echoed. Clark's sentiments.

N,,rth Carolina's Congressman Edwin Webb almost outdid his
colleague's representation of v-omen as Teowerful potentates:

Spea'n--. I am up;,,s,ed t .veman iffrage hut I am not upposed
%1/4ottlan el I,, adh, r.

:.eat;,e )f tit!, rr-,.pect. adrn;ratIon. ami reverunce that I ;1!"71
tA, :7,:frage. ,!...sr;p. 4 ?) mf/hr.

,. r. Tht nbno, ,ar.red and
s',ot . the fIrt,vie child reeelves

rir, '- c. -;ctcr. r .:1 tb.

her ir.fluef ,- , .-1. ip,-.1m,rtant :han the

acts a: Or thron.-1 Tf-,:larchs of -..trth. I 'it,. oy

..rt, i. /*

Again. ha vi n defined the woman as oe-stined by nature to be the
homerna..ker having labeled her the -reigning sovereign the un-
,.rowned queen.- and -loving Potentate:- it became ob.ious that
such a :iowerfui individual. such an influential class needed the
rig-ht to vote. Also. Nye have the anomaly of a class of people, females,
being .iesignatod. as qui,ens. po:entates, reigning sovereigns, all
carrying with tte.'m the '...nnnotations of compelence and intelligence
and leadership and at thy ,ame time this class 1.,eing den iPd a role in
political decisio-: making which would bent4it from triese very
characteristics.

One legislatAir frml, "fexas, Congi-essman Martin Dies., revealed
not only his se \.1..t. af t but also his racist views when he stated
in the House of Repres 2ives on January 12.

1 an) (,i4s))--0-(t t() ,tiffragvi it ',could tor:-.1 t;10
!.,41 lot hand- of r!Illhon, 1 ig-,,,rant /17,-,1 4 the
t--to!r, fo-ce htical hurded: ttry,r) 11:1- f home

9 i
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makers throughout the land who are at present more profitably
emploed than in running after r)litics. I still adhere to the old-
fashioned belief that the hand that rocks the cradle wicAs a better
and a stru:;ger influence upon the Nation than the hand that writes
the Wit)! 4 natiot, that tp.,n1 mothers to mold tilt boys will
f01" !rapt f,r .1404 tren ft, Irak,' th,. ballots. I wish to speak against
riot:amendment etn ',chi:II-4,Pb( in di ,te.sPfAnwrican mothers trhuare

to; rod at how t on Inor.-' imptIrtant bus; ness. ..:o doubt Sulneqf theSe
qi,,,stor busy extraction, xpl, tters fruM the toes of four!.
(-,ouires.,:now, hearing the 1'm frut,,r e supreme court judges,

hy the a rN 'if future ge,,, rubs. 'hater-int; the bread for future
S4-w2tors, ,,r so,.th inf.; u;01 a Jullaby the inju rulfeclings ttff uture
P added.!

It is not clear at all why -queens." -potentates." and "reigning
sovereigns" should be bothered with such common chores as taking
out splinters, boxing the ears of future general.s. and buttering
bread: further, it is not clear who is taking care of all those little
girls while mothers are concentrating their attention and care on
the little boys who are to be the future judges, senators, and
presidents. The fut;ure mo...herly -potentates" and "queens" ap-
parently can take c-are of themselves as little girls, buttering their
own bread._ taking out their own splinters.

After telling his feow legislators that God "gave strength and
courage to mar. and upon woman He bestowed prace and beauty."
Congressman Dies informed them that to ma God "gao' :strong
rtqsoning powers and a keen sense of justiek: to woman He gare

irtn;tion and kindly sympathies." (Italics added.) Then
the Congressman from Texas brought the House down with
laughter:

I ha l.. doulA that if women handled the clevcr at tt-.1. beef stalk
we wd get c leaner s.teaks: but what man want,: to cou.rt a butcher?
Laughwrj Nu doubt women would make excellent peace officers:

hut what man wants to marry a policeman? ;Laughter] It may be
tha_ the entrance of pure women into dirty ixilitics would have a
cleaning effect un the politic, but I ean not bebeve that it would
hay,. :hat effect ..;pon th,. women. And in a case of that kind We had
bett,.r have soiled linen than 'led laurpire.s.

Through ,:vme odd transformation the "undisputed dicuttor of
man- has become the "soiled laundress." Congressman Stanley
P.owdle of Ohio was interrupted with applause again and again
dhirir;,. his Teech in the House of Representatives on January 12.

92
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1915. why he spoke against gri.mting the vote to women. After
speaking against women's suffrage he foltowed with a condemna-
tion of the idea of women being jurors or judges. In fact, according
to Mr. Bowdle. women on trial would prefer to be judged by men:
-I was saying a moment ago that the women who ar.,..> opposed to
suffrage oppose it because of tile necessary change of status that
will ensue to them. It ought to IR apparent to any man that the
power to create instituti-r.s implies the power to manage them.
.VMr. 1.1 Oil H fi//( s to he pit ssell pOli by 14.0/1101.
If; mfr. II oryil priff'r jlidgeN (Hid Mel! j n ItTu t tro n

r i ruse tomb/ to onia:r fel ry! y k fw,r the len iency
(Italics added.)

"Th,' pregnant woman simply was not the type of person to act as a
jud e or juror, according to Bowdle:

N1r. Spvaker. th. eiqi r that
;.4.;/ 41 If I

,,, .1 ,f jprai 11. r 4. r.4 r?

11. !hit opsst h

i. ,1 ./ I weno ,,,,1 ,r,,,,1,1s,,i,w1t his or
1,, r poqa r rr!Ihts1",1 11,/ It IV! .1, ;Id.

It tr" r. . 1 h. r j. air 1 nib
! ; rol frr! r (Italics. added.,

C(mgressman Bowdle saw the man as king and the woman as
queen. but their domains were sit-nificantly diffrent: -.Women
b,) II IP is:4;qm? Yes; it i, I Ode ill the leorbt 14. 11,11

I'S ti) Ode the ,`'qute. hu u
fo bet I., pi. on lek pi, chid, s the bate ort of n41% n is

le4/P/17n ,,,, oilf..; king
iil.w-ln,igncs . (Ind the .4 o mu Ft s iwt Mut

. Hilo (Italics added.)
These definitions of women, used to deny them tim right to vote

until 1920. c4iitinued to be used in the ::econd half of the twentieth
century to exclude -...vorn:..n from juries. In 1959. the Florida Su-
preme Court tit. Auld Horida's statute t ,xiding that while jurors
are tn be taken from male and fema. l'ctors.-the name of no
fyrnal person shall he taken for jury service unless said person has
registered with ihe ekTk of the circuit court her desir to he placed
on the jury list.- the effect being largely a i I male juries. The Florida
court stated that

9 3
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,ehiltv,4'r elm ng.., may ii iii., tak,n plat.. in tht poli(iriil or ,cononiic
womcn in oqr society. Both iny ht:Is yet uttered Mo. filef th4=i r

primary res;,onsilo",ry. ff:: a chts:c for th, daily WI- I (an' thefa wily
'init. upon o hich onr ricilizatian depends. The statute. in effect.
simply recognizes that the traditional exclusion was based not upon
inherent disability or incapacity but upon the premise that such
.t'emands might an unwarranted strain upon the social and
di, .tic structure. or result in unwilling participation by those

conflicting duties, while nel amounting to actual hardship.
might yet be expected. as a gep. ral rb- to ffeet the quality of their
..e-vice as jurors. (11,,y.' e. Y.zt, , added.)

Because of this system of jury Gwendol.-n who
had killed her husband during a peric-C1 GT. prolonged marital dis-
cord and alleged infidelities on his part. was tried and found guilty
of second degree murder by an all-male jury. She appealed to the
United States Supreme Court.

In its brief presented to the highest court in the land. the state of
Florida argu,:d that whatever changes may have taken place in our
society. the woman's place was still in the home:

Ev,r ,inc the dawn of time conception has been the same. Though
many eons may have passed, the gestlition period in the human
female has likewise remained unchanged. Save and except for a
number of beneficial precautions presently available. parturition is
as it well may have been in the Garden of Eden. The on ri,,j of

m br' a' that tio sac;o-psycholoalsts ha,'r iiiiili
, th,o-un, vc,Trthclv...::: remain:: a priIM r.,:pomohility of the
matr,orch. ly how, . thanah it PI, lawlvr bc the log cabin in go

Pie rthelf Ns I. IMF iir01. he ,u/i,,1 if
filpnvys,b"., ,o,f ii IMP,' the bum', ii fpe,,,,-,41 pq polatetble fi,pr

up, !qr.: of tio thf hysl.tryl is still. ,n tlo ',read -
r,clubl:,loyrts an almost withoytrxr, pt,on.boynd triftp,1

Ii ?b, wotly r. I Italics added .

It wai; precisely this same argument which was used a half century
earlier to deny suffrage to women.

The United States Supreme Court found against Gwendolyn
Hoyt in 1961. the high court stating that

do, I.. th,.. enlightened erruncipation of women from the restrie
or ,tections i.r by,,r.ine years. and their entry into many

pails of commulAt- men ly considered to be reserved for men,
irowino /II P. 0 rvnt, r-"/ omc awl family 1 . We
cannot .ay that It 1. .,tionally impermissible for a State.
:tett! pur.uit of the general wkdfare. to conclude that a woman

9
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should be relived from the civic duty of jury service unless sh
herself detrmines that such service is consistent with her own
special responsibilities.

In 1966. the Mississippi Supreme Court in uphokiing a statute
which excluded women from jury duty d .lared in State r Hall that
-the legi4at4 re has the right to c.f elude ,i-o,v?en so they may continue
tlwir set-rice as mothers. res. a fol homemakers. and also to protect

lin some areas. they are still upon a pede4a( ) from the filth.
wisecnity. and irafiaas atmasphere that so often pervades a mart-
roam (luriny z jary t riizl. ( Ita.l ics added.)

A woman who unsuccessfully challenged in 1970 New York's
statute permitting women to claim exemption from jury service
argued that while the population of New York was about evenly
divided between men and women. only about twenty p,-Tcent of the
women were available for possible jury sc:.vice. In words of
Justice George Starke. "the hone of her contention is .nat if less
women were exempted. more would serve, and she would thus have
a jury of her own peers." In finding against Maria DeKosenko.
Starke wrote an opinion which waz; sexist in the extremi.,. Said
Starke:

!ler plea is indeed strange. What woman would wani. to expose
herself to the peering eyes of women only.! Rut it is not novel. For we
!earn from BlackAorw's (*(molo-hta s that -when a widow feigns
1.erse1f (Nith ch:Id, in order to exclude the next heir. and a sup-
positimis birth is :;uspected to be intende:;: then upon the g.rit
vent re inspiciendo (of inspecting pregnancy a jury of women is to
he impaneled to try the mwstion. (.010-her with child or not.

Plaintiffs entreaty is. from her viewpoint. rather modest. She
does not ask for a femalejudge. Although that we have. She does not
request female court attendants. That, too, we have. She does not
seek to declare the Declaration of Independence unconstitutional
because it prescribed that only "all men are created equal." All she
wants is a "jury of her peers." emblazoned as if it came straight out
of the Magna Charta....

Following this sarcasm. Justice Starke declared that "this court
agrees wholeheartedly with the Attorney Generars statement:
'Plaintiff desires to have the Court declare that women are no
different frum men. TU this, the Legislature has said 'Vive la
difference.' It was declared that women should not be subjected to
jury duty against their will."'

9 5
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Judge Starke's concluding paragraph can only be described as
blatant sexist language: -Plaintiff is in the wrong forum. Her
lament should be addressed to the 'Nineteenth Amendment State of
Womanhood which prefers deani afid cooking, rearing of chil-
dren and television soap 0,7c,-a-:. rid and canasta, the beauty
parlor and shopping. to beco:ningrfbrc,iled in plaintiff's problems
with her landlord.-

John Johnston. Jr. and Charles Knapp said of Starke's 1970
opinion: -In DeKwenko r. Brandt. plaintiff, a female tenant suing
her landlord, also challenged New York jury law on constitu-
tional grounds. claiming that it would deprive her of a fair jury.
Her clain.: was denied by the New York County Supreme Court in
an opinion defective in so many different ways that no description
here could possibly do it justice." (New Yark Universty Law
Rcricie, October 1971) After observing that any statute automati-
cally exempting black person . or all white persons from j!4ry
serviQe would be held unconstitutional. Johnston and Knz,ppgtate:

Is a blanket exemption for all females any morejustifii.--
that many females have work or child care respons:
health disabilities) which might justifyexcusing them f7.
it is difficult to imagine any excuse ... which co;,id be
advanced by a man similarly situated. How then le to
maintain that an exemption for every womaninc ti:c
childless. single woman. and the working wife or motrriy
arbitrary discrimination when based solely on hcr sex.? such a
scheme. we submit. is, basedand court opinior up to the
present day support our contentionon an add i!mnal
that women are delicate creatures to be encoura:, at home
and b protectd from the hard. cruel worlda7,., :ticidentally. as
long as they are at home, to do the cook ing. mentimg and ironing for
those of u: who do have the affairs of the world to attend to.

In a 1970 case. leced r. Reed, in which a woman challenged Idaho's
statute that stipulated males must be preferred to females in the
administration of the estate of a person dying intestate (having
made no will), the Idaho Supreme Court found the statute con-
stitutional: the court declared:

Philosophically it can he argued with s(an degree of logic that the
provisions of LC. 15-:11 do discriminate :tgainst womn on the basis
of sex, 110,,r,rur. Ht. ur 'iro- her s sta ish fri the II isle Pet, rind th
st,thth. mil Ii to t I to atv, bat i. ,n/i desiyncil
lillo CM (Ill ;,,,,If n f /Midi PI/ h. Uri f!, th fil detCr/11

9 tj
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I ty to i!p, n r. 77, I? ;t n art, oi
,1ar, 4 of. ftil 4 r fmr! iv?* d tha, ;n f4- no' roil fee); .1 eh' ttr r,p4ai ;Tr d to
urt cdn, rutor fi,o,e a r. proMen . Ital2es added.)

When Sally Reed appealed to the United States Supreme Court.
the attorneys for Cecil Reed asserted in their brief presented to the
highest court in the land:

777. rs r-u ,nart th' .44ItUt ; fin fiar Frwli re'

Ls' r-414' mor, --on r..rs.tzpt u;th of0; the n

Alan: argues that the activities of women have chn_nged. how-
ever. ...no- 6.4t to hnrk ro:dnd and f't cs 0 mattt-r rommon
kpowl.dgr. thlt v.. men .4,71 r. not vng.J.0..d n Lb. pro-

N., "'U.,. in4 t r kt that Mow II .

The. Idaho Supreme Court ubs.erved there are differences in the
sexes created by nature. Much of the criticism of appellant along
such lines as classifying v. omen with children and treating them as
such may be a mnterpretation a the reasons. in all sp.r,..4

rt.; th .11'11, a Ird tin. offspri tn pro pagat.
s p. hlor P. eol tiro _I; n, filo r pI71 fibl! tio

f,f,-i;;Iin-r, labor0tory nd n tr toll* ;.1

Pc? Ph. r r. a ring ; n qrs. and rh 1

, ,r a a-a :4 from th n. ,t ,f ra n, rn .0 in
:4,71 r. n.j p. II d ;if; ro' nro no Cr ...Srt,4 fi.r" ro let

fro It rbo ( added.)

The language of sexism which imposes on the woman the label
'wife and mother" has been used, and still is being used. to deny her
the legal and political rights and duties enjoyed by men. No statutes
exist which exempt or exclude husbands and fathers (as a class)
from jury duty: the c,;:iligations and responsibilities of being a good
husband and father have never been seriously used in any argu-
ments against granting males the right to vote. The "wife and
mother" label has circumscribed the woman's participation in the
legal and political process, a circumscription which has not existed
for husband and father.

Women as inhoits

Legally and politically identifying women with children has
been one means of infantilizing the woman. thus placing her in a
dependent. subservient, and inferior position to men. The contra-
diction between legislators labeling her -potentate." "queen." and

9 7
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-dktator- and then identifying her with children and incompetents
would seem so obvious as to be avoided. But _there it is. Like
children, women have been unable to make contracts: like children.
women have been kept out of taverns: like children, women hare
been protected from obscene speech_ If a class of adults are
identified enough times with children, patterns of thinking about
those adults are developed which infantilize them.

The statutes passed by legislators and the opinions of some
judges have placed women and children into that class of persons
who shall be protected from types of speech which men are allowed
to hear. Like children, women must be protected from the vulgari-
ties and obscenities of life and literature. North Dakota's legis-
lature has passed legislation which reads: -Any 1)4- rson orb sh I I
uttcr or simak Ily fAtS.Ct'lq' or lasri rim's language or words in a if y

ir 1;1110 or lu thy' prc.,:c no' of fe ma Iv's. or (of ch i run 14 sok r ti
yea rs !Ivy ilt vtf a nv Ini'd n.or." (Italics added.)

New Jersey's Statutes Annotated includes legislation reading:
-Any Why, l'111frili y and WU litfoa y las or rv,ivvy ys to y

vii, nth vut. 44:44-cm, or lasci rious Icttv r cony In ;cat Om Is
!Pii/t!l 1)fyi isdenuU inor." A rizona's Revised Statutes also identifies
women with children in attempts to protect the two groups from.
obscene language: "A fo. rsini who. iii OW prtSt'nev" or low ng of a teir ilo r. or in a joild ic plaiT. us4,s lga r. a busirc oloscc to.
iv:ioj,uii;v. i. g,villy of vs in ii-41rini a nor.- (Italics added.)

In effect, such statutes are saying that women are incapable of
handling the rough and tumble language of everyday life. Like
children, thei r ears should never hear the language men may speak.
the powerful language of obscenity and abusiveness. Being inno-
cent, chaste and pure, children and women run the risk of losing
their innocence by hearing such language. Thile the woman as a
,..haste being and laws forbidding the slander of females are part of
Maryland's Annotated Code, no simihur legislation appears pro-
tecting the reputation of men's chastity. The Maryland Code reads:
"AP words spoke n fa ls#1 yand nut I irious y touch ing the cha rade r or
ro mita t r (1st it y of anj bylaws whfthcr si nylc or ma rricd.

ml tim/ioq ivo the inilry f/,vrvof.c/,vzll hr, th vn,vil sla n de r, a ml :dud I
trvat d 11S Sneh ii, firc s*.rcrcrl cm4rts of la or Sfrftc."

(Italics added.)
1-h ? statV cixle of Alab2ma proviiles. that . 144,v)

the pro senc«, br rinq any!, irl wonvn . s vilv.v 4 IT. 1,s,v svfl.
or ohm.' iu ía trq uago shall, on conviction. be fined not more than two
hundred dollars. and may also be imprisoned In the cnty jail. or

9'd
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sentenced to hard labor for the county for not more than six
months." ( Ital ics added.) In Jerdan e. State. the Court of Appeals of
Alabama upheld in 1915 the conviction of one Mr_ Jordan" for
uttering in front of his wife and mother-in-law the words-Yes. I pay
for my liquor. and I will drink it when I damn please." the words
being made in response to a remark made by his father-in-law.
-You have been drinking again." In its opinion the Alabama court
declared: -The evidence on the part of the state tended to show that
this language was used by the defendant while intoxicated, in his
own home, and in the immediate presence and hearing of the
defendant's wife and mother-in-law. Mrs. Pins. The intentional use
of abusive, insulting, or obscene language in the presence or
hearing of any girl or woman is a violation" of the Alabama statute.
The' court further stated that -if the language is intentionally used.
it is immaterial that it was used in ordinary conversation, without
intewrion that it should be heard by the giri or woman. The fact that
the defendant was in his own house did not license him to use
prohibited language. as the defendant's wife and mother-in-law
were within the protection of the statute."

In 19-18. the Supreme Court of Alabama decided in Price e.
Meewitt II that the arrest of Gertrude Price was justified and she
was not unlawfully arrested for stating, during an argument with
her husband, in a cafe where women were present. -I'm going to
Thscaloosa and get me a damn job and you can tzke the baby." The
high court of Alabama observed that -no complaint was made as to
her conduct by the proprietress of the cafe or by anyone else
present. It does not appear that any female heard her use the word
'damn. But the evidence shows that women were present at the
time the defendant [arresting police officer] claims she used that
word in the cafe.- Whether a girl or woman actually heard the word
-damn" was not important. according to the court. for -to constitute
a violation of such provision it is not necessary to show that a female
heard the language used. It is the fact of presence. subject ttto insult
if the language is heard. which is the essence of the offense"

When a California court upheld in 190 the conviction of a young
man in P, op/t r. Cohen for wearing in public ajacket. on the back of
which were written the words -Fuck the Draft." it argued that the
prohibition was needed, in part. to protect women and children:

The gravamen 4,1* the defendant's offenNe wa, his ,,election of the
public corridors of the county courthou,e Ls the place to po

UM? ii,, fit I", 11 who Pet re
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unprintable language. The expression used by the defendant to
propagate his views is one of the most notorious four-letter words in
the English language. Despite its ancierg origins, it has yet to gain
sufficient acceptance to appear in any siandard dictionary. . .

The defendant has not been subjected to prosecution for ex-
pressing his politicl views His right to spez4 out against the draft
and war is protected by the First Amendment However, no one has
the right to express his views by means of printing lewd and vulgar
language which is likely to cause others to breach the peace tu protect
~nen rhildren from Nuch exposure. (Italics added.)

Col--:n appealed, and in 1971 the United States Supreme Court
reversed the California court's decision: Justice John M. Harlan.
writing for the majority in Cohen r. California. stated that this was
not an &is:en ity case: "Whatever else may be necessary to give rise
to the States' broader power to prohibit obscene expression, such
expression must be. in some significant way. erotic.... It cannot
plausibly be maintained that this vulgar allusion to the Selective
Service System would conjure up such psychic stimulation in
anyone likely to be confronted with Cohen's crudely defaced jack-
et." After asserting that "the state has no right to cleanse public
debate to the point where it is grammatically palatable to the most
squeamish among us." Justice Harlan said that "while the partic-
ular four-letter word being litigated here is perhaps more dis-
tasteful than most others of its genre, it is nevertheless often true
that one man's vulgarity is another's lyric."

One of the dissentingJustices in Cohen was ChiefJustice Warren
Burger, who in another obscenity case spoke out against allowing
speakers to use "foul mouthings" at meetings attended by men.
women, and children. In Rosenfeld e. Neie Jersey, Chief Justice
Burger, referring to a public meeting at which a speaker had used
the term "motherfucker." declared in 1972 that "civilized people
attending such a meeting with wives and children would not likely
have an instantaneous, violent response, but it does not unduly tax
the imagination to think that some justifiably outraged parent
whose family were exposed to the foul mouthings of the speaker
would 'meet him outside' and either alone or with others. resort to
the nineteenth century's vigorous modes of dealing with such
people." Having decided that women and children are to be
protected from such language. the Chief Justice then suggests that
the males might take it upon themselves to beat up the speaker, a
violence which apparently would not take place if only men were
present at the meeting. Like the California court in Cohen. the Chief
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Justice of the United States Supreme Court expressed concern that
the use of such "foul mouthings" would lead to.breach of the peace
by men who want to "protect women arid -children from such
exposure" to "obscene" language.

The legal prohibition against using obscene and abusive speech
in the presence of women and children is a further indication that
women are not permitted to participate in this "man's world." The
law allows strong language to be uttered by men in the presence of
men, but prohibits it in the presence of women, the effect being to
reinforce the stereotype of women as weak and fragile, like
children.

Robin Lakoff, in Language and Woman's Place, deals with the
social taboos against women using strong expletives to express
themselves, and what Lakoff says about such social taboos explains
also why women are prohibited from hearing "obscene" speech:

Allowing men stronger means of expression than are open to women
further reinforces men's position of strength in the real world: for
surely we listen with more attention the more strongly and force-
fuliy someone expresses opinions. and a speaker unablefor what-
ever reasonto be forceful in stating his views is much less likely to
be taken seriously. Abilities to use strong particles like "shit- and
-helr is. of course, only incidental to the inequity that exists rather
than its cause. But once again, apparently accidental linguistic
usage suggests that women are denied equality partially for
linguistic reasons. and that an examination of language points up
precisely an area in which inequality exists.

To be able to utter or to listen to obscene or abusive speech is often
a release from frustrations and deprivations, as Ashley Montagu
has suggested in The Anatomy of Swearing. A child is not allowed to
swear in a frustrating situation: the child may cry. Montagu
presents the following from a Punch cartoon to exemplify the point:

Old Lady: Why are you crying. little boy?
Little Boy: Because I bea'nt old enough to swear.

The child cannot participate in the adult, male adult, activity of
swearing: the child cannot use vulgar language as a speaker and by
law is to be protected from hearing obscene speech. Like the child,
the adult woman has been socially prohibitea from expressing
herself in language which is al lowed of men: like the child, the adult
woman has been legally prohibited from k. aring language which
men are free to listen to. Like the child, the woman may cry. In a
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"man's world" participating in abusive and obscene talk. as speaker
or listener, has been reserved for men.

Not only have women been placed in the same class as children in
obscenity legislation and court opinions, but also in statutes and
cases dealing with liquor control and contracts_ Further, women
have not only been placed in the same category with children, but
also with the insane. slaves. and drunkards. The United States
Court of Appeals. Fifth Circuit. deciding in United States r. Yazd!
in 1964 that married women are protected by coverture from
personal liability upon a contract. declared: "This is a simple case of
trying to hold a married woman liable on a contract which under
the law of Texas she was incapable of making, and the claim is no
more reasonable than to hold that a minor. or one of unsound mind,
could be held liable on a contract despite his disability merely
because the United States was a party to it" Like minors and people
of unsound mind, women in Texas were incapable of making a
contract.

Many turn-of-the-century court opinions placed women and
children into the same class when it came to matters related to
liquor consumption or entering a tavern. Representative of such
infantilizing of women was the 1906 Kentucky Court of Appeals
opinion in Commonwealti e. Price which declared: "It shall be
unlawful for any infant or female to go into or be in or drink
intoxicating liquors in any saloon or place for sale Of such liquors.
..." In 1902. a Colorado court upholding a conviction of a Denver
saloon keeper who had admitted women into his wine room said in
Adams c. Cronin that "the laws of many states prohibit the sale of
intoxicating liquors to Indians, minors. habitual drunkards and
other classes qf people. and in many of the Southern states before the
Civil 1Thr sales to slams and free Negroes were forbidden." (Italics
added.)

This comparison of the status of women, children. and slaves was
referred to by Gunnar Myrdal in his classic work An American
Dilemma. Myrdal said in his now famous Appendix Five:

In the earlier common law. women and children were placed
under the jurisdiction of the paternal power. When a legal status
had to be found for the imported Negro servants in the seventeenth
century. the nearest and most natural analogy was the status of
women and children. The ninth commandmeritlinking together
women. servants. mules. and other propertycould he invoked. as
well as a great number of other passages of Holy Scripture. We do
not intend to follow here the interesting development; of the
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institution of slavery in America through the centuries. but merely
wish to point out the paternalistic idea which held the slave to be a
sort of family member and in some wayin spite of all d ifferences
placed them beside women and children under the power of the
pa frrftz m i I ias.

Once the status of women was identified in legislation and court
opinions with that of children (and slaves and the insane), denying
the female the rights and dutitis expected by and from a male
became not only easier but apparently logical and legal. It was a
simple matter of definition, and the person who had the power to
define controlled the destiny of those being defined.

The Immorality of Women

While the woman has been and is portrayed as "mother and
wife." the "potentate" of the home, as an infant who needs to be
protected, we have the anomaly of the female also labeled the
seducer, the temptress who by legislative and judicial actions must
be controlled. When it was necessary to argue against granting her
the right to vote or to participate in jury duty, the males defined the
females as motherly, pure, and innocent. When it was necessary to
argue against permitting the female to participate in other do-
mains of men's lives, the males defined her as immoral, unchaste.
and wicked.

The woman as the carrier of sin and evil was portrayed as such
especially in turn of the century court decisions dealing with
women as employees in taverns and the nonadmittance of women
and 'children to liquor establishments. In 1902. the Colorado
Supreme Court said in Adams r. Cronin, upholding a Denver
ordinance which prohibited women from patronizing "wine rooms":
"If a discrimination is made against women solely on account of
their sex. it would not be good: but if it is because qf the immorality
that would be 1 &el y to result if the regn lat ion was not made, the
r(!Ju hi tim, roidd be siista i tied. That injury to publ ic nwral it y would

if ~NCH were perm itted withont restrictions to frequent wine
omns, there to be su ppl led with l iquor. is so apparent to the arerage

person that tzrgn went to establ ish pla in a proposition is un-
necessary." (Italics added.) Keeping the females out of the taverns
would apparently keep away immorality: the implication was that
with the women came the sin, a definition and perception of woman
with religious groundings.
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The label of "immorality" was used in another 1909 decision
which upheld a Hoboken. New Jersey statute which prohibited
females from working in any "public place where intoxicatmg
liquor is sold." The Supreme Court of New Jersey said in Mayor.
Etc of City of Hoboken r_ Goodman: "Women may, constitutionaliY.
be barred from occupations that are subject to license.... The
supposed evil aimed at is the employment of women in connection
with a traffic likely to induce vice and immorality."

This portrayal of women as the bearers of sin prevailed for
decades after these decisions. In 1971. when the California statute
prohibiting women to work as bartenders was challenged. the
Attorney General of California argued that the statute was there to
protect women, since fewer women can be injured by drunken
customers if females are not permitted to work behind a bar; but he
also argued that the statute was intended to prevent improprieties
and immoral acts. In ruling the statute unconstitutional, the
California Supreme Court said in Sailer Inn, Inc. r. Kirby that It
"in no way prevents the Legislature from dealing effectively with
the evils and dangers inherent in selling and serving alcoholic
beverages: it merely precludes resort to legislation against women
rather than against the particular evil sought to be curbed."

To the Attorney General's contention that women bartenders
would be an "unwholesome influence" on the public. the California
Supreme Court replied: "The objection appears to be based upon
notions of what is a 'ladylike' or proper pursuit for a woman in our
society rather than any ascertainable evil effects of permitting
women to labor behind those 'permanently affixed fixtures' known
as bars. Such notions cannot justify discrimination against women
in employment."

In asserting that sex is a suspect classification, the high court of
California declared:

Sex, like race and lineage. is an immutable trait. a status into which
the class members are locked by the accident of birth. What
differentiates sex from nonsuspect statuses. such as intelligence or
physkal disability and aligns it with the recognized suspect
classifkations is that the characteristic frequently bears no relation
to ability to perform or contribute tc society....The result is that the
whole class is relegated to an inferior legal status without regard to
the capabilities or characteristics of its individual members.
Where the relation bc-tween characteristic and the evil to be
prevented is so tenuous, courts must look closely at classifications
based on that characteristic lest outdated ::ocial stereotypes result in
invidious law or practices.
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Another characteristic which underlies all suspect classifica-
tions is the stigma of inferiority and second class citizenship
associated with them.... %men. like Negroes. aliens, and the poor
have historically labored under severe legal and social disabilities.
Like black citizens, they were for many years denied the right to
vote and, until recently, the right to serve on juries in many states.
They are excluded from or discriminated against in employment
and educational opportunities. Married women in particular have
been treated as inferior persons in numerous laws related to
property and independent business ownership and the right to make
contracts.

The California Supreme Court. in its opinion, recognized the
"protection" of women for what it really is, by stating: "Laws which
disable women from full participation in the political, business and
economic arenas are often characterized as 'protective' and bene-
ficial. Those same laws applied to racial or ethnic minorities would
readily be recognized as invidious and impermissible. The pedestal
upon which women have been placed has all too often, upon closer
inspection, been revealed as a cage."

Historically, language of sexismthe defining and labeling of
all women as infantile, incompetent, immoral, mothers and wives
caged the females who, if treated as individuals. would have been
free to demonstrate their intelligence and abilities. But they have
also been trapped by the sexist language of the legislators and
judges into whose hands has been placed the power to legally define
women and their place in society.

The Woman as a Nonperson

The Mississippi Code, in its General Provisions, states that when
the words "he" or "him" are used in the Code it includes both males
and females: "The masculine to embrace the feminine. Words in the
masculine gender shall embrace a female as well as a male, unless a
contrary intention may be manifest." Illinois statutes provide that
"words importing the masculine gender may be applied to fe-
males." As if it were not harmful enough to sanction the use of the
generic "he" in nonlegal discourse, we have here (and in the statutes
of other states) the institutionalizing of the language of sexism. The
evil of using masculine pronouns to include women has been
observed by people concerned about how language has been used to
perpetuate sexism, including Lynne T. White, former president of
M ills College:
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The grammar of English dictates that when a referent is either of
-indeterminate sex or both sexes, it shall be considered masculine.
The penetration of this habit of language into the minds of little girls
as they grow up to be women is more profound than most people.
including most women, have recognized: it implies that personality
is really a male attribute, and that women are human sub-
species.... It would be a miracle if a girl-baby. learning to use the
symbols of our tongue, could escape some wound to her self-respect:
whereas a boy-baby's ego is bolstered by the pattern of our language.

What the legislators have done by legislating "he" to include
females is to institutionalize this concept of woman as a human
subspecies.

There have even been debates in the courts as to whether a
woman is a "person." In the case of Minor v. Happersett, the United
States Supreme Court, deciding in 1874 that it was constitutional
for Missouri to deny Mrs. Virginia Minor ("a native born, free,
white citizen of the United States, and of the State of Missouri, over
the age of twenty-one years, wishing to vote for electors for
President and Vice-President of the United States, and for a
representative in Congress, and other offices") the right to register
to vote, spent much time in its opinion trying to decide whether Mrs.
Minor was a "person." The high court granted that "women and
children" are "persons," for they are (among other things) "counted
in the enumeration upon which the apportionment is to be made."
The Court argued, however, that being a "person" under the
Fourteenth Amendment did not mean that women had the right to
vote, as men did. In deciding that the states could deny suffrage to
women, the Supreme Court declared in its final paragraph: "Being
unanimously of the opinion that the Constitution of the United
States does not confer the right of suffrage upon any one, and that
the constitutions and laws of the several States which commit that
important trust to men alone are not necessarily void, we affirm the
judgment."

In upholding the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals' decision
that Belva Lockwood not be admitted to practice law in that
particular court even though she had been a member of the bar of
the United States Supreme Court and of the Supreme Court of the
District of Columbia, the highestcourt in the land in 1893 dealt with
Virginia's statute, which stated that "any person duly authorized
and practising as counsel or attorney at law in any State or
Territory of the United States, or in the District of Columbia, may
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practise as such in the courts of this State." The Virginia court had
decided that Mrs. Lockwood was not a "person" within the meaning
of the statute, for males were the only "persons" intended to be
included in that term. The United States Supreme Court concluded
in In re Lockwood that "it was for the Supreme Court of Appeals to
construe the statute of Virginia in question, and to determine
whether the word 'person' as therein used is confined to males, and
whether women are admitted to practise law in that Common-
wealth." The result: Mrs. Lockwood was not a "person" and hence
could not practise law before the Virginia court.

In 1931 the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, Suffolk,
was faced with deciding whether a woman was a "person" as the
term was used in the Massachusetts statute which read: "A person
rivalified to vote for representatives to the general courts shall be
liable to serve as a ju ror." While the court agreed that in the general
sense "person" did include women and that the word "by itself is an
equivocal word." it finally decided in Commonwealth v. Welosk y
that "by the true construction of the statutes of this commonwealth,
in the light of relevant constitutional provisions, women are not
eligible to jury service and that the preparation of the jury lists
from which the jury in the case at bar wf-re drawn from men alone
was right."

In addition to being designated "he" by legislators and labeled
not a "person" by some courts, the invisibility and nonexistence of
the woman has been compounded by her identity being integrated,
upon marriage, with that of her husband. As Blackstone wrote:
" ... the very being or legal existence of woman is suspended during
the marriage.... " One manifestation of suspending that legal
existence was and is the practice of the wife's giving up her maiden
name and taking on the husband's surname. Forcing this name
change has a detrimental effect on women, as Leo Kanowitz has
pointed out in his Women and the Law: "The probable effects of this
unilateral name change upon the relations between the sexes,
though subtle in character, are profound. In a very real sense the
loss of a woman's surname represents the destruction of an
important part of her personality." Joyce Hettzler has also seen the
implications of this name change: "A name carries with it certain
.evaluations made by the named one himself, as well as the
evaluations of others regarding him. A change of name invariably
means some change in these evaluations.... When a woman takes
her husband's name upon marrying him, she undergoes certain
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transform -ations of,eg°' as well as leaving the circle of her original
family and assuming the status of married woman, as her new
oame shows.

on various occasions, the courts have held that under certain
Qes the woman is required by law to use her marriednciargems tsitl:

she
cannot use her maiden name even if she wanted to

!rake that choice. In 1934 a New York District Court decided in In
re Ka yakff that Anna lvt---ersliakoff, a musician professionally
known by her Traidecnatheanle Anna Kayaloff, could not have her
naturalization certifi Issued to her in her maiden name, even

0that.possibly

cle

gi'r ahtaehge;

though she c'eared she Will suffer financial loss should
her naturalization certificate show her surname to be that of her
husband. Also discrepancy between her musical union card and
her naturalization certificate would thus come into existence." In

Knox argued:

, conform to the naturalization certificate

are well aware.
that the latter

S , Jh

than should yield to the union card. Further-
any professional women of note and

standing and vv.ho are Married. are known in private life by the
su Marn their resPec

r:rcvee. of husbands. In the artistic circles in
which such rer mc've. they are known by their stage or

My judgment that none of them has beenProfesionaI
It is

daillaed rof
--Y

essionallv h
- the fact that, upon marriage, she took the

surnarn r husband. I am not convinced that any loss will accrue
t° Petitioner

edne irf she be denied a certificate in her maiden name.

T h e judge concluded that if-- she "wishes naturalization, the certifi-
cate must issue in the surname of her husband."

An APpellate
Cour

Illinois ruled in 1945 that a woman could
not register s/uteot frovote under her maiden name. Antonia E.
Rag°3' a irlettiber of the In inois bar, who was listed under her
inaiuen name Guntnorp's legal directory of Chicago and in the
Martindale.41_hhel Lau? Directory, who for more than six years

law dfice in Chicago under the name of Antonia E.
fogo, married Wi lliarn Maeparland on February 12, 1944 and with

continued her.Dractice of law under her maiden name.
she wanted to remain regi

maiden
st toered as an elecr and wanted to vote

name also, but the Board of Election Commis-under her

s10e
Chieago ordered Cancellation of her registration; she was

t,0lIcisrhs feowould hore te re-register under her married name.
The Appellate
p declared

Illinois in finding against Antonia E.
Na

pCeoopu Ile f
V.
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I n :41.,tember 1972, the Attorrwy 'reneral of Connecticut ruled
that a married woman must use her husband's surname w hen she
registers to vie"' In 1972 the 1. nited States Supreme Court upheld
the decision lower court which had found lawful Alabama's
unW ritten regulation riequiring female driver's license applicants
141 LISP their husband's surname and A latvama's common law rule
that the hushani`s surname is the wife's legal name.

Werolv Forbush had challenged the unwritten regulation. and as
the l'nited States Distrct Court put i.. in For?..4sh
thrust of the «AliplAint is that the refusal of the Department lof
Pubhc Safetyl to sisioe plaintiff Forbush a driver's license in her
maiden name because *he is married is a demat of equal protectuin
as ruaranteed by the FL,urteenth Amendment to the United States
et mst it lit h",, A attabe l* A labaMA'S comrnsin ruk that
the husband's surnarrw is the wife's kgal name.

In finding against FiTtoish. the lower court used a lialancing
test, balancing the state's interest in maintaining its rules re-
garding Issuance of timers' licenses and Forhush's. interest in
having her license issued in her maiden name
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The court concluded that "the existing law of Alabama which
rquires a woman to assu me her husband's surname upon marriage
has a rational Inisis and seeks to control an area where the state has
a legitimate interest." The 1 nited States Supreme Court agreed.
Two hundred years after Blackstone, the married woman's identity
through her name was still stibmerged into that of her husband's.

( i0f1

The w oman's search for self-identity has been seriously ham-
pered by a legal system which designates her a "he." debates

hother *he is a "person." and requires her in a variety of ways to
depend on her husband's surname for recognition and identifica-
tion. Like institutionalized racism. institutionalized sexism is
difficult to rueot out. especially if the language of sexism is
1.)erpet uated by the judicial and legislative institutions in our
soe-iety. While the woman may k' able to deal with the day-to-day
expressions of sexism. she will find more frust..at ions dealing with
societal institutions which have pigeoniholed hA-- with labels and
definitions relegating her to fon inferior position. to a second class
status. It is one thing to cope witn the males in the office w h(-) call her
-dor or "toots" or "baby": i.t is another thing to get rid of the
*If re( 4ypes when the courts arid legislatures of the land make them
a part of their judicial opinions and legislation.



This breaking down uf the idea that certain roles are too sissy or too
mannish interests me a hell of a 144 frame than whether a writer uses

or "mankind- in a neutral sense.

Billy E. Barnes
writer

As a writer. I use my irubak rather than my Erst name when I
submit manuscripts to male editors. Unfortunately, th: respomse
twtter.

1.1ennood Erye
teacher writer

When I first heard the idea that language was sexist, I tended to feel
that the notion was foolish. But after a whole, It really dawns upon
one that not only are kcxh el( presons twissibly sex ist hy excluding
half the polvulabon from the possibility of wing, say, a foreperson,
but they are not accurately descriptive,

Next the concept broadens, so that one realizes that even a hen a
man acidresses an adult female, or talks atiout her, he uses 'pH
rather than M'oWo ft /4 because he actually. doesn't accept an adult
female as being on the same levd as a male. adult or not. It would
(*.eel that the oonly liossoble result from the SeXist stieetti pattern
would be sexism fl twact we.

Jim Mack
edit(.4-

ortuaIly all .0.am corntunatoons are dead metaphors and MO one
-sees" a man when the word (-ha emo N ;alid I siti-iy rnre I than one
sees a forehead a ben Nle rnentimns the a hill

;erwld Trot
etlit.or

tr:fl, t, rev, r cla.ssit staterner Li. of the paiit 14 1 be f-,it le. !think
on the other rand en sc ioi.4sne.ss nerds to tw raised to pre( nt v

language and thought in the futAre

tnarrw :1 bh4'id
Pd ,A1*
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Sexism in the Language
of Literature

H. Lee Gershuny

The sexist omissions and commissions of the Engiish language.
out of necessity, have been the cultural legacy of writers and poets,
Their metaphors have echoed the stereotypes and archetypes of
western mythology. where the natural world was created and
personified by !amities of gods and goddesses and explored by
demigod heroes, but not heroines. Women's roles as writers and
heroines in literature were limited to their stereotyped roles as
wives and mothers. Heroic figures may have had "a thousand
faces." but those that revealed virtues, unfolded quests. and named
the world all had the faces of men. By contrast, feminine "faces-and
virtues were veiled by language that referred to woman indirectly.
or implied her existence within "man."

Mth

lAwg anfrard oid and tdiriok, ,aa4,4-41

--Murtr.1 KtAket ser

In Ruke ser's Oedipus "Myth" revisited. the poet not only
demonstrates the seriousness of the in isibtlit v of the feroak gender
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in "man." hut ako i:uggests that lniguage, myth. and literature
have etched long-lasting images or male and female roles anti have
blinded human awareness to the existence of half the human race.
In rendering women invisible. the English language has ako made
them nameless in literature and life. Yet naming, as well as being
named. is at the rtEt of creation. In life new beings are born from
women's loins. but the father's surname narm?s both mak. and
female infants. The creators of literature, "authors, writers, and
poets," are assurned to be male. in English. unless gender markers
are added. as in "woman writer. and poetr.ss." In fact. the ;.roet's
power to conceive, create. name, and dominate is represented by
male models who emulate the first Creator, referred to excl usively
in masculine word:"Gt-d Ile" --in Judeo-Christian literature.

The Gene.i. of -Ilan"

In Genesis 1 and 2. God. the Creator Artist, names anti divides
the universe into heaven and earth. fl:ty and night. and land and sea.
lie ako creates and names "man," who inherits Ilk rEwer to narrie
ot her living creatures and have dominion over them. In Genesk 2,
"Adam.- lhe first man, not I ally names all the living creaturos
before woman is created, but also narnes her:

\ f the- gnund the, 1.,rd r \ 1 tht, ht.
r\ f.,a t,1 a:r and hrl,.42-ht thare, tinf ni AciAni to, ,(a: v. hat

the--rn and N hat,:ot ".r .1darn e:r\ \ ntz.

, at that a a, the nant, thcnetnf le ;,..n tut
.\ Ada,- ,31,1 I ro-..b f n,\

'n-h CiC141 tak, f
r,r 2 2.: F. 1:; ,It A \ 1' t.,r r

11.0 ;01.i ifeto-..\\ a, \ d. the. N13- rt-,1,. TrNt
Polt, v

Woman I.:defined by man, but not given torpct ie po,, ers to name their
-hared urd. The naming pea er goe..; from t',.(mi to
Woman, not included in the Engli,:h -Adam." names nothing. But

suddenly dii,rnifitd with the proper name. "Adam." Once
t'owd ha:endow *.4i h rn ith language makirtg -)orvkers. At thk point,

tl,qn n ion over other ii ing enatures is symbolized in his own
specifio it lent ity a -Adam. Woman is neither gn en thy dignity ofa
proper name in ;4'ne,..1,1 2. AV, ror thie privilege of nam ing Others.
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At twst. woman shares dominion of tho earth with "man" only in the
Genesis 1 version:

And God blessed them, and iod said unto t hem. Be fruitful. and
multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it:and have dom inion
over the fish of the sta. and over the fowl of the air. and every :.iving
thing that moveth upon the earth U;en. 1:281.

Genesis 2 not only partially contradicts the sequence of events
kading up to the creation of man and woman in Genesis 1 and
introduces the specific identification of man as "Adam." but also
begins an interesting deviation from the Hebrew of the Masoretic
Texts in Genesis 2. Although 'Odom is the Hebrew word for the
genus "Man" in both Genesis 1 and 2. the English translation uses
the word "man" as an equivalent for the Hebrew 'adapt, only in
Genesis 1. but in Genesis 2. the English "Adam" is suddenly used as
a proper name. At that point. the Hebrew generic is no longer
translated into the English generic--"man." In spite of the con-
sistency of Hebrew semantics and morphology, the Englkh trans-
lations are not consistent. The Ikbrew generic, Wane. sometinws
meant the English generic. "Man." and other times a specific man.
mysteriously named "Adam." The ambiguity in English semantics
not only suggests to the reader that "Man" in Genesis 1 is not the
same as the specific "Adam" in Genesis 2, but also that an
androgynous nature of humanitythat is the male:female duality
implied in Genesis 1is not the same nature as that in Genesis 2.
since male and female creation is sequential in the latter as opposed
to simultaneous in the former:

And ( ;od said. Let us make man in our image, after our likeness:
and let tio. w have dominion over the fish of the sea. and 0%er the fov
of the air, and over the cattle. and over all the earth, arid fixer eery
creeping thing that ereepeth upon the earth.

So ;011 created man in hi,: own image. in the image of God
created he him: male and female created he ti. iGen 1 2t; 7.

Italics added 1.

In ih is context. "man" implies the English generic. with man and
woman included. since it is the antecedent of "them." In Genesis 1,
they are both made in God's image, at the same time. and both given
dominion over other living creatures.

1 1 1
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The English translation of Genesis 2 not only contradicts the
androgynous nature of humanity implied in Genesis L but also
anticipates the separate and subordinate position of woman nar-
rated in the expulsion from Eden in Genesis a The Genesis 2 and :1
version. however, is the one promoted by the Judeo-Christian
religious traditions as well varied and rehearsed in English
language literature. Although Phyllis Bird remarked in "Images
of Women in the Old Testanwnt." (In Ruetherieeligion um/Sex/sm.
197.1):

While the two creation account, of lenesis differ markedly in
language, style, (late and trwlitions emphiyed, their basic state-
ments about woman are (issentiallv the sarrw: woman is along with
man, the direct and intentional crwation of God and the crown of his
creation. Man and W'oman were made for each other. Together they
constitute humankind. which is in it.s full and essential nature
bisexual qi. 721.

I think her interpretation is more applicable to the Hebrew
versions and not the AV, where a distinction is made between
"Man" in its generic sense and "man" in its specific and exclusive
sense. as "Adam"!

In the .Vf ie Bibb' (1970. Hereinafter NEB). the word
"rnan- is used throughout Genesis I and 2 and only becomes a
specific. -man.- not yet "Adam.- when woman is created from his
rib. A note in the text refers to the parallel change in the Hebrew
from 'rnion to iNh. the Hebrew for specific man. In this translation,
man is not identified with the proper name "Adam" until God has
pronounced juOgnwnt on both. and "man- has named his wife:

To the woman he said:
"I %% ill increase your labour and your groaning and in labour
you shall Iwar children. Iiiu shall lw eager for your husband,
and he shall lw piur rowsttsr.-

And to the man he said:
"Because you ha\ listk cd. to your wife and ha% c eaten friim
the tree x% hich I fore you, aril, rseci shall he the ground on
Itur account" iGen. Ih47 NEBi.

The wo., railed %l Fve because she was the mother Id all
ho e. The I.ord ("sof made !unics of skins for and his wife

clothed them (Gen. '3:20-21 NEB. Italies added).

As in the A. "Man" achieves specific identity as "Adam"
immediately after he has lwrformed in the image of the masculine
God. and named his wife, "Eve--after God has already given him
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"dominion" and mastery oer her! The changes from "Man" the
generic to "Adam" the specific man appear only in English since
the Hebrew remains 'euliim throughout Genesis 1-3.

This is not the only place the English.translation is misleading.
The gender of the Hebrew God. Eledirm, is not as definitive as
English would have us believe. Although the Hebrew word Elaim
ends with the masculine plural morpheme im, it is translated as the
masculine singular "God" in English. In the "Introduction" to the
NEB, the Biblical scholars point out that Eh-Aim is one of the
substitute names for Thh web, the unspoken sacred name of the
Hebrew God of the Old Testament. Nevertheless, the English
translators in AV and NEB neer note the distortion in the
morphology of "God/He"thc- English equivalent. The Hebrew.
Rio him, even as a euphemism, suggests a God of many parts or faces
that may either be all masculine, or like the English pronouns they
and we, may include both the masculine and feminine. Although
Biblical exigesis is not our concern, the distortion of the English
translations inherited from the King James Bible is!

Before God creates man in Genesis 1, the Hebrew as well as the
English indicates the plurality of God's voice as "And God said, Let
+is make man . . "(italics added) ai well as the implicit plurality of
the genus "Man" (Gen. 1:26-27). The Hebrew language of Genesis 1
suggests that from God, the many, were created both genders
male and femaleat the same time. The English, however, sug-
gests that from one masculine "God." who sometimes pluralizes
Himself, male and female were created.

In Genesis 2. AV, on the other hand, not only does English
morphology deviate from the Hebrew by maintaining the image of
a masculine singular "God," but the narrative also deviates from
the simultaneous creation of man and woman in Genesis 1 to a
sequential one, where a specific man, "Adam," is the first human,
and also the sole classifier and symbol-maker.

Secular Literature and the Creator as Male

In shcrt, the ambiguity involved in the biblical story of human
creation is partly due to the gender ambiguities inherent in English
as the translating medium. Theambiguities of biblical literature in
English were continued and developed in secular literature, so that
the idea of poetic creation as both masculine and divine has been a
consistent part of our literary heritage:
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... By claiming for the poet the ability to utilize the creative
imagination. Coleridge hoped to demonstrate that Ow poet. in
effecting a reconciliation of opposite or discordant qualities, in fact
imitates the ongoing work of creation itself. For Coleridge conceived
that the whole universe, both in what he called its "eternal act of
creation in the infinite I AM" and in its continuous repetition of that
act in the process of synthesizing and recreation by individual
minds, consists in the creative resolution of conflict and disparity
(Giles B. Gunn. "Introduction." Literature and Religion 1971. p. 9.
Italics added).

More recently, Northrop Frye expressed a similar understanding
of poetic creation:

... the work of the imagination presents us with a vision not of the
personal greatness of the poet, but of something personal and far
greater: the vision of a decisive act of spiritual freedom, the risionuf
the reereat ion of Ina n (Northrop Frye. Anatomy of ( 'eit ielsm 119571.

p. 94. Italics added).

The effect has been to either trivialize women writers or render
their creation of secular literature a taboo. For such behavior would
violate their God-given assignment to procreate in pain rather than
recreate themselves and return to Paradise in myth and metaphor.
At best, the biblical literature called upon Woman to be a "wise
woman" and an inspiration to her husband: the classical poet called
upon female Muses for inspiration and direction, but not for poetic
language. Even though women have been encouraged to becorrie
amateur writers and students of literature and the arts, it is
traditionally expected that men will become the professionals.
Women writers often adopted men's names or wrote anonymously,
not only to gain a fair hearing as artists but also to protect
themselves in traditional roles. Women writers who, like Aphra
Rehn, used their own names ran the risk of being criticized not for
their writing but for behaving like the "bad woman." For a woman,
to think and write creatively is to unsex herself; for a man, it is
transcendence and apotheosis.

From Sappho to myself, consider
the fate of women.
How unwomanly to discuss

Carolyn Kizer. from "Pro Femina"

Anais Nin recalls in the first volume of her Diary that her
struggles with herself as a writer were intricately entwined with
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her struggles as a woman. Yet her male mentors and friends
invariably perceived the opposite and separated her womanness
from the masculine creativity of the artist. In one dialogue with
Otto Rank, her therapist and teacher, for example, she recorded:

Then we talked about the realism of women, and Rank said that
perhaps that was why women had never been great artists. They
invented nothing. It was a man, not a woman, who invented the sou l.

I asked Rank whether the artists whose art was a false growth, an
artificial excrescence, bearing no relation to their personal truth.
insincere artists, were greater than sincere ones. Rank said this was
a question which he had not yet answered for himself. "Imay have to
write a book for you, to answer it," he said.

This statement gave me great pleasure. I said, "That would
please me more than if I finished my own novel!"

"There's the woman in you speaking." said Dr. Rank. "When the
neurotic woman gets cured, she becomes a woman. When the
neurotic man gets cured, he becomes an artist. Let us see whether
the woman or the artist will win out. For the moment, you need to
become a woman" (p. 291).

The belief that artistic creativity is exclusively masculine and
the creativity of child-raising exclusively feminine is so deep that
Nin spontaneously subordinated her novel to the work of Rank. In
Rank's view, being an artist is antithetical to being a woman. As a
healer of souls in the new religion of psychoanalysis, he perpetuated
the sex roles inherited from Judeo-Christian stories of human
creation. Not only is creation cast as masculine behavior but the
struggle of the "neurotic man" to become an artist is made analo-
gous to the biblical hero's struggle to gain dominion over the world
as the artist recreating himself in original metaphors.

Metaphors of poetic creation often suggest this kind of spiritual
and intellectual "fight" and "wrestling" that is more often personi-
fied by a male hero and demonstrated by the male writer. His
artistic creation calls for the same kind of religious dedication that
a "man" has to his God. Richard P. Blackmur, in discussing
"Religious Poetry in the U.S." (Literature awl Religion, 1971),
compares the "Christian struggle" of EurtYpean poets to join
themselves to God with Jacob's "wrestling" dialogue with God :

I would say rather that it is the great wrest/ing tradition which has
inhabited the great majority of religious poets since the Council of
Trent The Reformation and the Cou nter- Reformation alike put
upon us the compulsion to a wrestling ...: a wrestling with God,
with the self, with conscience, and above all in out- latter day with
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our behavior. Pascal stands as a natural monument of one form of
this wrestling, Baudelaire as another, and Henry James and James
Joyce as a kind of composite for our day (p. 158. Italics added).

The allusion to Jacob not only confirms the image of the male
artist, but also the poetic process as a serious "wrestling" match
between man, the artist-patriarch, and man, the god:

And Jacob was left alone: and there wrestled a man with him
until the breaking of the day.

And when he saw that he prevailed not against him, he touched
the hollow of his thigh: and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of
joint, as he wrestled with him.

And he said. Let me go, for the day breaketh. And he said. I will
not let thee go. except thou bless me.

And he said unto him. What is thy name? And he said. Jacob.
And he said. Thy name shall be called no more Jacob. but Israel:

for as a prince hast thou power with God and with men. and hast
prevailed.

And Jacob asked him, and said. Tell me, I pray thee, thy name.
And he said, Wherefore is it that thou dost ask after my name? And
he blessed him there.

And Jacob called the name of the place Peniel: for I have seen
God face to face, and my life is preserved (Gen 32:25431 AV).

In addition, we have here an echo of the Genesis 2 motif of the
poetic patriarch, whose name is of divine origin and who, in the
image of God, has "dominion" over the world he names. God,
however, has dominion over all, since He names His creatures but
remains the eternal mystery, unnamed by them.

The Greeks personified the divine spiritual power of poetic
lyricism in Orpheus, son of the god Apollo, who not only lulled the
dragon guarding the Golden Fleece to sleep, but also conquered the
Sirens with his songs and charmed Hades into releasing Eurydice,
his wife. Quite naturally, twentieth century male writers, film-
makers, and composers have seen in Orpheus an image of their own
potential and created contemporary variations on the original hero
and his journey. In the English language, we have derived the word
"orphic" to describe an artistic or philosophical statement re-
sembling the kind of ,music attributed to Orpheus. In myth and
metaphor, English letters has inherited an image of the writer as a
man with supernatural powers, who wrestles with and questions
God, names and divides the world according to his pleasure, and
subdues demons and death with the beauty and charm of his songs.
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Woman as Writer: A Dilemma

The woman writer must violate a tradition of religious and
literary names and metaphors to discover herself and her own
songs. As part of the poetic process, she must also recreate herself
into images that are drawn, on the one hand, from her own
experience and, on the other, contradict the sex stereotypes she has
inherited.

From the language of literature, the inheritance consists of the
personification of the phenomenal world into gods and goddesses
who duplicated the social stereotypes and biological roles of males
and females. English and American literature, from the oral
tradition of European mythology and biblical literature to the
contemporary po, t writing from inherited myths and metaphors, is
replete with gender identification of the abstract and phenomenal
world. I have space to discuss only a few selections from both
extremesthe historically distant and psychologically deep past,
the antecedents, and selections from the near present. I chose the
following illustrations mainly because they demonstrate sexist
tendencies in the language of literature and not as part of a general
count of sexism in literature.

A description of Mother Earth, one of the parental antecedents,
by the Greek poet Hesiod was translated as:

Earth. the beautiful rose up.
Broad bosomed. she that is the steadfast base
Of all things...

Edith HamiltonIfythology. 1942. p. 64).

Not only is the earth female, but her qualities are cast in terms of a
woman's physical and sexual attributes. Although Father Heaven
sired the children of Mother Earth, he does not give them the
complete love and acceptance that Mother Earth does. In these
early Greek myths of creation, mother is home with the children
while father, objective and removed from mundane matters, rules
heaven. Mother Earth has k big enough bosom to love all her
children, regardless of their appearance.

In Old Testament literature, the qualities of the primordial
Mother Earth are vested in the Jewish Mother, who, as heiress to
God's judgment of Eve, "Mother of all living things," must define
herself in terms of her sexual relationship to men and must respond
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to the desires of her husband and master. Although she is bound by
the Mosaic Code with the rest of the community, she is addressed
only indirectly in its language. Phyllis Bird notes that:

The majority of the laws, ... address the community through its
male members. Thus the key verbal form in the apodictic sentence is
the second person masculine singular or plural [Hebrew]. That this
usage was not meant simply as an inclusive form of address for
bisexual reference is indicated by such formulations as the follow-
ing:

Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife ... (Exod. 20:19).

You shall not afflict any widow or orphan.
If you do ... then your wives shall become
widows and your children fatherless (Exod. 22:22-24).

You shall be men consecrated to me (Exod. 22:31).
(Ruether, Religion and Sexim. p. 49).

In the tradition of biblical language and literature, woman is
usually invisible; when mentioned, she is the obedient wife and
daughter of Israel, the nurturing earth-mother of her children. She
achieves honor and dignity"a woman of valor"basically as a
wife and mother. After discussing the various roles of Old Testa-
ment women as daughters, mothers, wives, a judge, a prophetess, or
a Queen Mother, Bird points out that:

The primary category to which all these women belong is that of
wife. It is the comprehensive category that describes the destiny of
every female in Israel. Yet the image of the wife is an dusive one. As
wife alone she is all but invisible.... Wives figure most prominently
in the patriarchal narratives, primarily because they are by their
nature family stories, creaWd and/or er .ployed for the purpose of
creating a history based upon a genealogical scheme. In these tales
the wives are seen primarily, though not exclusively, as mothers.
while daughters appear only as wivesaccounting for external
relations (Religion and Sexism, pp. 63-64).

A Jewish woman who did not want to be wife and mother was a
contradiction in terms; this dilemma still plagues identity crises of
modern American Jewish writers. Most notably, both Philip Roth
in Portnoy's Complaint and Erica Jong in Fear of Flying turned to
the new religion of psychoanalysis to resolve irreconcilable cate-
gories of self and other inherited from the traditions of Jewish
culture:
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sex role categories in a modern story and play set in the Jewish
ghetto of eighteenth century Poland, "Yentl, the Yeshiva Boy."
After her father,s death, his daughter, Yentl, was left alone.
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the daughter; of Eve, Were "bad" when they seduced and
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diverted men from spiritual and artistic heights. They were-good"
when they inspired men to climb. They had no responsibility for
themselves, nor their own creative amb itions beyond child-bearing.

Sexual seductiveness is of:en linked, along with nurturance, in
the personification of Mother Nature and Mother Earth and her
numerous manifestations in literary allusions.. In the following
lines from Thomas Kinsella's poem. -Another September." Au-
tumn. a sensual domestic, is mother of the sleeping. unspeaking
woman-daughter, who, after love-making, nurtures lofty themes of
Justice and Truth in the male poet:

Domestic Auturnm. like an anima.i

prisp7ED 7.7

Although Justice and Truth move like women," they are shaped
by the male imagination from the sexual love metaphors in the
language describing the traditional relationship of woman to
mansilent, domestic, sensual love partner. and bountiful mys-
terious subjectivity. Woman is the moon to his Apollonian con-
sciousness.

The "Brotherhood" of Intellect

Although Kinsella may have personified his own creati .-e un-
conscious as a female lover-muse. other modern poets have fre-
quently identified their subjective Self with male animals and
projectkd their internal dialogues on to other male, instead of
female. figures. William Meredith, -On i'alling Asleep to Bird-
song." writes,
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In a tree at the edge of a clearing
A whippoorwill calls in the dark,
An American forest bird
Lying in bed I hear 1.61,1-

In Richard Eberhart's poem. -On a Squirrel Crossing the
Road._ " almost running over the squirrel inspires the poet to
experience -all possible relationships between the small squirrel,
myself as a slightly larger animal, and the immense idea of God"
(Engle and Langland, eds.. Poet's Choize [1966], p. 60). All possible
relationships, however, are concerned with intellectual and intui-
tive knowledge of the other, yet each -other" participant in this
knowledge is male:

On a Squirrel Crossing the Road in Autumn. in New England

It what he does not know.

rAnBut RDIOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTIC'ICJ.

The famous "Heavy Bear Who Goes With Me" of Delmore
Schwartz's creative imagination is a male animal shadow of the
poet. Again, the natural animal unconscious self duplicates the
poet's gender as opposed to complementing it as female.

These few examples suggest that images of man's unconscious
animal nature are not expressed as variations of the Mother Nature
metaphor unless his relationship and connection with nature is seen
as sexual and sensual. Intellectual knowledge of the other self tends
to be personified, however, as an all-male dialogue! The personifi-
cation of living creatures or neutral objects as female seems to have
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more to do with the poet's extending a metaphor of sensual, sexual
interaction with those objects than their inherent female qualities.
Needless to say, the poet has license to choose gender metaphors
regardless of bias, but awareness of whi& gender and when and
why it is chosen may make the poet more of a language maker than
an offspring of language.

As inheritor of the Language personifying the universe into
traditional sex roles. Elizabeth Bishop. in her poem. -The Man-
Moth." also describes hi$ behavior in metaphors that are specifi-
cally of man (and not of the generic humanity) intellectually
ex plori ng the rry., ster us. passive feminine universe_ Yet. the ''rn.an-
moth" is a mask for the poet. whose language, in the process a
imaginative probes. has either changed her mind to include woman
in "man" or unsexed herself

talmr.e
th,e are filled with tJattered moor:::ght.

Yin7.2TAL PEICS,771D
70 COT:TIGHT

Although most of the natural worid is not given specific gender
identification in E. E. Cummings poem eulogizing his father. "My
father moved through dooms of love," the moon may represent the
invisible, but implicitly present "mother"

ry6.- father rrt,Aed through grief, Jo;

MATERTAL rrucrrn DT,77 TO COPYPTC77 PrZ-r',7T70173

Spring. however, is more &fin:1ply the female response to his
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father's orphic lyricism and, indirectly, the mother, observed by
their children:

My father moved thr-ugh theys of we.

ILTEUAL ED107 DUE TO COPYRICqT REETRITTTG":

In another Cummings poem, the female again is the invisible
otherimplicitly responding to the male's religious, intellectual,
and poetical probes in sexual imagery:

swtet spcgatar.eous

vf:=TAL F.214= CSFYRICHT B=ZTE:CT:.
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Just as Mother Earth may renew life in spring and bring forth
ripe fruits. so does the same earth, personified as woman, take lifein the role of the -femme fatale"; -La Belle Dame Sans Merci."
silently and beautifully seduetiire. passively waits for man's em-
brace. Or like the-fond mother" of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow'spoem. -Nature" -takes avay/ Our playthings one by one. and by
the hand/ Leads US to rest so gently that we , . . As one might
expect. Death was a male carriage driver ir. Emily Dickinson's
poem. -Because I Could Not StoP for Death."

Even when human inventions and machines. as opposed to
natural elements, are personified as female, they are usually
described in imagery that suggests the male poet's sexual domi-
nation:

she being Brand
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(it
was the first ride and believe i we was

e. e. cummings

When the machine is male, however, he is either the image of the
Deists' God or a metaphor of man's energy and creativity:

Air his fuel, will his engine, legs his wheels,
Eyes the steer, ears the alert:
He could not fly, but now he does-

-from Gregory Corso. "Man"

Science Fiction: Earthbound Stereotypes in Other Worlds

In science fiction, the literary genre that speaks most of cosmic
explorations, machines, alien races, and future humans, one might
hope to find new language, myths, and metaphors that transcend
present beliefs and stereotn es. In effect, science fintion, as a
synthesis of scientific inventiveness with the poetic creative imagi-
nation, combines the God/Man concerns of the Alpha of Genesis
with the Omega visions of the Apocalypse. In a sense, much of
science fiction is a literal recreation of man and his potential
destruction. Its connection to sexist language is obvious. Science
fiction has essentially not gone beyond Genesis 2 and 3 in a portrait
of humanity and of each sex.

In her introduction to Women of Wonder, Scienre Fiction Stories
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by Women about Wonu-n (1975), Pamela Sargent points out that
women writers and female characters have been conspicuously
absent in science fiction literature. When female characters do
appear, however, they are either the stereotyped incompetent space-
ship assistant ar the voluptuous Mother Universe sex-object. Dr.
Susn Calvin, Asimov's brilliant director of robotics in the science
fiction classic, I, Robot, is portrayed as an asexual spinster, unsexed
by her intellectual involvement with robots instead of people.

As for the gender of neutral, nonsexual machines and robots, we
find that they sometimes echo the creation of Adam and Eve in the
new myths of creation-such as "For a Breath I Tarry," by Roger
Zelazny, where Frost, a "primordial" computer consciousness,
strives for rebirth as a man. In a modern variation of Genesis 2, the
author begins his story

They called him Frost.
Of all things created of Solcom. Frost was the finest, the

mightiest, the most difficult to understand.
Tills is why he bore a name. and why he was given dominion over

half the Earth....
Yet there was something different about Frost. somethi ng which

led So lcom to d ignify h; rn with a name and a personal pronoun. This.
in itself. was an almost unheard of occurrence.

Although the Beta Machine governed the South Pole, the other half
of the earth, while Frost governed the North Pole, it, like woman of
Genesis 2, does not achieve human gender until after Frost/Man's
birth and hi3 awareness that

"Your Pole is cold." said Frost.-and I am lonely."
-I have no hands." said Beta.
-Would you like a couple?"
"Yes. I would."
-Then come to me in Bright Defile." he said....

As with biblical literature, woman is second to and less than man:
she responds to his need and call. The story concludes, "They called
him Frost. They called her Beta." It is also significant that the first
man of a new age originates in the North, the upper division of the
earth, symbolizing consciousness and intellect, whereas Beta gov-
erned the lower division, a frequent symbol of sensuality and the
unconscious in western literature,

Similarly in Alfred Bester's story, "Adam and No Eve," the last
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man returns to a cindered earth in chaos. After a preliminary
exploration of the environment, the hero, Stephen Crane. an
independent inventor-explorer who managed to escape the destruc-
tion of earth by chance', realizes at the end, "No more life. He, alone,
was useless. He was Adam, but there was no Eve." The hope of
rebirth exists, however, once Crane/Adam realizes that the Sea is
actually Eve, the renewal of life:

... There could never be an end to life. Within his body. within the
rotting tissues that were rocking gently in the sea was the source of
ten million-million lives....

There need be no Adamno Eve. Only the sea. the great mother
of life was needed. The sea had called him back to her depths that
presently life might emerge once more. and he was content.

Quietly the waters rocked him. QuietlyCalmlythe mother of
life rocked the lat-born of the old cycle who would become the first-
born of the new.

The visionary literature of science fiction tends to duplicate the
myths and metaphors of the pastin creation stories and in gender
roles.

In other science fiction, the gender of machines, if determined, is
usually stereotyped in the role it plays. Hal, the male computer in
20()1 by Arthur C. Clarke, for example, runs the spaceship and
initiates an extraordinary revolution against the human operators.
In "The Iron Chancellor," by Robert Silverberg, the old female
robocook. "Jemima" is replaced by "Bismarck," named for his
tyrannical control of Clyde, the robobutler, as well as the family
that purchases him. In general, robots and computers are the
personified male consciousness of their fathers, male science fiction
writers as well as the sons of Frankenstein. the first man/mac hi nei
monster created, ironically, by a womanMary Shelley.

In "Compassion Circuit," by John Wyndham, however, the
Amazonian nurses of a sickly dependent wife are female robots. At
first. George, the husband, perceives the robot that he bought for
home care as "Sleeping Beauty, remarked George, reaching for
the instruction book on its chest." (Italics added.) Nevertheless,
Janet, the wife, names the robot nurse Hester. Once Hes terbecomes
an attentive compassionate friend to J anet, she overcomes her initial
"feminine" fear of machines and admires Hester's strength. Janet
has an operation to transform her into a strong, cold robot-woman,
which finally sends George tumbling in fear and horror down a
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flight of stairs to a life of crippling dependence on Janet. The
significance of Hester and Janet as female robots created by a male
writer is that the stereotyped female quality of compassion is
personified as a cold programmed machine, whose major virtue is
her "compassion circuit." Wyndham seems to suggest that pro-
grammed female "compassion" has its crippling effects on man.
whereas female weakness and dependence are reliably sustaining
to men_ In addition, the story reminds us that culturally "pro-
grammed" stereotypes have been dangerously crippling human
potential with machine-like application for centuries.

If the literature of the future maintains the past sex stereotypes,
is there hope for new myths and metaphors in any literary genre?
Partly in hope of finding an answer to my question, I read Final
Stage (1974). a science fiction anthology of ultimate stories on
universal themes, written expressly for this volume by the stellar
writers. Harlan Ellison and Joanna Russ were asked to write on
"future sex," which editors Edward L. Ferman and Barry N.
Malzberg explained in a footnote as their decision to be fair in
representing the theme so "that both sexes have a fair chance at it,
and Ellison and Russ are certainly distinguished spokespersons."

In "An Old Fashioned Girl," the Ruqg story, male and female
roles are simply reversed: the female narrator owns what the author
calls in her "Afterword," a "Playboy Bunny with testicles" (p. 132).
Fortunately. Russ is sensitive to the limits of role reversal when she
confesses, "I wrote about a mechanical substitute for a man ....
but I'd like to plead that the piece is part of a forthcoming novel in
which there are lots of other kinds of sex" (p. 131).

In Ellison's story. "Catman." on the other hand, the author
suggests a return to androgyny with a man's sexual intercourse
with a computer. In a sensual fusion of metal and flesh. each
partner shares in the sexuality of the other. Neil Leipzig's affair
with the love machine is initially described by Ellison as:

He spiraled upward inW the mach ine Lissajous pattern oAci llo-
scope sine and cosine waves from the x and y axes actually came
together. pulsated in three dimensions and he teased himself the
machine he the man with vernier knob itimulationit came out
green and the machine trembled. began to secrete testosterone.
estrogen, progesterone ...

she. the machine, he, the machine, she. the man, he the
machine ...the man. he becoming she becoming machine

As a hero seducing a machine. however, he ultimately perceives it
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as femalea devouring goddess that becomes part mortal and
transforms Neil. not into an androgyne, but into a man-machine:

His pattern was a growing. The machine's was a throbbing. He
passed the machine at a higher level every pulse. The machine grew
frantic and drank more power. He tried to catch up. chasing the
nymphomaniacal peaks as the machine beckoned him, teased him.
taunted him, drew him n, then flashed away. He extended on metal
limbs, the machine's soft flesh grew sunburned and dark and
leather tough.

Then he peaked out, it. she, peaked out, unable to draw more
power from her source. They exchanged modes, as the point of
destructive interference denied quantum mechanics and was
reached: a millisecond of total sound and utter silence. Orga.sm:
metal became flesh, human became machine (pp. 165-661.

Although the language of 7eligious and secular literature has
perpetuated the cultural ster(otypes of men and women, a search
has begun for new words and metaphors as well as a revival of
dormant ones to express the need for a male-female complement.
instead of opposition and subordination. An exploration of the past
with a sampling of "sexist" literature as well as voices of previously
unheard and unseen women writers has been launched in the
adoption of "Images of Women in Literature" courses in college
English departments throughout the country. Course titles are
sometimes interdisciplinary syntheses of women's literzture in
history or the image of women in literature and psychology, but
reading lists usually include a representative sample of the great
"women writers" from Austen to Plath, as well as male writers who
made significant contributions, negative and positive, to shaping
the image of women.

"Androgyny" is one of the more interesting metaphors to be
revived from various quests for the new language. It has a long
literary history, starting from the Genesis 1 narration discussed
earlier, and its more graphic recording in Plato's Symposium as
Aristophanes' image of humanity before they angered the gods. to
Ursula K. LeGuin's science fiction novel The Lift Hand (tfDdrkness
(1969). In this novel, a human male narrator is sent to a planet.
where the inhabitants, Gethenians, are neuter except during
"kemmer" when a Gethenian nay become either male or female:
they do not know which until kemmer. The implications of the
"Gethenians" as a metaphor for an androgynous humanity are
considered by the earthman:
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Consider there is no division of humanity into strong and weak
halves. protective/protected. dominant/submissive, owner/chattel.
active/passive_ In fact the whole tendency to dualism that pervades
human thinking may be found to be lessened,or changed.on Winter.

The following must go into my finished Directives: When you
meet a Gethenian you cannot and must not do what a bisexual
naturally does, which is to ast him in the role of Man or Woman.
while adopting toward him a corresponding role dependent on your
expectations of the patternied or possible interactions between
persons of the same or the orppositesex....

... One is respected and jiudged only as a human being. It is an
appalling experience I pp. 9:1-'94).

New Perspectives

"Women" poets, in dropping both the imitated male voice as well
as the self-conscious "turning-the-tables" role-reversal voice, are
recreating the language: metaphors, and myths of androgyny

... Scorched within.
I still burn as I swing,
A pendulum kicking the night.
An alarum at dawn. I deflect
The passage of birds, ring down
The ban nering rain....

Carolyn Kizer. from "Hera. Hung from the Sky"

I Am A
CosmonaW

MATERIAL REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT R:::TnIOTIZTT

Lenore Marshall.
"I Am a Cosmonaut"

Neither Kizer nor Marshall has unsexed herself to write in images
that literally lift their central figures from the limits of "Mother
Earth." The birth of an androgynous semantics, as opposed to the
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perpetuation of a sexist semantics, may be on its way. The man and
woman who do not identify with the stereotypes are stepping into
strange roles, using strange language unfamiliar to them and their
milieu. We are each at the crossroads of liberating the "stranger" in
ourselves:

The Stranger

Looking as I've looked before, straight down the heart
of the street to the river
walking the rivers of the avenues
feeling the shudder of the caves beneath the asphalt
watching the lights turn on in the towers
walking as I've walked before
like a man, like a woman, in the city
my visionary anger cleansing my sight
and the detailed perceptions of mercy
flowering from that anger

if I come into a room out of the sharp misty light
and hear them talking a dead language
if they ask me my identity
what can I say but
I am the androgyne
I am the living mind you fail to describe
in your dead language
the lost noun, the verb surviving
only in the infinitive
the letters of my name are written under the lids
of the newborn child

Adrienne Rich. 1972
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I do feel women should retain their own identity. I am not Mrs. S. L.
Root, Jr.. I am Dr. M. Jean Greenlaw. I spent a long time becoming
me and a few words don't change that process.

M. Jean Greenlaw
teacher

Until humans might evolve, or be altered by science, to become
totally bisexual physically, capable of reproduction with or without
a partner. differential designation is desirable. This applies to mari-
tal status and some form of identification with a current spouse as
well as to sex, and is useful for the sake of convenience and clarity in
communication via our language.

Earl Sherwan
editor

I have never been married, don't feel too badly damaged psycho-
logically as a result and have almost reached the place where I
resent being addressed as Ms. No doubt I'm swimming against the
tide but I do believe that we are in grave danger of losing the benefit
of the distinct sexual differences between men and women, primari-
ly in the area of emotional reactions. I question the effectivenessof
socking someone in the face with charges of sexism and then
expecting him to be a willing supporter of our struggle for equal
rights. Call me a Midwest reactionary, if you like!

(name withheld)
editor

Ms. fills a need, but its artificiality bothers me. Further, all the"M"
titles are ridiculous in that they are unnecessary and somewhat
archaic. They once filled a need in that they denoted a class between
the titled aristocracy and the laboring class. I suspect computers
will help to do them inexpense and lack of space.

George W. Hartung
teacher
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Sexism in the Language
of Marriage

Al leen Pace Nilsen

One of the few songs I remember from the halcyon era of the
fifties starts out with the bold claim "Love and marriage go
together like a horse and carriage!" I was a teenager then and I
thought it was a wonderful song. But today in my more cynical
adulthood, I might be tempted instead to think of a threesome
consisting of love, marriage, and sexism. They are as intertwined as
any social institutions that we have.

I must hasten to add that I am speaking of society in general, not
necessarily of the one marriage and the one husband I know best.
Because instead of quarreling in the public press with my husband,
Don, I should be paying tribute to him. We were married while we
were still undergraduates. It was before the days of the pill and we
started our family right away. But even with the responsibilities of
three children he unselfishly shared, and shared alike, while we
worked and went to school to earn both our master's and our Ph.D.
degrees.

This attitude didn't come easily. What the conscious mind
intellectually recognizes as fair is not the same as what the
subconscious mind emotionally accepts as appropriate. "Growing
pains" accompany any significant social change, and when a couple
sets up a true partnership marriage, they are probably going
against the example set by their own parents, as well as the
expectations of their friends and society at large. For example,
when I at last received a regular faculty appointment at Arizona
State University, where my husband had been teaching for two
years, my father came to a celebration dinner with a package under
his arm and a twinkle in his eyes. He had brought a present. It was a
pair of pants for Don. They were handed over with the good
humored explanation that since we were now equal, he just wanted
to remind everyone who was "to wear the pants in the family."
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A lievn l'a.c*, Nilsen

This old cliche aboui ffirrul .,4 is; just one ofhundreds of way s that the languag? reminds us of the different
expectation* we have for the man and for the v, oman in a marriage.
Some of these attitudes are revealed through our everyday lan-
guage. in the ways we i1 ide %arious aspects of marriage into maleand female domains.

Parenthood and family relation* in general are in the domain of
the w oman. for example. Acif roork, r is a phrase more
ciimmonly heard than Aust.,d J r. And we have many
family related metaphors based on feminine. but not masculine.

e ,,(1/r ,$,H,rtkf f4;tilt r: (try, N OH
2..0.2202: r s410 rr r Yr,,1ti4( ifitiw4t# r te,(
',4L441q8 4.11.0 r f it, rpott r, .trp*;rl: ,tkroir1. p.tki r,,f ; and tt o, icts

Word Vairiniri and Mak Princedf.n, e

"Ladies first" trim-. say rr. Fut e;celYt in t he 1.1,h rase
'1 e seta. .11 follow th ad e I n!..leatt we ha,c
pairings ias.

16,",r WO.
str-1

This itirid.,Anizsie-fcr.-.i.!c.i.iring :511, 'WI 2.r our minds that it bki--
_.ornes auMr weie. r mc-eny read thlit s.ocrteme ch rded t N at Ional ( irganmailion Wv.vrrwrt tiCrAustt) their charter started (-rut a h

mein and veornen . instead nf V, wnrtnen arid ..
As tl h acke triore ac'curately reflected their rIne,TI6er'Slp
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well as their philosophy.
It is the general pattern in English for male words to come first.

We make an exception only whea something is se clasely related to
what we think of as the feminine domain that, without even
realizing it, we switch over and break the pattern, putting the
female first as in he following pairs, which all have to do with
family relations and m'irriage.

1.r.;.14, and iro.,rt.
7P,,t-=-r and fa9-r

,the r
AUT."( iet,1

Even these terms are sometihws interchanged so that the male
comes first, and the phrase doesn't siiunit deviant except for grsitor

. We definitely think of a wedding as the bride's show, as
e%idenced by several languagt customs. It is the bride's parents
who sen i ut the announcements, and only recently have some
people twgun to name also the parents if the groom in the wedding
announeement. The newspaper picture usually show s only the
bride, and unless it's a celebrity couple t he picture and accompany-
ing story will api ear on what is still called the 044)W. h.,: poor in
many newspapers.

We *ent to a latrg.., wedding reception in a hotri the other night
arid the directory of events pi-listed in the lobby reaAt, "C nthia
Jenson Reception: Fiesta Ftil0M. rm gli,Te it was partly for the sake
of effiolency that the sign maker didn't use the more complete
"eyrItnia Jen*vm and Robert Marshall Reception: Fiesta Room."
thiring tl-e couple's married life theft" tw hu,iiireds of times
w hem efficieney in listing their naieks is called for. hut this
announcement of the receptwn ii r.nliilatilY be the lst time

nt h name il he chosen
In neariy all semantic areas of Eivlish. nouns are consaierrel

basically riascuhrwe if we need to specify that the referent is
female. In extra word or tn affix of some kind is attached. For
example we ha.e actor actress, major majorette. aviator a% iatrix,
priner princess. god roxidesss, lawyer woman lawyer, truck dri-
vcr lady truck driver. Rut xx n it mimes to certain words related to
marriage AM sexual rela t ion A. the rx'es' k reversej. Jrii t f is

a female tern., wiqi oxiefe rofiir bqirtr the aoant. Voriiiix is
arifa.h.ee fieine term which mIpct have special einotext when it
refers to a man. On the death of a spowse. the woman bet-ornes a
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widow. the man, a ociflowf r. Women are mere often given the title
otirocci4. while a man is simply described as "being diNorced." At
the beginning of a marriage the woman is the brific and the man is
the bri,ii-qrown. As we have already seen. hridf is a more important
word than groom. This is further shown by the fact that it appears in
several compounds (trldal attendaq. bridal wreath, etc.) while
grfnfrol in the sense of bridfgrfnwo i::;,;,,.,1dorn used. Even the males'
prenuptial party is called a hocia for party as compared to the
female twid1i1.4wecr. And a woman considers herself a bride for a
whole year after the wedding. while a man considers himself a
grocm n ly on the day of the wedding.

"Married- as a Goal for Women Only

Met,: are married just as m i.h as women. but marriage isn't the
center of their lives. We never give little boys dress-up clothes in

h.ich to play groom, nut we give little girls old !are curtains and
v. hoe drees so they can play bride. And we train tittie girls, but
not little boys, to respond to the quest ion. "What aro oti going to do
%A hen you grow up7- ith some form of "I'm going to get re arried,"

At prenuptial celebrations, men look backward while women
look forward. It is as if each sex warns to emphasize and honor the
state it considers ideal, hence men stress the single state and women
stress the married. At a bridal shower, the entertainment consists
of looking to the future through gifes which will enhance the
ci mi fort and the glamour of the new home. t;arnes are played which
re, olv e ari al rid daydreams p nt4 heti rg a romanticized future for the
couple. Nt t he bachelor party. theentertainment consists of looking
to the past. It is one last fling w it h M ao,as, a nostalgie celebration n
horAte of Pit:ft S.Vt ft Akf S and freedom from the sex-related
constraints usually thought to go along with marriage. The com-
ments and the ,okes maiv at both the bridal party and the bat-W:1r
party reflent cur underlying attitude that marriage signifies
saccess oman but defeat for a man. Perhaps this is one of the
reasons sok iety seems to ignore the marit 41 status of men. Our
consciousness of w hct her or not a woman is married shown by our
us. :ta titltle. M,t and Mrs.. as contrasted to the all-purpose Mr.

Erghsh a man's wife is iiokingly referred to as his Nrif ahif
A 't, A similar metaphor exists in Spanish. The word for wife is

thia plural F:p1),,/,,.. meals handcuffs
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Compare the positive connotations of bacheldr with the negative
connotations of spinster or otd ma id . Old ma id is the name of a
children's card game in which the loser is ridiculed by being given
this uncomplimentary title. It is also used metaphorically to mean
the kft-over kernels of corn that failed to pop. These are all negative
concepts. Bat helor has such positive connotations that unmarried
girli s. have tri?d to borrow them by labelling themselves bachelor
girls or bachulorettes. We hear bachelor in such phrases as b(tchelor
pad and most el ;gild(' NIchelor. The connotations of the word are
such that in Arizona the local sex newspaper is called iiarhelor
Reot. Judging from the advertisements. it isn't read by bachelors at
all. Nevertheless the title conveys the idea of sexual freedom. We
would never hear th:., term most eligible spinster. because beauty
and youth are considered prime qualifications of a female's eligi-
bility. and supposedly both are gone by the Om? a female is old
enough to be called an old maid or a spinster: hence the words are
muTually exclusive.

floyfe,y might be a synonym for eligible bachelor. though the
qualities of a playboy are certainly not the same as those popularly
ascribed to a "good" husband. Perhaps the reason a playboy is
considered a gfxfxf catch is that he supposedly has money and
sophistication. It is as if we envy unmarried men because of the
fullness of the life they lead with their extra freedom and extra
money. while we pity unmarried women because we think thty live
only half a life. In an intere.ling bit of folk etymology. I heard of an
I :(1 pniiu who specified in her will that she didn't want Mi.,;s written
on her gravestone. because she hadn't missed as much as people
thought she had.

It appears that society has certain expectations and that as long
as behavior is fairly consistent with the expected. it goes unnoticed.
For example. it is expected that every woman loves and serves her
family, but such behavior is unusual in a man. We mark the ';;nusual
bchavior witI. a word .((JpfilM PU1I1. but there's no such thing as a
family MI MY . 'The same type of reasoning probably explains why
we have the term cf1n4 0411P10(7 H but not ea r,cr Man ,

Wife as Property

It is ironic that although we consider marriage to be A desirable
thing for a woman. we also look on it as making her the property tlf
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hE r husband. This is probably a leftover from the days when women
could not get jobs. and so getting married was a cause for
celebration, just as we ce1ehr3te when children who cannot take
care of themselves are adopted bY responsible adults. Because
proprietary attitudes toward women Rn back into the dim reaches
of history, it is not su rprising that the language reflects this idea of
ownership.

The most obvious example is the traditional wedding ceremony,
in which the clergyman asks. ''Who kives the bride away?'' The
father of the bride answers. "I clo." If the father is not availaLle. a
male substitute is found, usually an older relative or friend of the
family. After the father both literally and figuratively hands the
bride over to the groom. the clergyman says."I mow pronounce yoo
man and wife."

This part of the ceremony has irritateo maruy women, because
the two words man and wife do not seenl parallet: w ifr is a relational
term, but nuin isn't. Actually, in Middle English these were
matching terms, because wife meant beamon. And because a
woman's role in life was then primarily in relationship to her
husband. the word gradually took on its current meaning. We we it
in its original sense of female or woman in the terms pn;(1a.,:fe and
hou.sewife. Mid is cognate with the German;c mit. meaning with
The hteral meaning of midwife is son"re who r "with women." If
the panelists on the Wlevision s.how ".".hat's My Line" had under-
stood this, they wouldn't have been so eksily fooled the night a mak
midwife was a guest. A han.ww,ife is not---er at least isn't supposed to
besomeone married to a house. Instead the word means some-
thing like the woman of the houst." Chaticer's Bath is about a
woman of Bath. and The wcrd a ',wile simply means a woman who
sold ale. As a fish wife is a woloan who sold fish. OW wi,.c$' talcs are
nothing more than the stories of old wern2n,

The ren the weddi ng cerei nony uses t hr phrase pro if o
is that religion is a traditional and erinservative force and its
language appropriately lags behi pd Cievolatile . common language
of the land: witness the use of Latin in the Catholic Church several
hundred years after it became a "dead" language. and think how
long Jew ish religious leaders kept Hebrew alive. Even in-modern"
churches the archaic thcc and thflo are eommon in prayers and the
King James Version of the Bible is far more popular than the
modern Standard Revised Version. Nt since wifr now has a
l'Efferent meaning wad nvit-t peok feel there is no religious or
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sacred reason for maintaining the exact wording of the marriage
ceremony. manv clergymen have chai.ged the wording to the more
parallel II usba nil (1 nil w

In all close relationships, we use what appears to be poss;ssive
structures when we say in y1114.'41)(111(1 my wife, m serreta ry, y boss,
my homfriend. etc. But these terms are not really possessive so much
as they are relational. They are probably deleted forms for such
tnoughts as "The man who is my husband," "The woman who is my
secretary.- etc. However we do find inconsistent usage among
young people whorl a female talks about her boyfriend , but a male
talks about his gi rl or his wmmin. It is interesting that, he, but
rarely she, can delete friend . This deletion of friend takes away
the relat ional meaning and makes it possessive. If a female talks
about n:y boy, a listener is apt to think of a child, i.e., the female's
offspring.

The term wi.fe-sy.apping is another example of the attitude that
the mak owns the female. Feminists would prefer the term
swinging, but as a disillusioned friend confided. "It doesn't matter
what ycu call it. it's still the woman who ge is screwed!" Practically
everything we say about see. revolves arourd the attitude that it is
the domain of the man. He posseses the woman. He makes a serno/
conquest when he &flow.. rs her by tak ing a tea y rirgin y, a set
phrase that doesn't even allow her the dignity of giving it away.

Surname Customs and Women's Identity

One of the most far-reaching and troublesome effects of the male-
ownership idea is evident in surnames. A woman's taking her
husband's name relates to the idea that she is his property. I looked
through a standard desk-size dictionary for ways we treat men and
women differently and vvas surprised to find what appears to be an
attitude on the part nf editors that it is almost indecent to let a
respectable woman's name march unaccom pan ied across t he pages
of a dictionary. A woman's name must somehow be escorted by a
male's name. regardless of whether the male contributed to the
woman's reason for being in the dictionary, or whether he, in his
own right was- as famous as the woman. For example. Charlotte
Bronte w:ts identified as Mrs. Arthur a Nicholls. Amelia Earhart
was identified as Mrs. George Palmer Putnam, Helen Hayes was
identified as Mrs. Charles MacArthur. Zona Gale was identified a.s
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138 Aileen Pace Nilsen

Mrs. William Llywelyn Breese, and Jenny Lind was identified as
Mme. Otto Goldschmidt. There were a few women such as tem-
perance leader Carry Nation and slave Harriet Ti.bman who were
liged without the benefit of a masculine escort, but most of the
women were identified as someone's wife. Of all thv. men, and there
were probably ten times as many men as women, only one was
identified as the "husband of ..." And ever this oile example v is
the rather unusual case of "Frederic Joliot-Curi'.... (born Frederic
Joliot), 1900-1958; husband of Irene; French chemist; shared Nobel
prize ..." Apparently when Irene and Frederic married they took
the hyphenated last name in honor of Irene's family.

This confusion indieates not so much the sexist attitude of the
dictionary editors, as the complexity of making "two into one."
Which (me are they going to be? What name will the children have?
Surely the Joliot-Curie compromise couldn't work for more than a
generation. And what is an editor supposed to do with maiden
names, professional names. married names, etc.? The complexity of
the whole naming business may be a contributing factor to the
general absence of women in the historical record keeping of the
world.

Newspaper editors have a greater problem than dictionary
editors, because most of the people they write about are very much
alive and ready to object if they don't like the way thY name was
written. Also when a new person pops into the news probably
is no set pattern to be followed with regard to what ver:on of her
name this particular woman prefers.

In 1971. I clipped out the Associated Press listing of the "best
dressed" because it illustrates the difference; in the way we !ist
names. The men were listed as:

Frederic Byers III of Pittsburgh and New York: Yul Brynner.actor
of Tartar stock now living in Switzerland: licrnando t'ourtwright.
Mexican-born hotel0 of los Angeles; John Galliher. American
socialite of New York and London: Angus Ogilvy. British busines,:-
man married to Princess Alexandra of Kent: Armando Orsin I. Niew
York restaurant owner: Giorgio Payone, Boman public relations
executive: Baron Alexis de Rede. Austrian-born Paris financier:
Thomas Sievl in. Palm Beach socialite: Bobby Short. nightclubstar
Itorn in Rockford, Lord Snowdon, photographer, fil.;:land of
l'rincess Margaret: and Sa. gent Shriver, Washington.

Notice that of these twelve men, the only two identified in relation-
ship to their wives are Angus Ogilvy and Lord Snowdon. who in
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Sexism in the Language of Marriage 139

true story-book fashion married real princesses. The list of women
on the best dressed list started with Mrs. Harilaos Theodora-
copulos, "American wife of the Greek ship owner," and then went on
as follows:

The Begum Aga Khan. British wife of the Moslem spiritual leader;
Mme. Ahmed Benhima. wife of the Moroccan Ambassador to the
United Nations; Diahann Carroll, American singer; Catherine
Deneuve. French actress; Sophia Loren. Italian film star; Mrs.
Denise Minnelli. Yugoslav residing in San Francisco; Mme. Georges
Pompidou; Mrs. Richard Pistell, New York. former Marquesa
Carol! de Portago: Mrs. Ronald Reagan, wife of the governor of
California; Mrs. Samuel E Reed, American socialite. divighter of
Mrs. Charles Engelhard; and Mrs. Charles Revson, wife of the
cosmetic magnate.

The five women giver, permanent status and elected to the Hall of
Fame were:

M rs. William McCormick Blair Jr., Chicago-horn w i fe of the former
U.S. ambassador who now heads the Kennedy Center for the
!vrforming Arts in Washington; Mrs. Alfred Bloomingdale of LAis
Angeles, wife of the founder of the Diner's Club: Mrs. Wyatt ((loria
Vanderbilt) Cooper of New York; Mrs. Kirk Douglas. Hollywood.
born in Paris: and Mrs. Patrick Guinness. Lausanne, Switzerland
and Paris.

Notice that only three of the seventeen women are identified in a
way separate from their relationship to a man. These th ree are all in
show business. but Gloria Vanderbilt's name was given in paren-
theses in the middle of her husband's name, and it appears that Mrs.
Denise Minnelli is using her married title along with her given
name. Language purists object to this usage. Their feeling is that
since Mrs. is an abbreviation for Mistress it must always be 1;sed
with a man's name because someone cannot be the mistress of
herself. But people who disagree point out that Miss is also a
diminutive derived from "mistress. If a woman must always use her
husband's name with the title Mrs., then when she marries she in
effect loses not only her maiden name but also her given name.

Existing custom allows a woman no way to pass down either her
family name or her given name. She cannot name her daughter
JenniTer. Jr. or Stacy Ann H, ner can she handicap a child with her
own last name. This idea is so far removed from the realm of
possibility that people talk about illegitimate children as "child rem
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without names." Some pregnant girls marry for no other reason
than to "provide a name for the baby." The feeling is very strong
that before a person is really part of our society, he or she must
demonstrate an affiliation with a father, by means of the surname.

Probably the most forceful way our present custom of naming
affects the average woman is by making it doubly difficult for her to
"make a name for herself." Obviously it is a distinct disadvantage to
have to stop midway in life and begi7; all over. Few women are able
to bring their name to the public's attention so that it will be
recognized in all its alternate forms as is Jacqueline Bouvier,
Jackie Kennedy. Mrs. John F. Kennedy. Jacqueline Onassis, and
Mrs. Aristotle Onassis.

Women are beginning to defy the anonymity and the self-
effacement imwsed by cultural attitudes and the accompanying
naming customs of marriage. Witness the tendency of many to
resume their maiden names after divorce and the daring of a few in
carrying their maiden names beyond the altar. How far these
innovAions may spread is hard to guess. but the fact that they are
occurring reflects an awAtenes of a woman's identity as being
continuous throughout life and belonging to her rather than to "the
men in her life."



If changes are to occur in our language which will more accurately
report truly definitive meanings for male, female. or people, they
w ill have to be encouraged through and by members of the news
media. Until the members of the news media begin to consciously
avoid using linguistic sexism in their copy, it will be almost
impossible to educate tne general public.

Lucky Slate
editor

The first remarks I heard and the first articles I read displayed
astonishing ignorance about other languages, the history of the
English language, and the nature of social and linguistic change.
Things improved. There has been some sensible commentary lately.

George W Hartung
teacher

In my teaching I try te use nonsexist language whenever I can. It
does feel strange to say "his or her," but I think that is part of
breaking an old habit.... Beyond doing what we can with our
ind iv idual speech, our energies are best spent pushing for nonsexist
language in textbooks and other publications and in making people
around us aware of the pervasive sexism in our culture.

Carolyn Mlen
teacher

Rather than changing the form of words. I should think it would be
more beneficial to encourage subtle changes in connotation, and the
content of the information that the words convey. That a woman
become chairman of the Rules Committee is more important than to
chanze the title (for that job) to chairperson and continue to elect
men to the position. Perhaps this is a matter of "change the custom
and the language will change itself."

(name withheld)
editor
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Sexism in Dictionaries
and Texts:
Omissions and Commissions

H. Lee Gershuny

In praise of the English language, Otto Jespersen, the noted
Danish linguist, characterized it as "positively and expressly
masculine it is the language of a grown-up man and has very little
childish or feminine about it." (Italics added.) Its logicality,
openness to innovation, businesslike virility, energy and emotional
restraint were qualities he regarded as both masculine and positive
(Growth and Structure of the EngliA Language. 1905).

The observations of a supposedly objective linguist, who de-
scribed English itself in sexist terms, draws our attention not only
to sexism in language, but also to the kinds of problems we face
when we, the modern linguists and English instructors, discover
how sexism operates in various fields of English discourse.

First, we have to deal with rigid verbal stereotypes of mascu-
linity and femininity that are used not only to describe people and
language, but also to judge and polarize the phenomenal world into
superior/inferior and positive/negative. The inferior and negative
poles tend to characterize the female stereotype, the superior and
positive, the male.

The trouble with stereotypes is that they restrict behavior and
understanding by constructing a static image of both sexes.
Furthermore, assigning verbal qualities to each sex creates an
illusion of biologically determined traits instead of suggesting their
socio-cultural origins, or even an interplay of biology and environ-
ment. It is as though emotiona:ity and passivity, usually assigned to
the female stereotype, are qualities inherently absent in men. The
passive man and the assertive woman are "unnatural" anomalies
and are urged into psychotherapy to remedy behavior unbecoming
the stereotype.
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The verbal construct, then, governs a standard for self-image
and self-evaluation which is introduced in the home and reinforced
by educators and their resourcescurricula and textbooks. In
many instances, behavior is more affected by verbal qualities and
admonitions; i.e., "men don't cry," and "girls don't fight," than a
person's involvement in a particular social context. Fear of be-
having in "unmanly" or "unfeminine" ways produces the "sex role
stutterer," who is caught between the demands of a cultural
expectation and the demands of self and reality.

The stereotypes also become rationalizations for soda-political
hierarchies in which one sex is expected to direct and dominate the
other because his traits are perceived as superior and "natural" to
him; whereas. her "natural" traits, i.e., passivity, emotionality,
domesticity, and dependence, are regarded as less desirable and
inferior. When either sex behaves like the other, each is judged
abnormal. But he may be insulted when called "effeminate" or a
"sissy," whereas she may either be complimented that she "talks
and thinks like a man" or be discouraged from stepping over the
social-sexual boundaries.

The second problem suggested in Jespersen's observation is that
esteemed authorities often make the greatest contribution to
perpetuating cultural prejudices and personal biases. Because they
are assumed to be objective and authoritative, they often have the
greatest influence. This applies not only to individuals and insti-
tutions, but to almost anything in print.

Dictionaries: Perpetuators of Sexist Tradition

The Dictionary, one of the most popular authoritative documents
and institutions of linguistic research, has echoed Jespersen's and
the culture's biases in the guise of neutral descriptive linguistics.
The Dictionary, whose word often settles legal disputes in court and
semantic disputes in the classroom, is usually venerated with the
same blind faith as the word of the Bible or God "Himself/Herself."

Some of the ways in which the English language and the
dictionaries of the English language perpetuate cultural sexism
are found in what Jespersen would have considered the virtues of
the language: English semantics and morphology imply a male-
dominated world; the female gender is invisible when impersonal
and indefinite nouns and pronouns are used in ambiguous contexts:
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A. Each doctor posted his office hours.
B. We need to be more concerned with problems of man and his

un iverse.

Even though there are numerous women doctors, they remain
symbolically invisible in Sentence A. In fact, to avoid misunder-
standing we find it necessary to affix "woman" or "lady" to
professions generally associated with males. To mean "woman" as
well as man in Sentence B may depend more on the kind of
problems referred to, but the clear implication is that the universe
belongs to man to understand and master.

When the word "man" or "mankind" is used to refer to the entire
human race, we are not sure that "womankind" is always meant to
be included. This lack of an English pronoun that symbolically
includes men and women has forced users of Standard English
into uttering nonsensical statements, such as, "When we get
abortion law repeal, everyone will be able to decide for himself
whether or not to have an abortion," and "Man, like the other
mammals, breast-feeds his young." Nor has American political
history made it clear that "All men are created equal" was meant to
include women.

All of this suggests that we need to pay attention to what is said as
well as what is not said, for the female sex has been conspicuously
invisible not only in the grammar and semantics of English, but
also in its literature and the history of English discourse.

There is no gender ambiguity, however, when either "he" and its
noun and pronoun variants or "she" and its variants appear in
single illustrative sentences in the dictionary. I counted the number
of sentences that contained either masculine or feminine nouns and
pronouns and those that contained both, in the unabridged Random
House Dictionary of the English Language (1966, hereinafter RHD).
I found that in over two thousand sentences collected, those with
masculine gender words outnumbered those using the feminine
gender by about 3:1. In addition, mascul ine gender words appeared
twice as often as feminine words.

The dictionary has thus unconsciously programmed the relative
unimportance of the feminine gender in defining and being
defined. The feminine is "the other" as de Beauvoir suggested,
rather than the equal, at least in terms of linguistic visibility.

This invisibility would not be so serious, however, if it were only
symbolic, but it reflects the real tendency to render women
politically, economically, historically, and socially insignificant in
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American culture. The woman conventionally stands hidden be-
hind her boss or husband while he receives the glory and credit for
what is often ajoint endeavor. Even though women constitute about
51 percent of the population, they are now identified as a "minority"
group in need of symbolic and real representation commensurate
with their actual numbers.

In a rigorous analysis of illustrative sentences in the Random
House Diet ionary(1966), I found that stereotyped contexts are more
the rule than the exception for both genders. Males are stereotyped
about 65 percent and females about 75 percent of the times each
appear. Even though both appear in stereotyped contexts more
frequently than not, the data suggest that the feminine stereotype
may be the more rigid of the two. Although there may be more
unconventional roles available to women, in the illustrative sen-
tences, women appear less frequently in such roles and in neutral
contexts. The examples tend to stereotype females.

In the sentences, females are most frequently associated with
domestic contextsas mothers, wives, hostesses, launderers, cooks.
shoppers, gardeners, and servants; next in frequency are occu-
pations and behavior associated with the world of fashion and
glamor. Emotional situations are the third most frequent context in
which females appear in the sentences; contexts of illness and
weakness come next. An occasional sentence makes reference to a
specific profession such as teacher, receptionist, artist, editor.
secretary, and singer. Taken collectively, the sentences present a
culturally stereotyped definition of the female.

A few examples indicate how the above roles are linked with the
feminine gender. The words being illustrated are italicized.

1. Tears rushed to her eyes.

2. The new bride was in ttgrs over her unsuccessful dinner.

3. She enjoys I cari ng down her friends, when they aren't around.

4. She burst into tears upon hearing of his death but it was only a
gig:wish:n(1 play.

5. She gave us orrrdone steak.

6. Her constant complaining just sticks in my cm lc.

7. She always wears a crazy hat.

S. She never has the sense to hold her hmfme at the right time.

9. My mother-in-law is no hirquin.

10. She rmio a ntieizvil her role as an editor.
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If given half a chance. I am sure we could all create sentences that
illusirate the particular meanings of the words defined in the
dictionary without denigrating the female sex, within the negative
connotation of the stereotype!

Notice that when -she" fmally has the role of ''editor" in Sentence
10. sne treats it -romantically" rather than professionally. Al-
though sentences 1-3 illustrate different meanings for the same
word, the feminine gender is used with each. Surely there are
contexts in which tears can be associated with either children.
parents (neutral) or males.

The big surprise came, however, when I discovered which
stereotyped role was most frequently associated with the male
gender. The masculi ne gender associated with -del i nq uent" or
guy- appears twice as many times as in contexts identifying the
male with business and money:

11. lie's hitting the bottle pretty rd.

1:!. lie was ietoloi before the judgt .
tio,sj fi,r nothing.

14. lie .1$ I IP t .1 aji his hard-earned money away in one night.

1. 1-11:, Crinles aga.,,t humanity were Trum.t n

lt would appear that the editors, mainly men. have not only
reinforced the standard male and female stereotypes, but in
emphasizing the -bad guy" image have unintentionally expressed
their own identification with the rebel in society and the underdog
who resists strict moral codes. From a perception of his own
powerlessness, the rebel cr ,autcast opptos the social fortes that
would shape him. To conceive of the -bad g! ay- n the first place is to
sragge.st his -victimization" at the hands orsku(Norities he perceives
as more powerful than he. If we acknowledge that this is a male-
dom inated society, why would the major male trait be portrayed as
resisting that world? There are several possible explanations: the
-bad guy," whether he is cast as convict or alcoholic. may be
expressing opposition to the power that dominated a part of his
early life. Ironically. this -power" is female. oporating in the
socially stereotyped role of mother and teache?.

Patricia Cayo Sex ton stated in her book. 77;t, F. Male
that men -are often victims, in school and home, of the

female's repressed antagonism and legitimate resentment of male
pri ( p.. 24 ). Ithough Sexton demonstrates the vicious social
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cycle victimizi:ng both sexes, she emphasizes the male's rebellion
not ,only against female dominance but also against unrealistic he-
main roles established by the males who control schools but do not
teach in them, and who control political and economic affairs but
judg,e domestic affairs and child raising as finferior and "emascu-
lated" social roles.

Thus, the two major images of the male and fema:c presiented in
the RHD demonstrate the social doublethink operating in sex
scereotypes. The male-dominated culture defines women as inferior
and assigns them to low-status domestic roles_ By accepting the
female stereotype, however, women dominate the training and
education of young males, who, in turn, eilther rebel or express fear
of women's early domination and "power." When males perpetuate
an image of female inferiority, however, the woman becomes less
frightening to them, as do blacks to whites who insist on their
inferiority. Arid so the cycle goes_

The second most frequent male stereotype in the dictionary
sentences casts males in roles related to business and investments.
The male gender is also linked, in a sentence or two, to specific
occupations such as journalist, doctor, warden, publisher, minister,
gerU us, architect, and e ;vain. Assertiveness, strength, dominance,
rationality. independence, and courage are some of the stereo-
typically male qualities illustrated in the senteriecs:

refused to let anyone yof ahead of him in qt....L._

17. t'le fj.d ahead by sheer determination.
1?75. His hands r!enuked as he faced his enemy,

2:4,

Nothing in the painting escaped his murrmse.,jm,

21. lle must seize on a solution. ho*ever rrinky'!

22. He poWks a netter punch than any hea\ vwe4fwi;
= He has a N:rosoi voice.

When both masculine and feminine gend'te.TP s..ppleftf in the sarme
sentence, however, the situations represent are most Atm
marriage and family life: next uiispecifiepcial.siettl'Aiiks. In
these sentences, the male gender appears in thee steittypically
feminine work: of home and family only whom Lkie fieminine iri-nder
is represented. but it is perhaps symbolic thi.,,t females do not
appear in the stereotyped world of the male. even in social
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relationship to him_ Men appear in the home 2S husbands, but
women do not appear as partners in the bus ine.ss world. This lack of
interchangeability of rol. on the symbolic level, tends to fix
behavioral possibilities according to statie concepts and images. In
the following illustrative sentences, the female role is one of
dependence and submission in relation to the dominant male:

24. He is the pirti of her life.

25. She left her native land on her husband's 'Jiro,. n.t.

He re-4.1Iy ypo.4 :J.:: the women:they belie:e anything he tells them.

He !pp.., her his arm when they crcssed the street.

. She depends ,,a her father fur money.

Abandoned by het- lover. she p,0-d away.

3o. Her father never allowed them to fa..!h- back,

31. He wa.s his mother's sole sappc,rt.

tr2. She tremt4d at his voice.

33. She sat near the telephone waiting fur his rq11_

Such sentences reinforce the kind of stereotyped relationship
between the sexes that encourages men to dominate women and
women to express their resistance and rebellion by attempting to
dominate and control their husbands and/or sons. The following
sentences, in effect, reinforce a male-female rivalry in what are
already stcreotyped roles. In some cases a.;1 implicit hostility
between the sexes is suggested:

34, He is always .44rcu.shic about her appearance.

35. IIe ,1;pp 41 her pigtails into the inkwell.

36. She was trod Ng 'A hen he arrived late.

37. Hy rit41.1cd at her consitant irterruptions.

:04. He wouldn't even give her the fr14.4, (tf tiff y.

39, Women with shrill voke.s get on his nerevs.

441. He posed the secret she had confided to him.

41. He is suspected of having dyne away with h.is first wife.

42. You could see him tarn off as she kept up her chatter.

43. It was only too apparent that his mother rules the rowa.

44. She promptly turly'd him in to the police.

45. She made a monk ry out of him in front of all his friends.
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46. She's d.uth on his friends from the office.
47. She loves to twit him abovt his male vanity.
4s. He lets his wife lead him by the
49. He couldn't see that she wa.s leading him up thewrden path bemuse

he might be useful.
50. He'll get htli from his wife for working so late again.
51. He once did her a good turn. She repaid it with a bad taro.
52. If she starts frov.,np-po; at her husbana'.. I'm going home.

53. Her disdainful look crushed the ronfithrner of the bra,h young man.

The female assertiveness expressed as dominance over males in
Sentences 43-53 may impress most readers as more objectionable
than the male dominance or hostility toward the female expressed
in Sentences 34-42. The last group seem extreme, whereas the
earlier group seem like the cultural norm. Not only is sex role
defined and stereotyped, but female expressions of ambition,
intellect, aggression, assertion, and independence are alsc east as
negative behavior, trivialized or omitted entirely from the dictio-
nary and textbooks.

Texts Teaeh More Than Subject Matter

Textbooks purporting to teach the specifics of an academic
discipline have concomitantly taught secondary informationsex
roles and social values. Researchers have conducted both formal
and informal investigations of a wide variety of textbooks, from
elementary school readers to professional scholarly journals, to
ferret out the sexism in word and image. One of the more extensive
formal studies was conducted ny Lenore J. Weitzman and Diane
Rizzo over a period of three years on "latent content of the most
widely used textbook series in the United States in each of five
subject areas: science, arithmetic, reading, spelling, and social
studies" ("Sex Bias .in Textbooks," Toth: y:..; Edueqtion, January/
February 1975). obtained data on the sex, age, racial distribu-
tion, and activities of the textbook characters by grade level and
subject area. They diseovered. for example. stories about boys pre-
dominated in every grade.

In science texts, only boys are told they can explore the moon. In
math problems. the masculine gender is .itereotypically assigned to
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earning money: the female, to dividing pies and baking cakes.
According to Weitzman and Rizzo. -despite the Equal Pay Act of
194). we found math problems in which girls were paid less than
boys for the same work" rSex Bias in Textbooks." p. 52). These
researchers also found in readers and spellers-a surprising amount
of antagonism and hostility toward females. In the spelling series.
female characters are yelled at and pushed around. In the reading
series, they are shown as stupid and clumsy three times as
frequently as males" { p. 52). According to the published studies of
textbooks. language that suggests cooperation and partnerShip
between males and females is practically nonexistent.

As a member of the Woodward School -Sex-Role Committee" in
Brooklyn from 1970-72. Barbara Grizzuti Harrison reeorded in
!'n tt if rning the Lie: Sexism in Se /us)" (1973) informal observations
of how texts, teachers, children. curriculum, and parents all learn
and teach the lessons of sex role stereotyping only too well. Women's
roles in shaping American history are not only absent from the
stereotypically masculine worlds of science and polities, but also in
conventional roles as wives and mothers. A'.though students are
told that the early colonist had to manufacture many of the things
that h is family needed, they are not told that many of the colonists
carrying on this manufacturing were women. The intrepid pio-
neers are mem. and women, if mentioned, are included with the
list of t -iren. bags, and cattle accompanying the -pioneers."

They read that man ciimbed out of the trees to hurt. and that heals()
made pots. There is little in what they read that reminds them that
the 'man who made pots was a woman. History is literally tauitht ;n
terms if man's dtwehipment. and in the Ne-y structure i)f the
language teacher, use is inherent the idea of man's superiority
over wonwn the use t he word mankind, for example, when ,A hat
is nit-ant is humanity. and the autAanatic use (if a malt' pronoun
i .+0/Tro,o,/ p :2i1L

The collective research of Carol London. Brett Vuolo. and Adrienne
Yurick. members of the same Sex-Roles Committee. noted that the
contributions of such women as Phyllis Wheatley and Anne
Br;I 'street. America's first prokssional poets: Maria Mitchell.
astr,,nomer: Sarah Bagky and Mary Harris Jones, leaders in the
labor unions: and Prudence Crandall and Myrtilla Miner. the first
to set up schools for black girls, are a few of the more obvious
omissions from the history texts thcy examined-
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... texts that we all might have encountered in high school and
collegeas well as books published within the last ten years. We
have found that women just don't seem to be part of American
history. Here are a few examples: Henry Steele Commager's
Documents of American If islory (1962), a compilation of 665 docu-
ments. includes four by or about women. A D..,rumentary Hi4ory of
the American People (Craven. Johnson and Dunn. 1951). a Columbia
University text. contains 238 documentsthree by or abol;t women!
The Oxford Haory of the American People. by Samuel Eliot
Morrison (1965) sums up the role of women in colonial times in four
lines'. Mr. Morrison also sees fit to place his two lines covering the
nineteenth Amendment under the heading. "Bootlegging and Other
Sports." Nevins and Commager's Pocket H inlory of the ited States
(subtitled -The Story of a Free People") contains four sentences
about women. (Unlearn ing the Lie. p. 951

Similar omissions were discovered in texts from almost every
academic discipline represented on a faculty committee for "Wo-
men's International Year 1975-76" chaired by Dr. Doris Fitzgerald
at Manhattan Community College, CUNY. In the Data Processing
Department. for example, Professor Daniel Rosich reported that in
one text, Ivan Flores' Operating System for Mult iprograin ining with
a lizriable Number of Tasks (1973), the author refers to a program
that has locks and keys" to memory blocks exclusively, but
inconsistently, with masculine gender pronouns. The pf.-ocr,ram and
its metaphorical elements are gender-neutral in English znd in the
professional programmer's jargon, yet this particular author
personified key progTam commands as masculine: CETM AIN (a
program vornmand) is the antecedent for "He called Cpurge to
create space in the region" (p. 180).

Even in courses in the se2retarial sciences, a career usually
assigned to women, textbcok exnlanations and examples exclude
the feminine gender a disproportionate number of times. Pro-
fessors Anna Porter and Donna Santo reported that out of a total of
231 letters used in fkreloping Shorthand Skills (1967), 20 percent
are addressed to women. whereas SO percent are addressed to men.
The students, mostly female, t:pe from an exerci,,, book, College
Typewriting, that refers only m ale masculine gender ,s seeking a
job in the business world developirg his skills and improving
his appearance. Instructions to the student-typist begin: "Men who
know how a skill is acquired do not deny the vital need for rapid
finger action.... An expert typist will, for example, read copy very
carefully. His eyes will follow the lines at an even rate" ( Lesson 135).
The typist, as female, is inyisible even though a "she" and not a"be"
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is probably typing the copy meant to encourage her to emulate the
visible male expert in the text! Nor are women represented in other
careers referred to in secretarial science texts.

In Grego Shorthand for Colleges, (2nd ed., Vol. I). a letter
addressed "Dear Sir:" opens with "The policeman, the fireman, the
physicianall provide protection for you in their own special.
efficient fashions. But do you have a man to proteet your financial
needs?" (I zsson 9). Not only zioes "man" in the first sentence
preclude "Sir's" conceiving of ti woman as a financial expert, but
the context also implies that policeman, fireman and physician are
the other men engaged in other kinds of protection. The letter
emphasizes the need for a particular financial expert by repeating
several times that the "National Finance man" is the one to trust.

In other letters. there are always "businessmen and salesmen"
but never "businesswomen or saleswomen." The gender of pro-
fessors. bosses. manufacturers. college graduates. journalists. com-
pany presidents, and bankers is identified as masculine from the
pronominal reference "he" or greetings such as "Dear Mr. Banker."
The only time "she or her" appears is when the antecedent is
"secretary." Instead of implying either gender, in each context. the
grammatical generic "he" actually establishes the masculine gen-
der for all roles except secretary. since "she" is exclusively reserved
for that role. In the Handbook for tile Legal Secretary, as well, the
lawyers are pictured and referred to as men and the judges are
given men's names, whereas the legal secretary is always female.

Dr. Doris Fitzgerald reported that the required text for a
sequence of four accounting courses. Accounting Principles (1973)
contains only two references in its 868 pages to women as owners of
a businessone is a "telephone answering service" and another is a
laundromat. Although 50 percent of the students enrolled in
accounting courses at Manhattan Community College are female.
they are symbolically invisible in their own textbooks.

My own informal examination of a representative sarne of
college English handbooks and rhetoric texts published after 1972
indicated that English language texts are far ahead of other
disciplines in "de-sexing" illustrative sentences and .)rt, -e passages.

A serious attempt to inclucse significan, riting by women In a
Freshman English rhetoric `ext was indicated by Arthur M.
Eastman et al., editors of The No gun Reader:An Anthology of Prose,
in their 1973 Preface: "For thei fireless efforts in bringing to this
Third Edition more selections by and about women, the editors
gratefully acknowledge the assis:ance of Dr. Joan E. Hartman of
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Staten Island Community College and Dr. Carol Ohmann of
Wesleyan University" (p. xiv).

In Hu Ion Willis's Brief Handbook of English (1975). masculineand feminine gender appear approximately the same number of
times in illustrative material. When Mother is mentioned so is Dad.
when husbands so are wives, and when girls appear so do boys in
unstereatyped contexts. In fact, the authorSE4MIS to use neutral and
plural nouns ana prGnouns whenever possible. I observed a similar
balance of maie and female representation among the numerous
model writers cited in Hans P. Guth's Word.-: and Ideas:A Handbook

for College Writ ing (1975). In a handbook written bya woman and a
man. Suzanne E. and Roderick A. Jacobs. The College Writer's
Handbook (1973), the student writer is alternately referred to as"he" and "she."

Even if the dictionary and textbook editors were to deliberately
balance the representation and use of male and female words in
definitions and illustrative and informative statements, it would be
useless and even damaging to both sexes if contexts continued to
promote rigid sex stereotypes and a superior/inferior relationship
between men and women. Besides having relatively low social and
economic status, the stereotyped female roles and professions are
usually described as having unattractive, negative qualities. The
stereotyped librarian, for exarr)le, was described by A. P. Sable in
"The Sexuality of the Library Profession":

She's a she. wears a long. unfashionabledress dow n to her calves. sits
at a desk in view of all library users with a cral,bed. tightly pursed
look upon her face. Bespectacled. hair pulled back behind her ears.

i.s unfaihngly and eternally middle aged unmarried and most
uncommunicative. She exists to put a damper on all spontaneity.
silencing the exuberanc? of the young with a harsh look or hiss of
air ... an ultimately pitiable figure with no outside interest t Wit
Lihrwrq Bally'''. April 19ii9t

In Gregg Shorthand lir (Views, the image of the female
secretary is implied not through model .letters but through
admonitions and advm to ihe :itudent, whe skills, voice, and
appearance are meant to be an ai,set :ale boss. At one point,
she is warned:

Many women talk in a high register whichgrates on the earsand
they talk too fast! With a little study and practice, it is pssi k,le for
anyone to correct those bad habits.... (2nd ed. Vol. I. p. PO.
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On the same page "The Secretary's Creed" not only summarizes
professional attitudes and responsibilities but also confirms female
subservience to the male, since there is no ambiguity as to the sexes
of the boss and "his" secretary:

I will be alert so that my boss need tzl: me only once what he desk-es.

I will be loyal to my boss and will not gossip about his business
activities even with close personal friends....

I will study the business so that I may be able to relieve my boss of aP.
possible details fp. 11

With some justification, Prof. Marie Heinz of the Department of
Secretarial Sciences at Manhattan Community College, pointed out
that this creed "gives a list of things a secretary should do including
learning her boss' job so that the poor boy doesn't overwork himself.
I think it would at least be fair play to have 'A Boss' Creed' that
might include being considerate of his secretary. It reminds me of
all the articles in publications that tell how a woman should take
care of her man. You never see an article on how a man should take
care of his woman."

Lesson 36 then attempts to reinforce the relationship between
"you and your boss" which, in effect, is between any "her and him":

A businessman wants his secretary around when he needs her. He
doesn't want her to be chatting with another secretary on another
part of the floor, spending time in the powder room, or making
personal telephone calls.

The dependency of "girls" on men as well as the secretary's
tendency to simple-mindedness and gossip is implied in this and
subseqw!nt di rectives:

... no businessman wants an office gossip opening hk mail. answer-
ing his telephone, and meeting his callers....

A businessman wants a gir+ who can make simple dee ision one
who won't run to him for answers to routine questions.

The secretary is not only warned against behaving like the
typical dependent, irresponsible, gossipy girl, but she is also
encouraged to remain calm and polite when everything goes wrong,
I..Ae challenging tasks, and "deal with the unexpected without
loing her poise." If the authors had considered the possibility of.
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either male secretaries or female lawyers and businesswomen, I
wonder whether the instructions for personality and character
development would have remained as consistent with the sex
stereotypes.

When addressed or referred to in business letters in these
secretarial science texts, females often appear in stereotyped roles.
A sample letter addressed "Dear Co-ed:" is not concerned with
books or college, but with selling her shoes. Other letters addressed
to women invite them to join a sewing class, learn a language,
suggest a "man" for a job, or buy furniture on sale. On the other
hand, masculine gender in the letters is associated with managers,
foremen, department heads, organization heads, lawyers, doctors,
and a railroad president.

Besides sex-role stereotyping, my informal survey uncovered
patterns in the kinds of proper names used for men and women in
secretarial science texts. On ten random pages in Gregg Shorthand
for Colleges, Vol. I, I found twice as many men's names as women's.
Although women's married names appeared with their own female
first names, as in "Mrs. Pauline Hopkins" and "Mrs. Edith Booth,"
last names for both men and women were often male names, as in
"Paul Morris, Mrs. Keith, Mrs. A. C. Paul, and Mr. Alexander."
Men's names also appeared with middle initials, as in Fred C.
Harper and James C. O'Brien, whereas women's names did not. It is
my conjecture that use of a middle initial is associated with power
and prestige; there is a primitive dement of power and mystery in
not revealing the full name, as in Franklin D. Roosevelt, Harry S.
Truman, John F. Kennedy, and Richard M. Nixon. My own experi-
ence in using my first name initial, "H.," indicates that most people
are convinced that the gender ambiguity of "Lee" is resolved as
masculine, once the initial "H." is attached. After all, I've been told,
what woman would call herself "H. Lee"? The irony is that if I were
to use my full first name, they would still be convinced that my
name was that of a male!

Although all names in the sample from Gregg Shorthand for
Colleges were ethnically neutral, i.e., typical of Anglo-Saxon
Americans, like Page, Drew, Smith, Abbott, Booth, and Hastings.
some names had specific denotative and connotative meanings in
English. The strongest name for a woman was "Mrs. Law," but it
was offset by "Mrs. Strange." Except for "Howard Short and Tom
Small," in general, men's names tended to connote and denote
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strength and power Mann. Lyons. Strong. King. Frank. Yale.
Young. Alexander. and Powers.

Again, the English handbooks I examined generally steered
away from stereotyping either sex. In Lloyd A. Flanagan's Ap-
proaches to Exposition: nat. How and Why (1974). I found a few
stereotyped contexts: Dr. Bragg. the judge, writer, gambler and
tiger all received masculine referents, whereas the nurse was
identified as "she." On the other hand, in more contexts stereotypes
were resisted, both genders were represented in the same illustra-
tion, or the situation described was gender-neutral.

Water skiing provides a girl with the opportunity to develop herself
physically. When she skis, she uses almost all of her muscles (p.
91).

Men would not listen to their leaders:children would not obey their
fathers: and many women wera their own way not paying attention
to anyone (p. 104).

Mary is tall: her brother Mike is short (p. 154 ).

John more nearly resembles his mother than his fat'ner (p. 154).

The men struggled and wept, while the women shook their heads in
wonderment (p. 218).

In addition. two of the three model essays in this volume were
written by female students. In one context, the feminine gender is
used for a business executive, but that executive's behavior is
stereotyped as the good housekeeper, making a comfortable home
away from home at the plant:

(1) Following the death of the company's president, another
executive took over the business of running the company. (2) From
that time on, the employees' working conditions began to improve.
13) First. she provided a clean and nicely decorated lunchroom. (4 )
Shortly after that she engaged a cfdering service to su pply del icious
hot cafetera food for all shifts (p. 123).

When texts depict women in conventionally male roles and
professions. a woman's work is often trivialized or described as
dependent on that of others. In one textbook, the caption under an
illustration of a woman scientist read: "The Project the young
woman is working on is not her own idea. She was assigned to work
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on it_ And she has been using her scientific knowledge to help
develop a useful, safe drug which her company can then produce
and sell_ As an employee working on someone else's idea, she is
tYPical of thousands of scientists working in industry today"
(Marjorie B. U'Ren, "The Image of Women in Textbooks," Iii)men in
Sexist Society, 1971, p. 324).

In a collection of papers titled Semantic Syntax(1974), the "Notes
on the Contributors" describe George Lakoff as "Professor of
Linguistics at the University of California at Berkeley," whereas
Robin Lakoff, whose article is not coauthored, is nevertheless
described as "George Lakoffs wife, and also a Professor of
Linguistics at Berkeley." (Italics added.) According to the entry,
Ms. Lakoffs maritai status is of primary importance, but her
professional stature is secondary and trivialized as "also a Pro-
fessor."

Recent Efforts toward Reform

In the last few years, some publishing companies have taken
deliberate steps to avoid sexism in the language of their wurks and
raise the consciousness of their editors and authors. Scott, Fares-
man & Co., for example, issued "Guidelines for Improving the
Image of Women in Textbooks" (1972), and McGraw-Hifi issued
"Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes in McGraw-Hill
Book Co. Publications" (1974). The American Heritage School
Dictionary, produced by a McGraw-Hill subsidiary, was also the
first dictionary to include "Ms." among its word entries.

In reviewing recent manuscripts for college English texts
submitted to one New York publisher, I noticed that, although no
official company policy had been set for "equal treatment of the
sexes," the authors themselves seemed to be making a conscious
effort to use male and female pronouns and nouns equally and to
create lively, original, unstereotyped contexts for both genders in
illustrative sentences.

What is required, however, is a new standard of "good" English
in dictionaries and textbooks that is not antithetical to descriptive
linguistics. That any language can be used to reflect cultural
prejudices, or that biases against certain groups exist in the society
goes without saying. The major dictionary and textbook publishers,
however, may begin to realize that it ;s not necessary to stereotype
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and/or denigrate males and females in order to illustrate meaning
and usage or develop professional skills. Plural and neuter pro-
nouns already exist in English, so that neither gender need be
identified in illustrative sentences, directions, narrations, and
other rhetorical modes employed by textbook writers. By con-
tinuing to omit the feminine and use English gender in stereotyped
ways, educators are running the risk of restricting human possi-
bilities rather than widening them.
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I do not think that changes in linguistic sexism can be mandated.
However, it seems that often "grammarians" are the last to accept
any change in word usage and language patterns ks a teacher. I
feel that a significant impact on the area of linguisti c. sexism can be
made by discussing the subject with young w.ple. As youth
becomes aware. I think that guidelines for publishers, policy
statements, etc. might become unnecessary.

Our society is "youth oriented" now and we individuals who work
closely with the English language and youth should realize the
potential we have to initiate change.

Judy Mohr
teacher

I do not believe change can be mandated, but it certainly can be
taught on the grade school level. Speech patterns could possibly be
changed in a generation or so this way.

Jim Mack
editor

A problem I've come across lately is a seeming fear by textbook
publishers of having. e.g.. any women who cook or any doctors who
are males.... How sexist is ahusband who never cooks or a wife who
never repairs plumbing? I've got no simple answers, of course, but I
find publishers who work with a formula to be somewhat amusing.
although probably not dangerous.

Bruce Cronnel
educational researcher and
developer

When we wrote the "Framework in Reading for the Elementary and
Secondary School.s uf California" in 1972-73. the entire booklet had
not a "he" or a "she" in it! It wasn't easy. but it can be done. We
wanted to avoid the non-conscious reference to the students having
trouble learning to read as "he." the teacher as "she," and the school
administrator as-heso we left them out entirely. This booklet was
adopted by the State Board of Education in 1973 and is now state
policy.

Alpha Quincy
school principal
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SeYisrn in Children's
Books and Elementary
Classroom Materials

Pzwe Niken

Probably not a day gnes by in which some bit of sexism is not
practiced throuei speech. actton. or attituole in every elp.mentary
school in the country. It may be iaithng mare than a gest-11re. a look.
a lift of the v ce. or a pat an the shoulder. Or it may tie someth ing as
blatant as a game that exclud,--s girk, dix ision of ss:baol bus into
seats for girk and seat.: for boys, restriction of boys from certsi
C la,S*CS, and of girls from other or definition nf tlifferent sets
of career expKta.Loris far oirk and boys. This s,4,xi is not fostered
exclusiNiel by adults. Chat:Ten are surprisingly coms,ervative in
stckirç to wlite they learned as, appriNpriate sex rates and in
applyiri g. pressure to co,nform on their peers.

A discussion af aH aspi:=,:ts of seAkm in ekment ry t1uii&tion
ould fill several books. E'40 this chapter will be lOnited to sex km a*

it appears oin the printed pares of materiak ref-A by ritildren of
elementary school age. The reasiln for f«using yin the printed pare
i* twofold. Ftrst, it is the mast v isi kind -f sexism and the gas iest
to iioeurnent. because it is in, sel4 id bliack ow) hite. It can Iv turned
tci again and again for ilcking and rrana ti. Second, the printed
Pare holds a special plaoe on our culture. Print. in mist minds.
!4.4EgrPtti rari ty. We ;-0 a Cult ure respect alt hat w e read Exen
adult.s who have been educated In critical thinking sornetirn,--
ex prrience. as a t-eflex., the tiotin that if a statement appears in
public.' print it !:Iiiust be moo. Children w ith their limited expici
tenee. are more apt than adults to put their trust u th- printrd
pace Much of w hat we do in school is. based en tiuddir.gchildrvil's
trust in kyloiks. Th is i all to the hcw wi chi fod ten learn fro,n-,
their reading if they did fTic.;...: trust the naterial' But while we are
teac'r,;rte ft, ikiren te put their faiqi. in what th y read At school N. 4,
are obbrated to make sure that schacwl reanir mriat 1.! de-
ser-v.!,ng of that tru:st.
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Children's itooksa NIale-44ritented Medium

The first place children meet sexism on the printed page is in
their primers and in the books they select from the library. In the
years laqween 1950 and 1.9711. these books wc-e overwhelmingly
oriented towards boysWhen 1;eorge W. Norrell did his study. TA#

1),4 olq fbolo. 4141'. Heath. 19:A/o, one of his
conclusions was that boys preferred to read about boys while girk
would reaf4 about either boys or girls. Aecording to the study. this
preference fur reading about males began to manifest itself ir the
fourth aFJ fifth grades and continued unabated until adulthood.

Publishers. .with sales in mind. took the findings to heart and
.searched fur more stories about boys. In lls;4. the instructor (of a
class in writ ir g for chllittyn lill Us students that it was unwise to

tweate.,e oirig so would automatically cut our
a;es putehtial in half. Scutt O'Dell's 19,l1 prize-winning hAorical

noy el about a y our4r Indian girl accidentally left on t he 1.-da od' pit1,
I,&IpI.o. AA, hen her t nwved

an editor, t ho asked ()Dell to cliange his main ch,araeter to a boy.
This puMishing preference for boys continued irrlo the sevenCie,
urvey I made o? ro picture that w on the Cal&',..-olt Medal or

kivere runners up between 19.-0 aivt 1970 sinowed a stieady dec I me in
the rr.itrh'ix-imf females portrayed in what are generally cunsidered

tiooks for preschoo1 and early 'leriwiary
Kr:mks. lcen 1951 :Ind I. females made up 4fl percent of the
ciharax-ters depicted n these books: betw yen 19:710; and l9t41. 41
percent: !vett', et,n lt'o,l1 and 1!*;:-v. 35 percent: and between 19.-a; and

o females made up only t percent of the characters it
May 1971

What has been tli effeel of these years of increasing. male
in- len tat ion in children's ilwoks.? One result was that the bias lik--zsame

obv.:.-ous that pf Tie all ,iwter the countn began hi notiee. make
stui I ies, and come imiependently to s." lar eon-elusions One of the
first to puiblisit such findings was a group called Vornen oi Word*
and images Tliwy stip.iied the 134 books from 1-4 major rKiblishe-rs

aS read ing tt las in three suburban NCii Jcrsey
their tvor4vtet. t;-(.4: r 43- mo1yvin,?1
("k rv-e"., F ,1,ir rs. t hey repctrtetl t hat five boyd w ere p ict ureii for
every two girk i mflt w ere written al ht WU t in b jOir?-2 ie,4 for every
ore 7C (Tnari. four male fol,k tw fantasy c haracters were ilepicted fo

ore female Analyzing thk: ormtent of the stories. they found
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that clever girls appeared 0v- times. compared to 131 clever
boys. In nearly all of t,he storit-s, femal?* played a iiupportive,
appreciative mle while males were showing tneir strength, brav-
ery, and It?-adership

Arother- r-esillt of the tutale orientatior, hf childrenls I mks
ht.t i".--ryone was led to cxpoct all the good

swries to be ay.,- boys. Rtttnt researchers hAve pushed the age
where sux affer the r oe ading material down fnirr the
mitidk, grades to h 1^-. Typical of the statenwnts found
in teacher this one from ll,odinc,i
Et, pfOcIr!, MUI/r7t Pructi'eu fi,r rs b.y
Robert M. *Wilson and M,ryanne Hall 4 Van Nostrand Reinirdd
Comr,:.,ny 197l1r:

: early a. 1!1,.., a-.
1,0 VIPTI holt!, .; t,-It-se f h

vi,..o;dr1-:. t hrotigh brradt
ttos. Ati v, r4.11-, .4,rs On r,

.1h RTI :r.fer11-4.4

rtIi hc, ..jr.r1,'114111.0. l e.11, 0E1.1.144,14ff,

t .;:,..wrcirv. I-110 t to ri-f*- rt.

t ; his kind lir st.to mefit w h telt makes wonder w!-.ether by
rontf.eing -f),,,,,; bilic4is- we hate traihed a progressively

nger group s to ex per and want thro stv Jo:mutate lr
ti!tiatever they ro3A_ Sylvia-101 Ti6toutts explored this- thomght in
an art ide, -Sex. ro;:fererres ('h Wren's Read:ng t 'referent, s.

fiftigliql.1 T'irAtr11.)iecv>rnbe/- ili+71. pp 279-SI
From the 'yen. Iegirninit of .t`heir hv es, when itr-. with

scratchy ruffles re put on ferni-x141,bies and ril,Itkin s are toed
to their bald h,:ads, littk yrirk tratood to be mallit-able and
acquiesce. Th.- facq that they will rya.; about blot ;Ls wk,n as girls
rna.t. he re'ba'erl oo their overall roolo-rativenessz w het her inSerent

culP:rally irnplanted4 and to ;l',heir tendency to read more tif
everything. Thi.. doesn't. 7.71Cjir that they don't hate preferences.

As part of my iioctora....!.issertatif,,e I had ,nateh.ed sampling t4
[goys; and girt; help me y.e!firt pict ur; th.cy thought w r7iod to
i!lustrAte a proposod belik. The biis stw,w-v41 a Prefcrence for
pi.irsi of ma7k-.:, th t. pirtures females Of t;ie
number of pictures et.ark.wn. the !girls seletted #2 mor pictare-,- of

t ham t-,1' ima10,7 while the bets selerteti more piLt.t ures ol

,
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males loan females. With more than a dozen sets of pictures from
which to oh.ii,Fe, tivice did the selections go against this trend.
An appart ii eiara.1on for this divergence is th:at the subject
matter was of r lore interest to one sex than the other. A p.ctu of a
man holding a baby (both were apparently males) got mot rls'
votes. probably because the girls were attracted to the pict wre of the
baby. And a picture of a young girl fishing got more boys' votes. no
doubt because the boys were attracted to the sport.

.fhis indicates that it may be an oveni implification to <-lassify
childrer's :eading preferences on the basb of sex only. The activ ity
of the charatrs is ;:trobably of equal or greater importance. which
lead.; tai ij r question: Could tne books about boys be preferred

U. y are more exciting to both sexes? The cultural
limitattions A e natire placed on girls make it unlikely that stories

"dairly giels" will hi:v...., the sanit, appeal as stories about
"rouirh anti tumfole' boys. Yet v e 4. 4-e not willing to relinquish the
stereetyped role for girb in books Tnis ear in one of oor local
!a-fils, Rosa Guy's book Th w as taken off the library
shelves te: wh:,ft t thAt itt4.' its leading gi rl characters
-talked and acted b. a way that %AC Otildn't 'vant our girls to
mi

Iloy:; do read haFit,it stories abo,rt fernak,s wbo are doing
ir terting things. They like Hi p I t tAic Spy, Civrrbnf's
and toi-.; like The I tia A vh(
jvc.lak nd 1 Kill e, J. The'y reject books which glorifFy
the rem ne role, i.e.. those that teach girls to be little lathes. The
sai*w old,er boys reject inomaiwes. no .ause the male
t-ha,7acters are so false. A eounte;roart of this soh-literature, the
men's magazine. ,iiro,a.-et s an ma fhenvrlwhi.'h girls reject

iUIl l unreal. It stums that -a hat is: eel is dishonesty.

"Texts and Te_.0 hint Materials
ubtle and Unsubtle Stereotype

We do not look :an. falseress or r,asho: testy in many of the school
totoks we give to ch)ldrem Nobody thinks to call readers. spellers,
and math liooks -ratur.s. Yet ways thry picture the sexes
are fretzuentl unreal. For i..,,.arrrile sieverpl different g-roup:s
examining school textis foinndtai a,iistrations usually pirture boys
as phy5i,:saily 'iarger ibar riwitrittry to real life. in which
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the h.ter-maturing boys are frequently smaller than girls of the
same age. The stereotype originates in the adult point of view.

Dishonest stereotyping ha,s also resulted from adults' mirid -set
that all authors are males. Historically, most great writers have
been men, and today. the majority of adult books are by male
authors. But most people do not realize that children's books are
more often written by w3men.

To find out what chile ,n think about sex as related to particular
jobs. 1 gave a set of 12 :sentences to my researci sample group of 50
boys and 50 girls. The children were to add tag questions (either

/;.1'? or at t he end of the sentences. These ch i ld ren
grouped most career ro)e's either at the male or at the female end of

continuum. Nurse, teacher, dancer, and secretary were given
between 99 and St.i percent "feminine- answers. Doctor. plumber.
farmer. truck driver. and boss were given between :44 and 92
percent 'male- answers. The children made less definit4, assump-
t.,a.its about cook, clerk, and author.

One sentence, "The author was writing a book. received 79i,
and 21 sbe's. It caused more conswrnat ion than any other s:t atement:
eleven Oh i ldren cut of 100 first indicated one promnin. then clianwetf
their minds and chose the other. Six chanired fir to 4w: five c hanged
from sku to hu . Out of 12 sentenees, this w-as al§0 the one that elicited
the most spontaneous comments. For example. :several children.:
said. in effect. "This one's hard because it could be elither," A f fth-
grade girl w ho w as eslxvially well read remarke:t "It sounds like a
'wasn't he' but 1 think 'wasn't she's' make better st,Tdes.- Perhaps
the confusion the chi ' dren felt is the same that prompted adults to
Inv ent the term if ss to identify women writers.

The supposition thie. all writers are men has led to a practice
wigiCh rierpetuates th t fal?whood. When wtorer write they often
adt.lik masculine-stk.!. ..1)ing per names or use initials. They probably

doing this in impe s. t\f receiving better initial reading
Iv prospective publishers. However, e, riters such as S. E. Hinton
iSusan F'izabeth have openly said that their publishers en-
couralzeei them to usw a masculine-sounding name becausa, young
readers would be more apt to seleet their bot4les arid would have
more faith in the authenticity of the material par-, icularly if it
were about sports, conflict, or adventure,.

To continue to give the impmssion that women do not think about
arid rannot write about such suects is in c.ire.rt conflict with the
facts. It proTilote,F. a false perception of the. world. The exeiternent.
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adventure. and conflict that appear !ri books written by the
following authors must be a part of the female psychebecause
these writers are all wcimen: D. N. Ahnstrom. E. M. Almedingen,
II. F. Brinsmead. N ;chol as Charles, Ji.,hn Clarke. Paige I)ixon,J. A.
Evans. C. II. Frick. Wilson Gage. S. E. Hirton. E. L. Konigsburg.
It R. Knudson. Lawrence, A. M. Lightner. Juliqn May. E. Nesb...
Ellsworth Newcombe, Andre Norton. K. M. Peyton. Henry I!
Richardson. It H. Shinier. and P. L. Travers.

We perpetuate another false image by allowing girls to be
portrayed as passive while boys are shown as active. This again
refr ,..ts traditional adult expectations about sex roles. In real life.
little girls are just as active ;ei little

Lenore Weitzman studied the spelling texts officia:ly adopted
throughout California during Ow 1960s and found that consonants
were represented as boys while vowels were represented as girls.
Unfortunately this metaphor was adopted by a group of teachers
who wanted to write an excitirg and ::'ntertainingsci of prereading
and early reading materials. These people created t he A 17,)ha Tinw
and Alpha One reading programs. The 1 91:l9 edition. still in use in
some schools. features the Huggables, plastic blow-up toys rep .

res*.nting each letter. Boys are the consonants and girls, the
t,ow els

.

After pupils have leasned all the consonants and taken part in
many -fun" activities centered around each letter. the vowels are
int rt wluced. First comes Litt le M iss A. w ho goe:;" A' choo.. A'choo- all
the time. Ac con:: ng to the mu,..ical record that accompanies the
program, when she first appears at a gathering of all tbe boy
letters, t his is what ensues:

tr,,
.40 MI.ich t.. .14

'an I n.:.! a KT! ,Ae
Ako dt-dn't kr.,w it tw a
:";'^it' iii I bi- s....i!ked and puured
It:it crV terll anr- ard ,hwiTt.d
".% A wIrl' gr Ast :01

ro w...! fr,r
i,Iia I >It

At last th(' thoys let Little Miss stay. but she us lonely and "She
cri:ed and ctied until the talys promised to meet her sister.- Her
sister Little Miss E. who is so weaik she must exercise ail the time.
COMeS it: with tears in her eyes. She is the picture of begging
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helplessness as she says, ''Maybe I'm not very strong, but please. oh
please. let me belong" (p. 281).

The stereotype that girls have health problems is overworked in
this series as shown by the sneezing Little Miss A and the weak
Little Mi:ss E, who are followed by Little Miss I. who itches all the
time arid Little Miss 0. whose "throat hurt so that off to the doctor
She had to go." Little Miss Y is a dainty and delicate creature who
must hide behind her umbrella all the time because "I'm terribly
afraid, you see. the sun is really after me!" (pp. 282. 283). The
consonant boy char k. lers have entirely difrent personalities.
They play the dorni!lalif leadership roles quite literally putting the
gr. .s in their places ; 'ornpare the sampling of lines spoken by the

cillsonants (or, the left ) to those spoken by the girl vowek ton the
ight):

Boy Consonant Lines tuirl VoNel Lines

It looks like we are stuck agauv
We much prefer to work with men.
YOU dOnct 1014( Iik. %ery much:
You'd probably break at the

slightest hiuch.

Cork gds. hv don't you smile?
Can't ou happ for .11.1si while?

The crls are really gettmge out of
hand

thtnk I'll hat them Nk tth a
band .

tablwr

els I we tears on UN er)
iThilig-h f thy-. flood the

plave'

t cIrnpla! ri)r. don't :,ou
dare!

II. ,e I oo-), 1..v. art,' Itew are'

Lttie Miss now tt I st.t:.ndnet

re ts1;it Vr.1.11 ha%

BON hy must you make fun of
me?

Is it only becat..;se I am a she?

Now, now. Mr. Q. depend on mu.
In all our wortis in ak.ays
When I'm with Q. I make no sound:

hoo. boo hoo. Roo how), Imit hlt).
Wt, lion't ike 'A hat you V. ant bid,'
(Me ,Imnd is hard. as well you

knew:
flow will we twer remember two'

nd hen our sounds are short aofl
V. Oak

;14 It Safe for us to
-peak

f. Cr "'" l V. hat iwir
n*,0!

The' shoual protect us that
atroed '

t plt.,ase. Nit-. R. lon't
1 kin't It.'-arn to, t.

'Alpha One, pp .:7.1

After protests from various chapters of the Y at ional gani_7.a-
tion for Women and from feminist educators in general. tine
program was smnewhat revised that in 1974 a different vers:on
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was available in which, according to the publishers, a spirit of
cooperation takes the place of domination and/or ostracism. The
manipulation, whining and crying are gone, as well as "Little" in
the titles of the vowels. But it is impossible to remove the sexist
attitudes from the series, because its whole point is to stress
differences between vowels and consonants and the way they
"behave." Although it's true that vowels and consonants behave
quite differently, little boys and little girls have similar needs and
desires. The creators of the Alphaprograms, like the stepsisters in
the old version of "Cinderella," had to cut off a few toes Lo make
things fit.

I discussed the problem with a graduate class of reading
instructors, wh a suggested this alternative: The consonants should
be children of both sexes with varied personalities. playing to-
gether. The vowels could then be robots or computerized dolls
whjeh would be manipulated by Ow real people.

A graduate student in reading at Arizona State University,
Susan Jenkins, investigated the psychological effect of the Alpha
One program on children. She went to three comparable classes of
first graders. One class had used the original Alpha One program
throughout kindergarten and the first seven months of first grade.
The second class had used the program in kindergarten and
intermittently throughout the first seven months of first grade. The
third class had used other more traditional reading material
throughout their schooling. In individual interviews, Jenkins had
the children identify certain activities such as crying, playing tricks
on others, being mean, building things, worrying about their
clothes, being sick. being stupid, and figuring out solutions, as
either male or female. There was a direct correlation in the three
classes between the length of expure to the Alpha One program
and the degree to which the children identified the activities as
belonging in the male and female domains as stereotyped in the
Alpha Ome reading program. There was a statistically siignificant
difference between the class that had not seen the Atlpha One
program and the one that had used it exclusively.

Perhaps the results would have been different if the chi ldren had
been using the revised version. And certainly there are enough
variables affecting all groups of ch ildrem that more studies need to
be made before conclusions are drawn. But it does appear that
just as feminists fear, children do learn the psychological and
sociological values from the content of their reading programs.
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Between 60 and 80 percent of the time spent in elementary school
is devoted to teaching reading and related skills. Because lang-uage
arts materials receive so much attention, it is especially important
that they be free from bias. But until people in the feminist
movement began pointing out inequities, reading texts were open ly
and purposely made to appeal to boys. One of the points Rudolf
Flesch made in the 1950s in Why Joh Pi n y Can 't Read was that school
was a feminine place and that little boys felt confirwd and
intimidated. To compensate for the "ferniithie orientation" in
schools, we created new and exciting supplemental readers. Dick
and Jane, Jack and Janet. Alice and Jerry, and Tom and Betty, who
pl-ved together in the beginning readers, were pushed aside to
r. room for easy-to-read books with all-male casts including
Cowboy Sam, Sailor Jack, and Dan Frontier. The feeling wt.,:s that
since it seemed harder for boys than girls to learn to read, we should
do all we could to make the materials appealing to boys.

A factor that contributed to this boy-orientation of school
materials \was the Soviet launching of Spratnik. which set off an
education explosion slanted toward science and math. In 1961.
Congress passed the National Defense Education Act, which
allotted federal funds to school libraries specifically for the pur-
chase of science books. These were not texts but enrichment
materials, and publishers scramb.led to get books on the market
that would q,!ialify for purchase under thil act. Many of the books
were historical accounts of scientific discoveries, and, because men
have made most of the discoveries, these were lxioks about men.
Other books outlined experiments for childron to perform.

Partly because in English we refer to unknown persons as hr . and
perhaps because adults envisioned bright young men helping us
overtake five Russians. nearly all of the artists' drawings far these
books depicted boys. When girls were shown. they were in the
background appreciatively watching the clever boys, who ttirned
knobs or poured fluids from one test tube to anotherr. 'Taken
collectively. the view of sex roles created by these books was
appallingly prejudiced. The inescapable conclusion is that society's
prime concern, at that still-recent date, was for the education of
boys and that girls were second-class citizens. welcome to -ome
along and get what they could..

A vivid illustration of this attitude wals an artick that ^
in ;n.strurtor magazine a few years ago. It told about a pu
that had experimented with all-boy classes in kinder,..irten. It
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described this innovation in glowing terms, telling about the
interesting activities and the warm relationship existing between
the men teachers and the boys. Pictures showed them
housing together. If the school had all-male kindergarten t must
also have had all-female kindergartens; but not one word %1/4 as said
about the desirability or effect of having only girls in a class.

Animal CharactersHuman Stereotypes Extended

Another set of materials that grew out of this period were the
easy-to-read books that Dr. Seuss and his fellow craftsmen created
about fantasy creatures and/or personified animals. It was thought
that children could identify with these characters regardless of
race, creed, color, or sex. But the matter of sex was not so simple
because of the probikern of English gender, or perhaps human
psychology. I 1, appears that unless we have evidence to prove that an
animal is female. we u:se the masculine pronoun, whether or not we
make a conscious decision that the animal is male. When an author
uses a masculine pronoun to refer to an animal, an artist is
committed to folkrx suit and make the illustration -ma13line."
Both children and at;llts would think the artist had made a mistake
if he or she drew a feminine-looking animal. fot example one with
an apron, when the author had referred to the character with a
masculine pronoun. As a result, practically all the animals in books
for young children are males. including Albert the Albatross, Zeke
the Raccoon. Julius the Gorilla. Harry the D6rty Dog. Little Bear,
Chester the Horse. and Sam the Firefly.

In books of this type, the only well-rounded female character I
can think of is Frances. the badger in a series by Lillian and Russell
Hoban. Other females, besides those playing mother roles, were
introd'aced by authors who needed someone in the plot with a
personality trait popularly ascribed to females. Examples are Ofii
Rosiv, Th Harsc Nahad y ('ouirrstaod (Moore). the foolish little red
hen in Tiif Rain Priddlf (Holl) and the silly goose Pou ia in a series
of books by Roger Duvoisin, Female animals are depicted as lonely,
like the hippopotamus in bowl!, (Duvoisin): or they are
fashion conscious like J1i Barri,t Miakamtan,,,s and thc .114
it;ondod1 (Moore) and the shrew in Shrrwts ttipw's Birthday
ioodalb. That shrew had to be protected by others, as &d the

1
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camel in Tlw Camel 117ro nok a Milk (Tworkov) and the hen in
&sic's Milk (Hutchins).

I wondered whether authors of children's bookswere somehow to
blame for treating all humanized animals as if they were males
unless proven otherwise. To find out whether this was an artificial
usage taught to children in school, I made a study of pronouns
children use as they talk about animals. I took 16 pictures of eight
animals ( two of each animal in different poses so the children would
have to be specific in their descriptions) from moderately popular
children's books The animals were not clothed, nor were they
involved in activities specifically th,_ght of as related to one sex or
the other. I had both prints and slides made. A matched sampling of
50 boys and 50 girls, ages four through 12, participated. One child
was shown a projected slide while the other child, who could not l:ee
the slide, had all the photographs spread in front of him or her. The
child looking at the slide was to describe the picture well enouei
that the child with the photographs could select the correct one.

The children thought that they were being timed to see how
efficiently they could make these match-ups. What was really being
recorded were the pronouns they were using. In all the conversa-
tions, these 100 children used a total of 3,020 pronouns. Only 17 of
these pronouns were feminine. The others were almo§t equally
divided between masculine and neuter pronouns: 1.542 masculine
and 1,461 neuter. There was some indication that the children used
neuter pronouns when they had an inkling that the animal was nol
male. For example. in talking about two pictures of a cat (cats are
often thought of a feminine) the children used nearly 60 percent
neuter pronouns, vnd for this animal, more than half of the 17
feminine pronouns were used. One picture showed a donkey with a
fat stomach, and three children said. "It's pregnant." as if they
recognized that "He's pregnant" would be deviant, but just didn't
feel natural about sayimg "She's pregnant." Younger children had
basically the same usages as the older children.

Just what these statistics prove is hard to determine, except that
they do show that it doesn't occur to people to use feminine pronouns
as either general all-inclusive terms tur as terms for unknown
entities. Perhaps one thing that can be gained from the experiment
s the realization that it will requ;re a conscious ef:ort on the part

of writers of children's fantasy books to include females in other
than stereotyped roles.
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Making the Break with "What Comes Naturally"

Most of the stereotyping which today appears so blatant was not
purposely planned. It developed because people were doing "what
came naturally." They were taking the easy path, and if we wish to
reverse the trend. then at least for the next few years we are goi ng to
have to take the more difficult path.

The easy path for teachers is to continue to use the same old
readers with all the male-oriented stories. The difficult path is
going to the library or a bookstore and bringing in for class use
many of the new books that present refreshing images of girls who
are assertive and boys who are gentle, mothers who have good jobs
and fathers who help around the house, and both males and females
who free to express themselves and to develop whatever talents
and qualities they desire regardless of stereotyping. If we bring to
class the best in children's literature, the really honest and true-to-
life stories, then we will not have to worry so much about false
stereotypes or the exclusion of girls from the story.

In the text material designed for remedial reading classes.
where the stories center around such "male interests" as motor-
cycles, hot rods, drag racing, and sports, there is a .4trong"macho"
feeling inhererr in context and vocabulary. A professor of reading
at Arizona State University observed that perhaps the materials
used in remedial programs work againg, rather than for, the
intended cure, because they continue to build up the very attitudes
that were at least partially responsible for landing the student in
the clinic in the first place. A majority of the students who come to
reading clinics belong to families with a strong feeling of machismo
which translates into "Reading is for sissies and girlsmen have
more important things to do." A similar attitude makes many boys
resist learning to write and spell.

Besides influencing text writers to create macho content in
remedial readers. the idea that boys and not girls have trouble with
reading leads to a kind of sexist segregation in the elass. A
director of a children's remedial reading laboratory told me that
teachers are much more hesitant to send a girl than a boy for special
help. When a girl is finally referred to the reading clinic, her
entering scores will be much lower than average because the
teacher has held out, not wanting to send a "sweet little girl" into
that tough world a all-boy reading classes.

In teaching language usage, the easy path is to teach children the
rule that everyone should be followed by his_ The difficult: path is to
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teach them how complex the problem of grammatical gender is,
how it does not correlate perfectly with sex, and how they must
sometimes choose whether they want to be correct in relation to
grammar rules or in relation to meaning.

The easy path is to ignore the ambiguity in man and related
words. Teaching children that words change meanings and cannot
always be interpreted literally is more difficult. We talk about the
personality of our dog; we dress in pants, and vre do silk screening
without using silk. Blackboards are seldom black; silvcrware
usually isn't silver, and station wagons seldom pick people up at
stations. Last fall the airline employees struck under the Railroad
Employees Act, a grown man was kidnapped, and most of us
buttered our bread with margarine.

Although words do change their meanings, there is no excuse for
us to be sloppy as writers, illustrators, editors, teachers, or critics.
When we use a word like ma!, .n the generic sense, we are obligated
to follow through with the same meaning and make sure that
illustrations show that meaning. This has not been done in the past.
Illustrators have taken the easy path and have drawn what first
came into their heads, and this was usually men.

At two libraries, I checked each children's book that had a
generic man word in the title, then counted the number of males
and females to see if the artist had really expressed the all-inclusive
meaning. Books with generic titles for the youngest children were
those about prehistoric people. These are written for children in
primary grades and could be a useful tool for teaching the all-
incl usive meaning of either man, ca veman, or preh istoric man . No
doubt there were as marF prehistoric females as males. But in the
five books I found (The Firgt Men by May, Hole Man Began by Bate-
man, Looking at M(zn:4 Pt2st by Stilwell, The Making of Man by
Cornwall. and Prehistoric Man and the Prinintes by Scheele), there
were 267 pictures of males compared to 33 of females.

Perhaps the language was an influence, with the word num
triggering the artists to think of males. And sinoo there are no
prehistoric people for artists to look at while painting, they must
rely on their imaginations and on the stereotypes in their own
minds, which probably consist of males doing the exciting things
like hunting and building fires and running and leaping while the
females stayed in the caves and prepared food and tended the
babies. Another reason it was easier to draw males than females
relates to cir reluctance to show ni; ity in children's books. It is
easier for an artist to cover up malt genitalia than female.
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My study yielded nine other books which used men orfathers in a
generic sense. They were The Color of Man by Cohen, Erery Man
Heart Lay Doirn by Graham. Man and His Riots by Burns. Man
and Insects by Newman, Man and Magic by Appel. Man and
Mastiff by Kay. Man in Space to the Momt by Bran ley, Manned
Spam Flight by Faget. and Meet the Pilgrim Fathers by Payne.
Males still outnumbered the females in these books, but the ratio
was only about three to one. 310 males compared to 96 females. The
only book approximating equal representation was The Color al"
Ma n which pictured 47 males, 47 females, eight people whose sex
was undistinguishable. 10 male groups, one female group, and 29
mixed-sex groups. It is significant that this book was illustrated not
with drawings but with photographs. This is another example of
the difference between the world that really exists, i.e.. in photo-
graphs, and the world that we as adults perceive and present to
children. i.e., in imaginative drawings.

Gender Rules in EnglishChallenges for the Girl Child

One reason I feel we must teach children about gender is that it is
a fairly sophisticated system that disagrees with the system of
natural gender which children learn early in life. This goes both for
lexical items incorporating some marker of masculine and for the
pronoun system. I made a study to see what pronouns children use
in their natural speech about other children: it yielded fairly
conclusive evidence that children's pronoun usage does not match
the adult system or the system used in printed school materials. I
began the study because. of al.1 the differences in language between
men and women, it stands to reason that the area of gender would be
one in which we might expect to find major differences in interpre-
tation and usage, due to the close correlation in English between
physical sex and grammatical gender.

A common distinction which linguists make when they talk
about the grammatical rules a speaker uses in everyday language is
that between rules children learn naturally and early in their lives
and rules they learn formally, either in school or through some
other kind of overt instruction. In talking about these rules,
William Labov explained that most linguistic rules are "automatic,
deepseated patterns of behavior which are not consciously recog-
nized and are never violated." (The Study ofNonstanda rd English.
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1969. p. 29). He calfied these Type I rules. As an example he gave the
contraction of is tio when that becomes that's_ He went on to say
that Tyre I rules.. are -hard to detect simpy because they are never
vicAated and onte never thinks about them at all:

Type II rules. are -The kinds of rules which are taught in schiod."
When a Type III rule is violated, the mistake is not:wed and. if made
in school, is usually corrected by the teacher_ As e=amples of Type
II rules he gave the censuring of n't and the censuring of double
negatives. There is no clear-cut dividing line between Type I and
Type II rules. As Labov .as, shown with speakers of nonsmndard
English. what is a Type I rule for some speakers may be a Type II
rz.ile for others. This depe Hs on thecircumstances surrounding the
s( -aker during the first few years of learning to talk.

The hypothesis that I tried to test, based on the concept of Type I
and Type I rules. is that when learning to speak. young boys and
young girls have sufficiently different experiences in re!ation to
both lexical and grammatical markers of gender that tLe Etandard
English rule of using a malsculine marker in a generic semse comes
.Jose to being a 'I-ype I (naturally developed) r,le for boys, but a
Type II (formally might) ruk for girls. If this is Indeed the case, it
would be at lewnt a partial ex p'anat ion fiA- the different ways male
nd female peakers writers respond to the ailoption of such

terms as rho
It reasonable to con;t.cture that because of the egocentricitiy

which psychologkts descr;be as a normal developmental stage of iill
young children, a bo who is aiustomed to hearing such words as
A t. A ;01,., and Ai, .>..ised in re:ationz:hip to hirnsef wi; feel a closer
affinity to these terms than will a young giri who has instead
developed an emotional rv,,,ponse to At'. # r and . Next to a
chi1ds name and perhaps the word to169, these pronouns are amon z
the mo.Ft consistent terms a baby h..ars in reference to himseff r:r
herself. Although they ;;.re not said directly to the baby, soLch
colloquial sentences as the fajowing are fre,:u,ently said in the
homes of babies and have the common feature of resulting in some
ptr;itive action related tif the bahy

I 10,1 `Ile N i (+,; 0..ar

hand I, i ) r ra7C:r.

t, t,

!.;. '1 r
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Sentences like these are spoken around babies mu.:-h more often
than they are around either adults or children, because not
expecting an. answer from the baby, people sometimes feel mor
comfortable talking about, rather than to, a baby. Nevertheless
they sometimes say sentences similar to numbers 3 and 5 dip.:?ctly to
a baby, with part'icular emphasis on the pronouns.

A young boy who is a.eciastomed to hearing himself an,l hs
possessions referred to with masculine pronouns has excellent
readiness for acqu;ring the standard formal rules guiding the
treatment of gender di English_ As he expands nis wr,rld to include
progressirvely larger eireles of environment and acquaintances. '7.0
simply expands the number of things referred to with rru.....,euline
pronouns. It's a very natural process for firn to learn thai every
ereature not obviou.sly ferna!e is treated as rrasculine. This

the young bow's actual experience with real life
pronouns he has heard, which because of his sex have .71
predominantly masculine. lie has no rea_son to quest ion the
ness of the standard rule. It fits diretly into his "iype I grammar.
The only unusual requirement is that at some stage in his develop-
ment he learn to include females in the of referents. At what
age or stage of lini,ruistic development arti to what extent this
happens has not been studied. And since ,hroughout childhood the
use tf this -fuller" interpretation of masculine gender is mainly a
matter of reception rac.her than pr !Auction, there s little overt
ignall:Lt,g to tell wi ether or riot th4. boy has retie this l2vel.

Neither do .we know preciseiy when and if a air'. ,- :s reached this
level oT inguistic maturity. Bat an important point for ap-
predating the rationale bfAind the present study is the fact that
giris travel towards an understanding of thk fuller concept of
genderthat is. the ex: ice of a mascuiine gender denoting both
male and fernale---b;p: a different route.

A young girl .tecomes accustomed to hezaring herself and things
related t-) her referre.: to with feminine pr,?nouns. Contributing to
thi:i is the fact that in the colloqu1 knd of spoken English
commonly used ..4ith children, gendk!T follows a "natural" rather
than "grammatical" form. It would be fairly safe to assume that

urin7; the very eary ears of a gixl's [Lfe she probably has eqA,zal, if
tot greater. experience fent Aline pronouns than wIth mascu-
line onie . But when she begins to expand her environment, unlike
the boy she does not !:---nply enlarge her set of ref,:rents for the
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pronouns she is all-eady accustomed to. Instea.d. she has to change
her expectations and become accustomed to new pronouns.

If it is true that males and females respond, differently to
standard rules concerning English gender, then tthere should be
some evidence of this difference during the period of language
acquisition and learning. To look for this difference, I used a
matched sampling of 50 boys and 50 girLs-10 each from nursery
school. first, third, fifth, and se-venth grades. In individual oral
sessioms the children were given 12 sentences to which they were to
add taig questions. Four these .sentences described activities
considered masculine by popular stereotyping. Four more de-
se-riioed activities popularly considered feminine. The four sen-
tences most relevant to the matter at hand depicted activities which
probaLy would be as culturally appropriate for a male as for a
female. These sentences were:

The child wa, eating lunch
The child was watchinig TV ...
The child -was talking...
The t h ld was wearing new shoes ...

In the sentenres which contained the masculine stereotypes (the
child was building a robot. was fighting, was winning the race, and
was tough), the majority of children regardte:s o" sex or age
responder3 with "Wasn't he?". In the fern i ni ne s..-mtences (was pretty,
was baby -.-;itting. was ,c,ryimg, and was sitting by the swings), a
majority children rewardles of sex or age responded with
"Wasn't she7, showiing that even at an early age, children have
acquired the culturally implanted 5,:_ere-.)typing off what is ap-
propriatP for boys and for girls. To '..-,eneutrai sentences. girls had a
tendency to respond with -Wasn't z.,;ne?" while boys tended to
respond 'with -Wasn't he?" This was particularly evident in the
nursery schoW group in which 28 out of the 40 pronouns used by
bor s were hr and 27 out of tie 40 pronouns used by girls were 4e. In
the four sentences, the 5o boys used a zotal of 116 ma !uline
pronouns and 84 feminine. The 50 giris uscd 120 femotine ; ronoum,
and 80 masculine. If they had divided the pronour- andomly
between mascuiine and femirr, they w(aild have use,. .'tr,of each.

At first glance it would seem the.;,-e is nothing very remarkable
t'!-J-, fart that when talking about neutral subjects. girls tend

to use feminine pronouns and boys ttd tx.) use masculine pronouns.

i
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In my particular sampling, the ratio was appruxirrate:y three
pronouns that correlated with the sex of the speake. 'o every two
that referred to peopl.- of the opposite sex. But when this is
considered in conjunct. ,n with the fact thaa the language of school.

the pri'nted langua.;e of adu:ts. uses masculine pronouns in a
raitio estimated at between three-to-one and five-to-one. then we see
thla the stage is set fur the kiiid of d ifference that Labov talks about
wher he explains Type I (naturally learned) and Type II (school
learned ) rules. When boys grow up. they continue louse pronouns in
approximately the same ratio they used as children. but it is just the
opposite for girls. Their adult speech is expected to be an Cmverse
picture of their naturally developed childhood speech.

From the foregoing discussion it appears that we have a Type I
and a Type II rule difference: but a major component is missing: the
instruction in school which is needed to help children make the
transition between their naturally learned language and the
language of standard for: mal English. Neither men nor women
have really made the transition. Although must men are perfectly
content with the system of grammatical gender as it now stands.
numerous studies and examples from usage show that they have no:
really learned to mentally include women when they use generic
terms. Part of the evidenee in support of this contention is the
present st:ute of 'unfusion, with writers waveriny back and forth
between penenc and literal interpretatims. even the same
par:: 2:raph. 'Women. as shown by recent protests from the fernilOst
movement, feel very uncomfortable about the whole system of
gender. As this study indicated. the mental transition from a Type 1
rule about gender to a Type II rule about gender is muchgreater for
them. When men intkrpret generic pronouns and other lexical
items literally instead of generically, they are not disturbed by any
psychological response wi;thin themselves. It probably doesn't even
occur to them that someone is beng excluded. But whe- women
interpreq generic terms as meaning -m~.1es only." they ai psycho-
logically jarreil and offended because trey feel left out.

Deciding what to do about sexism in children's reading is no easy
matter. But in several areas the way seems clear and steps are
being taken to correct inequiies. Publishers have responded
surprisingly fast to requests ffpr more balance in their old, male-
:Jriented catalogues. tit w career books featuring women and men
w(.rking side by side in a variety of profe-;sions are rolling off tke
vresA-.. along with biographies of successful and interesting
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women. Within a recent six-week period. the Chiidr,:n's literature
Preview Center at Nrizona State University reedve6 copies of
eighteen biographies of women. all written for thP elementary
school level_ The focus in fiction has also changed. In 1973. the year
after the first big wave of feminist criticism of t he male orientation
of children's literature. the Caidecott Medal for the best picture
book of the year went to Tio, Pub uy Little Itimuin by Arlene Mose:
Wutton. 197'2). and tl-e Newbery Medal for the beil piece of fiction
went to Jal;t. 4).f thf' liid-o's by Jean George (Harper & Row. 1972 ;.
Contrary to what might have been expec- both of these books are
enjoyed by boys as well as girls.

Another bright spot on the horizon is that colleges of education
throughout the cowntry have become very much aware of the
problem and few new teache-s grauuate wf:thout at least having
heard alhout the issue. Unfortunately, because of adverse economic
crnditiwns. ma. of these nw graduates are not getting jobs as
teachwrs and fewer new books are finding their way into schools.
Most textbooks still reflect the old sexist biases, because it takes
several years to put a text series together. The textbciks now on the
nark.et were started befo:e the feminist movement drew attention

inequities. And even w'nen nonsexist textbooks become available,
iloo1 will not have the money to immediately discard all the old
,oks arid b,iy new ones. This means that ..,chool librarians arid

roorn t.e-acher,: will have an added burden over the next few
years. It be up to them to soot inequities in '..he printed
materi lts they ?re 1,sing. talk these over with students, and search
out ,me no. ry materials which can serve as a counterbalance.



I admire y. ors zo purge A merit.. .7 English,of sexist words
and expressi I confess that words which intrcduce &yr. where
I think the qt. eing described does not need this modification
('-poete4-.") hz. --ays bothered me.... I wish you godspeed if you
thir k orth Egh tin g. My personal, skeptical, view is that
it has al t Auch chance of acceptance as Shaw's phonetic
(fonet;c' ng or Esperanto.

Hamilton Carson
editor

Yes. I think guideflnes for publication are important and nec-
escary.... At least t is a beginning. Fiftten publishers made
voluntary changes in their textbooks after sexist material was
pointed out to them before the California adoption. Some were
minor changesbut it'i .. one step.

Alpha Quincy
school principal

Our editorial policy at Coast (determined jointly by myself and our
managing editor, who is a woman) is more concerned with clarity
and a certain purity in t he use of the language tlt..an it is with the
rather laughable and probably hopelem attempts k aft(' meaningless
ones, at that) to rid English of all sex-determined languagewhat
we call "McGraw-Hillism" around here.

Colman Andrews
editor

Since all lingaistic change must come slowly. I am sure that changes
in the languato -sena; ning to sexism will also take time. ; remember
my own reactions have regularly followeij a pattern. At first.. I resiJit
the change. T think"how silly to insist on saying 'chairperson'
inste.4d of ,Irrnari; but now consider the tetrn 'chairperson'
completely .,....xeptable. Probably in a year or two. I shall be offended
if anyone speaks of me a 'chairmz.n.

(--ame withheld)
teacher, ad m inistrator
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Appendix: Guidelines
for Nonsexist Use
of Language
in NCTE Publications

The lor.ger we worked on this book, the more aware wt, became of the
diversity of opinion about both the advisability and the feasibility of
iangirage guidelines. Certainly it would seem that if there is any
group who going to get together and agree on a concerted plan of
action. it sho,Ad be the English teachers. But on the other hand. if
there is anv group who ought to realize the complications. it I ik ew ise
should be the English teachers.

However. by 1975 this was an issue that as professionals we could
Tic 10-,ger ignore. Not only were we getting questions from stualents
a:,(1 fellow faculty members. but at social gatherings in a refreshing
chamge from the da ys. when grammar teachi.rs were avoided as if
they mad halitosis. we Vere actua:Iy being sought out to eitfner settle
disputes or to add fuel to the fire as people argued about the feminist
rritAement and its rel...tiorish:? the English language. And .4- t

was an expected acti when ,bership passed the resolutlun
asking- that guideli- h writt-r. help NCTE members, writers,
and etorsavoi.i usi g t A /..n.frui.ge. The authors of the guide-
lines had input frvm reat ,Iny me......ers. plus they had the
advantage of bt.,244. guidelines of several major
,publishers. We . v ,te I.Lst iection of this bock to
nnese guidelineF, .. ise tA.ity art t,et.ta-,ar ly the 'ast word in

continuing debate ovei ism in Engii&-".:. but 1-tec .; ie they area
big f.tc.p in increasing gem ral understanding anti t ading us to
rr ..tn ive sexist att ides that tmderlie sexist tango

Aileen Pace Nilsen

the iJ NCTE Con Ulla ant members adopt. ,1 a resoka low calling
fin- the preparat Urn of guidelines for NCTE ; ublicatuom and cor-
respondence to help insure the um ,fnon.qoxi.yt languagr. We sought
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reactions and suggestions from members of the Comm ittee on the Bat-
umi Image of Warren in the Council] and the Profession, front editors,tf
CouuIjncL.i.frurn pro.fessional staff mem4ers at NCTE Copies
of the guidt line: went in the fall tu all nu-n4,ers of the Board f
Directors. Al' the 195 Con t.enti,..n the Board qf Directors adopted a
formal policy statt-ment which rekzd in part: 'The Sational("ouncilti
Teachers of Eng( t.--h should encourage the use q- nonsexist language.
pa rtic:da rly 'through its publication: and per:odi:.als."

th.rertHrN,..";Al not ,-ytv on the jui.dtI ;nes the msel res. Ha,: the y dont
it would der action o.f the Dire( fors to mild tour mod if!,

the guidelines. 77ie24 are reprAducrd here :o guide all interested
Council members in implementing tin policy adopt, .1 by the Direc-
tors.

Robert F Hogan
-

St TE Erecrd ire St ere ta ry

Introduction

"Sexism" may be defined i. words or acirms that arbitrarily assign roles or
characteristics to people on the tiasis of sex. Originally used to refer to practices that
discriminated against women, the term nole includes any usage that unfairly
delimits the aspir-iitions or attributes of either sex. Neither men nor women can
reach their full potential when men are cond itioned to he on ly aggressive, analytical,
and active and women axe conditioned to be su hm issive, emotional. ar passive.
The man who can not cry and the woman w ho cannot command are equally N. icjrns of
tneir socialization.

Language plays a central role in so ..dization. for it helps teach children thres
tt.:it are expected of them. Through language, children conceptualize their ineas and
feelings about themselves and their world. Thought and action are refit, red n
words, and words in turn condition how a person th iris and arts. Eliminating i..exist
language will not eiiminate sexist conduct, but as the language is liberated from
sexist usages and assumptions, ...,smen and nwn v. ill beg. 11 to share more equal,
ac Live, caring roles.

Recognizing problems, members of 1 ie National C.aincil of -Feachers of
English passed a resation at their 1974 cornentiondirecting :he Council to create
guidelines ensctr. tre of nensexist language in NCTE paid icatit and
correspondence. directed specilwaily iti NCTE editor.. authors, anti staff
the iz.-uidelines vfl a '--4) benefit member: larwv. Whether teaching in t.he classroom,
assigning texts. tk -mining currieuLin . or servingon national comm ttees. NCTE
members tji,'eetl o indirei-:ly ience the .ioiai.iation of chNren, They help
shape the language pptterns and usage of studenus and thus have potent. for
promoting language that opens rather than closes possibilities to women and men

These guidelines are not comprehensive. The; identify sexist usages1t plague
communicatien and disc. 11SS spedflc proh'lcnis that NCTE encounters in its roleas an
educational poil ,. guidelines do ne, o' fer a new dogmatism. Detailed and
vigorous arg.:.rnw.,.ts rontinue over maoy langua!:e patterns. These debates
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hare not been resolved: rather. an at'i.empt has been made to identify tis2ges that
concerned men and women find objectionable and to propose alternatives.

General Problems

Omission ( Vomen
1. Although r-_,.an in its original sense carried the dual mean:ng of adult human and

..-iult male, its meaning has come to be so closely identified with adult male that
:.ht generic use of man and other words with nnasculine markers should be
avoided whenever possible.

Examples ±ves

mankind humanity. human beings, people

achievements liuman achievements

the best man for the job the best person for the job.
the best man or woman for the job

mai-rn;! synthetic, manufactured. crafted.
tna4thine-made

the common mar: the average perscn, ordinary people

2. Tne use of man occupational terms when persons holding the job3 could be
either female or male should be avoided. English is such a rich language that
alternatives to the mw l-. maligned nerson (as in congressperson/ can
alm(g,t always be found (represenr.ativo.

F.xample,

chman

Ink essman, fireman. mailman

Alk(rnatives

cwrdinator 4.of a committee
departme,-.1.). moderator (of a meeting/.
presiding officer, head. chair

business executive or manager. fire
fighter, mail carrier

In the interest of parallel .atment, job titles for women and mem should be
the same.

Examples Alternates

t-teward and ste...v...rde,, flight attendant

policeman and poiicew police offi('er

Because English has no generic singularor ( (mmon-sex pronoun). we have
used he, his, and him in such expressions "the student ...he." When we
mnstantly pernify "the judge." "the critic," -the executive." "ti'v author." etc..
as male by using the pronoun he, we are subtly conditioning our -,elves against
the idea of a teniale judge, critic. executive. or author. There are several
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alternative approaches for ending the exclusion of women that results from the
pervasive use of the masculine pronotzns.

a. Recast into the pluraL

Example Alternative

Give each student his paper as soon Give students their papers as soon as they
as he is finished, are finished.

b. Reword to eliminate unnecessary gender problems.

Ex._ !pie Alternative
The average student is worried The average student is worried about
about his grades. grades.

c. Replace the masculine pronoun with eile. you. or (sparingly) he or she, as
appropriate.

Example Mternative
If the student was satisEed jth his who was satisfied with her or
performance on the pretest, he to: : his performance on the pretest took the
the posttest_

d. Alternate male and fi.-nale examples and expressions.

Example Alternative

Let each student particip;ate. Has
he had a chance to talk? Could he
feel left out':

Let each student warticipate Has sne
had a chance to talk? Could he feel left out.?

4. Using the masculine pronouns to refer to an indefinite pronoun (everybody,
everyone, anybody. an.yone) also has the effect of excluding women. In all but
strictly formal usage, plural prurwuns have become a.e.e:itable...,,ubstztules for the
masculine singular.

Example Alternative

Anyone w..o warits to go to the
game should bring his money
tomorrow.

Any9ne who wants to go to the game
should bring their money tomorrow.

5. Certain phrases inadvertently exclude women by assuming that all readers are
men.

Example .Alternative

NCTE COL pntion-goers and their
,wives are invited ...

NCTE convention-goers and their spouses
are invit.ed -
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Demeaning Women
Men and women should be treated in a parallel manner, whether the descriPtion
involves jobs, appearance, marital status, or titles.

Examples

lady lawyer

Runining for Student Counril
president are Bill Smith, a
six.i.ight-A sophomore. and Kathie
Ryan. a pert junior.

Alternatives

lawyer

Running for Student Council president
are Bill Smith. a straight-A sophomore,
and newspaper editor Kathie Ryan. a
junior.

Senator Percy and Mrs. Chisholm Charles Percy and Shirley Chisholm or
Mr. Percy and Mrs. Chisholm or Senator.
Percy and Representative Chisholm

?. Terms or adjectives whirl) patronize or trivialize women or girls should be
w.roided. as should sexist s,uffixe, and adjectives dependent on stereotyped
masculine or feminine markers.

Examples Alternatives

gal Friday assistant
I'll inave my girl do it Ill have my sec: .!tary

career girl

ladies

libber

coed

authoress. poetess

man-sized job

old wives' tale

professional woman. name the woman's
profession. e.g.. attorney Ellen Smith

women (unless th,ed with gentlemen)

feminist

student
author, poet

big or enormous job
superstitious belief, story. or idea

Sex-Role Stereotyping
1. Women shf:uld be shown .3.s participating equally with men: they should not be

omitted or tre..ted as subordinate to men. T .s generic terms such as doctor
nurse should be assumed to include both and women: "male nurse. and
"woman doctor" should be avoided.

Examples Alternatives

Writers become so involved ir their
work that they neglect their wives that they neglect their
a.nd children.

Writers become so involved in their work
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Sally's husband lets her teach part- Sally teaches part-time.
time.

2. Jobs, roles, or personal characteristics should not be stereotyped by sex.

Examples Alternatives
the c:eme:.tary teacher.... she ele:nentary teachers ... they
the principal ... he ;,rincipals they
Have your Mother send cookies for Have yOu.., parents send cookieN for the
the field trip. field trip.

Wr ite a 7..1-5..mgrvph aboa t what yo:: expect
to do you grow up.

Write a paragraph about what you
expect to do when you are old
enough to have Mr. or Mrs. before
your name.

(spelling exercise)
While lunch wa:..; delayed. the lad ica
chattered about last night's
meeting.

"-..3arnple Revised Passages
Many of the general problems just
revisions are sometimes necessary:

Example

O'Connors to Head PTA

Jackson Wgh School PTA mem-
bers elected e,:ficers for the 1975-76
school year Wednestlay night at the
school cafeteria.

Dr. and Mrs-James O'Connor
were elected co-presidents from a
slate of three couples. Dr. O'Connor,
a neurosurgeon on the staff of How-
ard Hospital. has served for two
years 00 the PTA Budget and Fi-
nance Committee. Mrs. O'Connor
has been active on the Health and
Safety Committee.

Elected as ethvkx-presidents were
Mr. and Mr--., Tom Sever ns: secre-
tary, Mrs. .).,;;;n Tracers; and trea-
surer. Mrs. Edward Johnsot
m ittee chai rmen wet e also
Each chrirman will be briefe_
responsibilities at a special meet-
ing on June 3. 'L'he revised budget

While iunch lx as delayed, the women
talked, abotr. last night's meeting.

discussed .overlap in practice. Substantial

Alternative

O'Connors to Head PTA

Jackson High School PTA members
elected officers for the 1975-76 school year
Wednesday night at the sc?,,m1 cafeteria.

James and Marilyn O'Connor were
elected co-presidents from a slate of three
couples. James O'Connor. a neurosurgeon
on the staff of Howard Hospital. has
served for two years on the PTA Budget
and Finance Committee. and Marilyn
O'Connor, president of the League of Wo-
men Voters, has been active on the PTA
Health and Safety Committee for three
y ears.

Elected as co-vice-presidents were Jane
and Tom Severns; secretary Ann Travers:
:Lnd treasurer. Susan Johnson. Committee
coordinators were also selected and will
' ? briefed on their responsibilities at a
peeial meeting on June 3. The revised
budget will be presented at that meeting.

Dick Wade. principal of ,Jackson 1!.gh
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will be presented at that meeting.
Principal Dick Wadeannounced

that Mrs. Elizabeth Sullivan had
been chosen Teacher of the Year by
the Junior Women's League. She
was nominated in a letter written
by ten of her students. Each student
discussed how she had influenced
him.

Mrs. Sullivan. an English teach-
er at Jackson for ten years. is the
wife of Joseph Sullivan. a partner
in the law firm of Parker. Sulnaa
and Jordon. and the mother of two
Jackson students.

Smartly attired in a blue tweed
suit. Mrs. Sulliv%n briefly addred
elc group. expressing her grati-
tude at receiving the award.

Specific Problems

School. announced that Elizabeth Sulli-
van. an English teacher at Jackson for ten
years. had been chosen Teacher of the
Year by the Junior Women's League. She
was r qminated in a letter written by tenof
her udents. Each of the students dis-
cus:4:u how they had been influenced by
her.

Sullivan briefly addressed the group.
expressing her pleasure at receiving the
award.

The under-representation of female writers and scholars in many fields hag been
variously attributed to systematic neglect of women or to the broader social
conditions which have discouraged women from pursuing prof(.ssional careers. Th is

neglect of women has nr i-Ilation to their competence: research shows people rate a
wirk more highly when it is attributed to a male author than when it k attributed to

a female author. Quality need not be sacrificed in urging th:4> an honest attempt be
made to represent female as well as male writ.-rs and scholars.

Books or Collections of Articles Discussing Professional Issues
1. Authors of monographs and editors of collections should use and encourage the

use of nonsexist language. Readers will be aware that language cannot be altered
when articles are reprinted from another publication.

2. Sexist language. in a direct quotation cannot be altered, but other alternatives
should he considered.

a. Avoid the quotation altogether if it is not really nec:.ssary.

h. Paraphrase the quotation. giving the original author credit for the idea.

e. If the quotation is fairly short. recast as an indirect quotation, eliminating the
se language,

Example Alternative

Among the questions asked ''y the Among the questions asked by the school
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school representatives were several
about curriculum areas, including
the following question: "Consider-
ing the idea.] college graduate. wbai,
degree of knowledge would you pr.;
fer him to have in the followg
curricular areas for an executive
position: ...

representatives werc several about cur-
riculum areas, including a question ask-
ing what degree of knowledge the ideal
cceg ,,,raduate should have in the fol-
lowng ::urricular areas to obtain an exec-

re po;ition-

Booklists
1. A committee choosing items for a booklist should seek books that emphasize

the equai.,ity of men and women and show them in nontraditional as well as
traditional roles. Children's favorites may contain sexist elements: these books
may be included provided the annotations reflect awareness of the sexist
elements.

Example

More than anything. sixteen-year-
old Sandy wants to date Joe Collins.
captain of the tennis team. Sandy's
interest in pets now seems childish
and her friends boring. The schemes
sle contrives to attract Joe's atten-
tion make for delightful reading.

Alternative

More than anYthing. s ix .aki
Draper ..vant.:, w date Joe s. eaptain
of the tennis team. A fi-nfely
gives up her interest i '. -7.1ects
her friends as she tries t, . Joe.
Readers can decide f,..r :., .. wheth-
er Sandy's action:

If this is impractical, the introduction or preface should e-kp;uin wt-iy r4 the
books were chosen despite their sexist elements. The r.-o-----ittee :,:hould en-
courage teachers to review books for classroom use; if reflect sexist
attitudes. teachers should discuss these attitudes anti the- roles of
women and men.

When selecting picture books, the committee should 1:.:7,o be careful that the
illustrations Show males and females actively participating in a variety of
situations at home, work, and play.

2. Careful consideration should be given to the organization of bookl:sts. Books
should not be (-ategorized by traditional male and female interests. Special
efforts should be made to include books that portray males and females in non-
traditional roles.

a All annf)tations in the hooklist should lw cast in nonsexist language.

Examples

Through the dicovery f 111'.1: e;tve
paintings in southern Franet-. the
author reconstructs the I if- of pre-
historic man And shows him as a
person remarkably similar in feel-
ings and emotions to man today.

Alternatives

Through the discovery of new cave paint-
ings in southern France. the author re-
constructs the life of prehistoric men and
women and shows them as people re-
markably similar in feelings and emo-
tions to people today.
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Forceful analysis of the blark's im-
age of himself and the prtsent state

ra,,,InTLan

Amy is certain thaz she is going to
be a nurse when she grows up. but a
sudden case of tonsillitis and her
subsequent encounter with a lady
doctor change her mind.

Forceful analysis of the black's self-image
and the present state of the black revo-

Amy is certain that she is going to be a
nurse when she grows up. but when a
sudden ease of tonsillitis leads to her
encounter with Dr. Jane Gil:no-re. Amy
changes her nd

Teaching Units
Giving careful thought to the topic of a unit. its organi7r-.Tion. and the examples

and questions to be used will help prevent sexist tre-aunent. For example.

Fiction and poeu-v units should include materials by and about both women and

men. If an obviously sexist piece is included, the discussion questions should

bring out this fact.
A unit on classics should le accompanied by questions that promote discusion
of the tratiment of women and why their image differs from that of mrn.

Activities should not be segregated by sex: e.g.. girls may build stage sets. boys

may sew costumes.
I: nits bn usage and s ;el ling s not. id inci ude e xa-npies that promote nontraditional
views of male and female roles.

Examples

Jill carefully stitched the hern IT,
her new dress.
Eddie quietly crept 14 the Lea.c
stairs.
After passing the exar -. tne steel
' Triade Tom an a.pprentice

rigger. (misplaced modifer)

A !ternat i ves

Jill balanced carefully as she reached for
the next branch of the old tree.

Eddie quietly cradled the sick kitten.

After graduating from college,
Macpherson and Associates hired Nancy
as an apprentice architect. ;misplaced
modifier:

?-eseareh
1 C areful con sideratkin shouhi be given to the m.ethxivlogy and content of research

to ensure that it carries no sexist imphcat (This dors not deny the legitimacy
of research designed, for example. to study sex differences in the performance of
certain kils. Researchers are encouraged to consult the American Psycholow-
cal As.,iic .,11.0.: j II L. hi N 141 If .icw listed in the bibliog-

raphy.,

2 T he sample population shoukt be carefully defined If both rnalrs and females are
included. references to individual sutsjects in the report of the research should
not assume that thr* are male on iy

1. Thr examples used for rase studies should be balanced in numbers of male and
female subjects if both sexes were involved in the study.
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Reference Books (Bibliographies, Indexes. Style Manuals. Teacher's Guides)Reference books can be implicitly sexist through their organization andcor.tentwhat is left out can be as telling as what is ich If tise subj,-t hasbeen studied primarily by men, a special attempt should be made to discoverwhether women have also made significant contributions_

Journal Articles
I_ Articles which contain sexist language but are otherwise acceptable for pub-lication should be returned to the author with a letter of explanation, perhapsencouraging the author to rewrite the article and suggesting that she or heconsult these Ge id...lint N. Alternately, the editor may choose to edit such articlesto eliminate sexist language.

Instructions to prospective authors in the front matier of the .iournal shouldinclude a notice to the effect that
In keeping with the Goi;dflows,f;,. NortNer;.KI 11.4 of 110-1ng,soy, in A.I.TEPuU iPutifm... 4. the editor reserves the right to edit all articles which containsexist language.

Conclusion

Important as language is. improving it is to lite.e purpose if underlyingassumptions and traditional omissions continue. The Committee on the Role andImage of Women in the Counciland the Profession works to ensure equal treatmentof women and girls as stiadents, teachers. administrators, and Council staff. Ifwomen never enter the author's world, it little avails a journal or book editor toscrapulously eliminate "man .. he" references. However, when authors or editors dofind it necesary to use selections that contain sexist language or sexist att itudes. theattitudes should be discussed in the introduction, in a headnote. or in some otherappropriate place.
The dramatic changes in language now tak.i ng place pose a special challenge toNCTE members and staff. Whether the members work as teachers. authors, oreditors. they not mly help shape students' language patterns but are also viewed bythe public as custodians of what is "correct" in the language. The very newness ofthese changes in GU r language offers English teachers a unique opportunity. Undertheir guidance. eliminating sexism can bring new votality to the English language.
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